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Introduction

This bibliography is a by-product of the UCLA Tone Project, a National
Science Foundation under Grant GS 37235. It had its origin in the
reading; on tone and related issues by the members of the tone group for
thE purposes of their research.

The various,bibliographic printouts were produced in cooperation with
Dr. Tim Diller, head of the SOLAR(Semantically-Oriented Lexical Archive)
Project at System Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California.
Each citation was written up on specially designed entry sheets. These
worksheets were keypunched at System Development Corporation and entered
into the Data Management System utilized by SOLAR (one of the SOLO
files, with the addition of the tone bibliography, now contains more
than 4500 citations on documents in linguistics). This sl ttem accepts
entries with the usual bibliographical information as well as abstracts
and keywords. Following on-line editing the presen't volume was composed
on the System Development Corporation IBM 370-145 computer. The design
of the entry sheets, the computerized bibliography file, and the
composed format we owe to Dr. Diller, who also gave generously of his
time in producing the Computerized data file and the composed printout.

Since no large annotated bibliography on tone has been published before,
it was felt that distribution of this work as a volume in the UCLA
Working Papers in Phonetics series would be useful.

Coverage

The focus of the present work is on the phonetics and phonology of tone
including studies on the physiology of phonation and pitch control,
pitch perception, inherent pitch of vowels, the interaction of tone with
musical melody in tone languages, and other related issues. A

bibliography of this size obviously is not exhaustive, but it is, as far
as we know, the largest annotated bibliography on tone available today.
We have tried to cover all the major contributions to such important
debates as those dealing with the phonological representation of tone,
the nature of downdrift, the interaction of pitch and consonant
types, and to include many phonological descriptions of tone or 'pitch
accent' systems. Clearly, a large number of entries, especially
phonological descriptions of tone languages, could have been added if we
had had more time, energy, and space. What has been included reflects
to some extent the individual interests of the compilers. Furthermore,
the omission of any item does not mean that the compilers feel that the
item is insignificant or uninteresting. to fact some of the most
tamiliar and significant literature on tone may well have been
overlooked simply because it was weld-known and had not been re-read
recently. Some suggestions on where to look in order to remedy some of
the deficiencies of the present volume will he found below under

()
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"Further Sources" .

Format

PAGE ii

The main entries ate listed in alphabetical sequence by author (surname
or equivalent) and identified by a sequence number printed to the right.
These numbers run from 9001 up. An index is provided from an
alphabetical listing of all the keywords. In the index each keyword is
followed by the sequence numbers of all the entries which have the
keyword in question. This keyword index forms a combined index of
subjects, languages and language families, and geographical distribution
of languages. A reader interested in finding out Which tntries discuss
the phonological features of tone can look up "tone features" in the
keyword index and then locate the entries with the sequence numbers; one
interested in tone languages of the Athapaskan family can find
"Athapaskan" in the keyword index; similarly, one interested in finding
the entries dealing with the tone languages of West Africa can look up
"West Africa" in the keyword index. The way in which the keywords in
these various areas have been dealt with will be discussed in the next
three sections.

SUBJECTS: Keyword Index

Subject keywords in the index are designed to identify topics in the
study of tone covered in tt'a bibliographic entries. We have tried to
put together a useful grouping of entries for the various topics. For
example, the keyword "level tones" identifies all those entries which
discuss the maximum number of level tones believed to exist and those
which describe a language as having an unusual number of level tones.
All articles on the historical development of tone systems are
identified by the keyword "tonal development". It may be necessary to
brouse through the list of keywords until you find the keyword that
might identify the topic you are interested in. Issues in phonological
theory (global rules, cyclic rules, absolute neutralization etc.) ,

surrogate languages (drum language, whistle speech) and many other
topics are listed. Many entries, however, proved rather difficult to
characterise it terms of the subjects that they covered. For example,
entries have been given the keyword "tone correspondences" if they
discuss cross-language correspondences of tone wit,Iout drawing
historical conclusions, even though it is unlikely that anyone will ever
he interested in looking up all the articles which deal with tone
correspondences for their own sake. to order to compile a perfect index
one would need to read the minds of those who will use this bibliography
- but we hope the scheme used here is helpful anti better than no subject
index at all.

LANGUAGE NAMES and LANGUAGE FAMILIES: Keyword Index

Each language that is the focus of phonological description, phonetic
investigation, internal reconstruction or whatever, or is used for
exemplifying some theoretical point in an entry is listed in the index.
An attempt has been made to be accurate and consistent in assigning
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!limes to languages. This is a difficult task since there are maiLconfusione el nemenclature and misidentifications. That is, many caseswhere what should he distinguished has not been kept apart and whatehould be mated has been separated. Where competing names for the samelanguale exist, the local name (self-designation anglicized) has beenpreferred in most cases except where there is no tradition of using this:lame in linguistic literature or where an established Englishlosignatien exists. Dialect names have been avoided where possible. Theaser should therefore try possible alternative names for a givenlanguage or dialect if the one they are looking for does not appear inthe index. Some examples of how this works: all the Twi dialectsti.sante, kwapim, etc) and related dialects such as Fante or Brom; areindexed under "Akan", the name that is used in Ghana today. The Togo?emnant language called Siwu by its speakers is listed under Avatimesince that is the language name that has been used in most publicationson the language. Swedish has been called Swedish not Svensk because thati3 established English usage. The name Thai, referring to the nationallanguage of Thailand, has been avoided because of its potential
confasion with the name Tai, the term reserved for the family oflanguages to which Thai belongs. In this bibliography the nationallanguage ,f Thailand has been indexed as "Siamese ", the language family49 "Tai". Chinese presented a particular problem, as it usually does.The prectice adopted here has been to use the names of the various localvirieties of Chinese and denote the national language by Mandarin. Thusthere arc no entries in the index under "Chinese"; the index doeshowever contain "Taiwanese, Chaozhou, Cantonese" etc. All of the entriesrelating to the Chinese family can be found by looking under "Sinitic".

The index aid° includes the genetic classification proposed for eachlanqua le. These genetic labels usually indicate intermediate levels ofclessification. Fe example, Indo-European does not occur among thekeywarle but several of the subfamilies do (Germanic, Ealfic, Slavic,Indo-Iranian) . Among African languages the major class, Niger-Congo, isnot listed; instead, each Niger-Congo language is classified (GreenbergTho Lengulges of Africa 1963) into Mande, West Atlantic, Voltaic(Gur),ewe, Benn-Congol.and Alemawa-Eastern. Some of the better studied groupsare further identified by a lower-level classification, such asVolta-Comee, Edo, Togo-Remnant, etc. within Kwa. In Benue-Congo,according to Greenberg's classification, there are four divisions:nlateau, Cross River, Jukunoil and Bantoid. We hdve accepted thisclessification except that we use a separate keyword for those Bantoidlansuages that have been classified as Bantu by such scholars as3ecause these lancleages are numerous and prominent it was felta separetet keyword would be appropriate. The term Bantu as applied by;reenbers, WilliamSon and others, refers to a group that includes morelanguags than Guthriee's Bantu. So in order to make it clear that thenarrow definition is intended, the keyword "Narrow Bantu" is used. onlySentoid llnguages outside Narrow Bantu are identified by the keyword"Panteii".

Tn the cars of the languages of Asia and America an attempt has beenmiss, to find appropriately sized units for classification. No singleauthority has been followed but a 'consensus' position has been sought -this may have Jed to inconsistency. The principal Asian familiesrecognized are Sinitic, Tibeto-Burman, Tajo Miao-Yao, Viet, and Kam-Sui.In America units such as Arawakan, Uto-Aztecan, Otomanquean and
P. 4
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Athapaskan seem well-defined, but there also seem to he numerous cases
ct rather indeterminate affiliation. The same is also true in the
oceanic area. In these cases we hope that the labels assigned will still
help those interested in the languages of these areas to find what they
aro looking for.

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS: Keyword Tndex

The approximate location of languages referred to in the entries is also
inlicated in the keyword index. The following geographical areas have
boon indicated:

China
Southeast Asia
Far East
New Guinea
Pacific Islands
Europe
Indian Subcontinent

North America
Central America
South America
North Africa
West Africa
East Africa
Southern Africa

The boundaries cf these areas have been adjusted to take linguistic
relationship into account as well as geography. Fnr example, there is a
t,mlencv for Tai languages spoken inside the borders of China to he
located in "Southeast Asia". Also, the dividing line between North and
Centre, America, which falls somewhere in Mexico, has been bent to take
accouL of the linguistic affiliations of the languages involved,
Uto-Azr.can languages being located in "North Am3rica", Otomanguean
languages in "Central America". Transplanted languages are located in
their hlmelanis, P.4. the Chinese spoken in San Francisco is regarded as
helopging in China.

'ibstracts

An .abstract of usually 50 to 250 words follows the basic reference
information for an entry. The abstracts in the nresent work vary in
lunith and in the amount of care and thoughtfulness that went into their
writing. They also vary in the degree to which a critical stance has
been adopted. Such variation is inevitable under the circumstances in
which the work was compiled. The length of an abstract should not he
thought of as necessarily proportio.nal to our estimate of the value of
an entry. As time ran out some entries were included for which only a
very superficial abstract was able to be written. others were included
with no abstract at all. The abstracts aim to summarize the main points
of an entry. Where they fail we apologize, but we feel that most of
them will he helpful. We hope that some will result in bringing
an justifiably neglected work on tone as well ar facts and observations
about some of the lessor-known languages to the attention of
tonoloeists.

Further Sources

The gap caused by the slight coverage of the various varieties of
Chinese in the present volume cal. be filled by consulting the genoral
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bibliography on Chinese linguistics entitled CLIBOC: Chinese Linguistic
eibliograllhy On Computer by William S-Y. Wang ani Anatole Lyovin,
Cambridee University Press, 1970, 513 pp. Tt contains over 1000 entries
provided with 'topic tags' somewhat similar to the keywords of the
preeent work. It also includes an appended section in which 579 of the
major articles are abstracted. This book is an expanded version of
"Bibliogrtehy of Chineee Linguistics" which appeared it. Current TrendsuIn Lieletics Volume 2: Linguistics In Fast Asia and South !3ast Asia ,
editel by T. Sebeok, Mouton, The Higue, 1970, pp. 188-499. There are
also naeful bibliographical compilations at the end of other articles in
this same volume and in other velumes in the Current Trends series,
reepecially Volume 7: Linguistics in Sub-Saharan Africa , 1971, Volume 8:
Oceenic Linguistics , 1977 and Volume; 10: Linguistics in North America ,1974. Fetch of the volumes surveys wort on the languages of a
perticelar eeographical area. See also "Inventory of Descriptive
llterials" by Williem sright in Hendbook of Middle American Indians
Volume 5: Linnuisties 19h7 (Series edited by Robert Wauchope, Volume 5
edited by Narman A. Mcottown), pp. 9-62, containing 570 entries with
brief annotations end "Inventory et Classificatory Materials" by Maria
Teresa Fernandez de Miranda, pp. 63-78 of the same. volume, containing a
smaller number cf more extensively annotated entries dealing with
comperativ+ literature. Fiddle America is the .Mesoamerican culture
areal covering essentielly those languages found from the northern
border of Mexico down te to border of Costa Rica. For African
langueges the periodical literature from 1950 to 1972 has been
lbstracted in African Abstracts published by the International African
Institute with the support of UNFJCO. For the languges of Southeast
Asia see also Bibliogreehien of Mon-Khmer and Tai Linguistics by H. L.
Shorto, Judith Jacob, end E.H.I. Simmonds, Oxford University Press,
1963; Bibliography o" c7ino-Tibetan Lenguages by Robert Shafer, Volume 1

. 1')57 - Volume 2 1961, 1ttn harrassowitz, Wiesbaden.

In dldition the rQd ehould consult the bibliographies in "The Many
uses of Fe" 17 Willitm Wang(sequenee number 9513), Consonant Types and
Tone edited by Larry Hyman(sequence number 92301 and The ?one Tome: UCLA
Working Piperl In Phonetics 27.

Finally, entries in the present bibliography which have an extensive
bibliography generally have that fact pointed out in the abstract.

Tan Maddieson
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9001
Abbott, M. (1972) "A 'Deduced' Tone in Konkomba" Institute of
Linguistics, Ghana.
MOTES: Paper presented at the 10th West African Languages Congress,
Logone Ghana, March 1972.
ABSTRACT: in the Sahoba dialect of Konkomba adjacent high tones are
automati7ally downstepped and a low after high with any tone preceeding
is raised level with the high. But alternations in both nominal and
verbal constructions betwaen mid and high are not handled by
these rules, and must he distinguished from non-alternating mid and hig
h tones. The proposed solution is to posit a rising mid-high comf.Lex
tone on the syllables which show the alternation. The conditions
under which this complex tone is realized as high and as mid are
discussed in some detail.
KEYWORDS: tone ruins, downItop, domain of tone, techniques for
tonal analysis, morphotonology, Konkomba, Voltaic, West Africa

9002
Abramson, Arthur (1962) The Vowels and Tones of Standard Thai:
Acoustical Measurements and Experiments. IJAL, Department of
Anthropology, University of Indiana, Bloomington.
NOTES: Puhlication 20 of the Indiana University Research Centre in
Anthropology, Folklore and Linguistics.
ABSTRACT: This Monograph reports acoustical measurements and perception
experiments for the vowels and tones of standard Thai. For the latter,
measurements of the fundamental frequency patterns of many sets of
tonally differentiated single vowel and double vowel monosyllabic
morphemes wore made. Average tonal contours for the 5 phonemic
tones on both single vowel and double vowel monosyllabic morphemes were
then calculated. Experiments on the perception of the 5 tones yielded
the following major results: 1. The tones are identifiable in isolated
monosyllables 2. Highly intelligible tones can he synthesized using the
average pit-h contours that resulted from measurements of real speech 3.
Pitch is the primary feature in signalling the tonal distinctions
overriding other concomitant phonetic features associated with the
tones. It was also shown that allophonic variations in
vowel length correlate with tone. Average durations of citation forms
of geminate vowels occurring on e ach tone were calculated for 2
subjects. Geminate vowels on the mid and low tones tend to be longer, on
the high and falling tones shorter than on the rising tone.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, acoustics, tone
perception, tone synthesis, instrumental study of tone

9003
Abramson, Arthur (1972) "Tonal Experiments with Whispered Thai" Papers
in Linguistics and Phonetics to the Memory of Pierre Delattre. valdman,
Albert Od.) Mouton, the Hague. pp. 31-44
NOTES: Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the 73rd Annual
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sleeting

of the modern language association of America, December, 1958 and the
58th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, october, 1959.
ABSTRACT: Reports on tonal experiments with whispered speech in Thai.
Results of perception tests indicate that in the context-free setting
of isolated words, whispered Thai tones cannot be well identified, but
in a
sufficiontly long sentnce context, some Thai speakers can do ceasonahl
y well at identifying certain tones. Whispered communication can be
ambiguous in short utterances with low redundancy. In longer utterances
or in short utterances embedded in a conorsation or a particular
situation, the high contextual redundancy plus the tonal distinctions
that whispering does provide, combine to make whispered communication
quite feasible.
KEYWORDS: Siamese, whispered speech, tone perception, southeast
Asia, Tai

9004
Agnew, Arl,ne and Ev.lyn Pike (1957), "Phonemes of. Ocaina (Huitoto)"
[JAL. 23.1, pp. 24-27
ABSTTiACT: Two tone levels are posited for Ocaina. Saccessive low tones
are progressively lower. Palatalised consonants have pronounced pitch
glides to aijacent tones. Vowel sequences May have HH, LL, Ld, or HL
ton as.

;U:YW1PnS: Aowndrift, consonant types and tone, Ocaina, Huitoto,
south America

9005
Abramson, Arthur ann Donna Erickson 0972) "Electromyographic Study of
the Toner, of Thai" Status Reports on Speech Research, Haskins
Laboratories, New Haven. 31, pp. 231-236
ABSTRACT: An electromyographic analysis of the production of tones of
standard Thai indicates that activity of the cricothyroil muscle
increases with the raising of Fo, and the activity of the strap muscles
- the sternohyoid, sternothyroid, and thyrohyoid incee&sed with the
lowering of Fo.
KEYWOR1S: Southeast Asia, Tai, elprtromyography, larynx,
Siamese

9006
Anderson, Doris (1962) Conversational Ticuna. Summer Tnstitute of
Linguistics, University of Oklahoma, Norman. 402 pr'.
ABSTRACT: A coursebook designed to 'te ach yourself' Ticuna with the
help of rocorded conversations. The transcription employed throughout
the analysis of the language assumes five level tones proposed by
Lambert. Andor7ln. Tone drills are included and a Ticuna- English

1.1
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vocabulary and a list of words differing only in tone.
KEYWORDS: Ticuna, Tucanoan, Andean- Equatorial, pedagogy

PAGE 3

9007
Anderson, Lambert (1958) "Vocabulario Breve Del Idioma Ticuna" Tradicion
(Cuzco). 8.21
NOTES: Abstracted by Bright, William. IJAL 27.2: 159. 1961.

ABSTRACT: Ticuna is spoken in th' border of Peru, Columbia and Brazil.
This study provides a brief statement of the phonemes and a
Spanish-Ticuna vocabulary of over 700 words. Five tone levels are
distinguished, with four two-level combinations.
KEYWORDS: level tones, Ticuna, South America, Tucanoan,
Andean-Equatorial

9008
Andrews, Henrietta (1949) "Phonemes and Morphophonemes of Temoayan
Otomi" IJAL. 15.4, pp. 213-222
ABSTRACT: Description of the phonemic system, including consonants and
vowels (characterized phonetically and listributionally); tones, their
allotones and distributions; illustration of types of conditioned root
tone changes; the independence of stress and tone:, junctural phonemes
aad their realizations; syllable structure; permissible vowel and

4'. consonant sequences. Morphophonemic processes are described, including
phoLeme alternations, apocope, syncope, consonant assimilations, vowel
assimilations, and the occurrence of the 'glottal morphophonemel.
KEYWORDS: tone distribution, tone sandhi, Otomi, Otomanguean,
Central Amerisp

9009
(1961) The Tonal Structure of Ewe. Hartford Seminary Foundation,
Connecticut.
NOTES: Hartford Linguistic 1onographs No. 1.
ABSTRACT: Ansre proposes an analysis of the tonal system of standard
Ewe which derives thrPe surface level tones from two underlying tones
resulting from the interaction of three classes of consonants with the
underlying tones, and of the morphosyntactic position of the
tone - bearing units (noun prefix, noun stem, etc.).
KEYWORDS: Ewe, Kira, West Africa, consonant types and tone,
morphotonology, tone rules

9010
Armstrong, Lilias (1940) The Phonetic and Tonal Structure of Kikuyu.
Oxford University Press for the International. institute of African Langu
ages and Cultures, London.. 363 pp.
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KEYWORDS: East Africa, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, morphotonology,
tone rules

9011
Ariasttong, Robert g. (1969) "Yala (Ikom): a Terraced-level Language
with Three Tones" Journal of West African Languages. 5.1, pp. 49-58
KEvW0POS: Yala, Kwa, downdrift, tone rules, West Africa, level
tones

9012
Armstrong, Robert q. (1972) "A Note on Downstep in Yala (Ikom)" Studies
in African Linguistics. 3.3, pp. 423-425
NOTES: See also "Yala (Ikom), a Terraced-Level Language with Three
Tonemes". Journal of West African Languages 5.1: 49-58.
ABSTRACT: This note mainly reiterates important points made in another
article by this author (see notes above) concerning downdrift and
downstep and the infLuence of the mid tone on these phenomena. Further,
the notion 'latent tone' is
introduced as a possible way of treating downstep and blocking of glide
formation between a high and for tone as different manifestations of a

single phonological process.
KEYWORDS: West Africa, Kwa, Yala, downdrift, dovnstep, tone
rules

9013
Arnott, David W. (1958) "The Classification of Verbs in Tiv" Bulletin
of the School of Oriental and African Studies,, London. 21.1, pp. 111-133
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, West Africa, Tiv, Benue-Congo,
Bantoid

9014
Arnott, David (1964) "Downstep in the Tiv Verbal System" African
Language Studies. 5, pp. 34-51
ABSTRACT: After considering an analysis in terms of three tonemes
Arnott suggests Tiv is better analyzed with two basic tones nj
downsteD. Eleven tenses with examples of six verbal types are oxamined
and the occurrence of downstep described.
KEYWORDS: Tiv, Bantoid, Benue-Congo, West Africa, downstep,
morphotonology

4015
Awobuluyi, Oladele (1970) High-tone-junction-contracting Verbs in

13
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'.1ruba" Journal of West African Languages. /.1, pp. 29-38
KEYWORDS: Yoruba, Kwa, West Africa, morphotonology, syntactic
structure and tone

PAGE 5

9016
Nwohuluyi, Oladele (1971) "The Phonology of Yerwa Kanuri" Research
Notes, University of Ibadan. 4.1, pp. 1-21
ABSTRACT: This paper includes a brief taxonomic description of Yerwa.
Kanuri phonology. Two level tone phonemes are posited: high and low.
The high tone phoneme has two allotonic variants - a single
'lower-than-high' pitch and a sequence of high plus flower-than-high, pi
tch - in the environment between a low tone and a pause. No examples are
liven. Tone bearing units include vowels and a syllabic nasal.
KEYWORDS: Nilo-Saharan, Kanuri, West Africa

9017
Awobuluyi, oladele (1972) "The Morphophonemics of Owon Afa" Research
Notes, University of. Ibadan. 5.2-3, pp. 25-44
NOTES: Paper presented at a Round Table Meeting on Elision and
Assimilation in West African Languages, University of Ibadan, May, 1971.
ABSTRACT: Owon Afa (spoken in oke-Agbe, Nigeria) has three level tones.
Rules of tone reduction', 'vowel reduction', 'vowel assimilation' and
'vowel coalescence' are posited to deal with changes which occur to
adjacent vowels separated by a word boundary.
KEYWORDS: Owon Afa, West Africa, tone rules, Kwa

9018
Bahl, Kalicharan (1957) "Tones in Punjabi" Indian Linguistics. 17, pp.
139-147
ABSTRACT: Bahl describes the Punjabi dialect known as Majhi as having
even, rising
and falling tones. Even tone is mid but terminated by an abrupt rise; r
ising tone is phonetically, rise-fall; falling tone phonetically
fall-rise with a tendency for creaky voice to occur. Bahl concludes
that e ach phonological word has only one lexically significant and
contrastive tone which can occur on any one of the syllables".
KEYWORDS: Punjabi, Indo-Iranian, Indian Subccntinent, pitch accent
consonant types and tone

9019
Bahl, Kalicharan (1957) "A Note on Tones in Western Punjabi ( Lahanda)'"
indian Linguistics. 18, pp. 30-34
ABSTRACT: Bahl notes that the Lahanda dialect of Avankari has four
series of stops



as well as tone contrasts. The phonetic differences of pitch can be ass

. ach, Dour 11a74 (1924) "The Science of Toneties and Its Application to

KEYWORDS: tone rules, Yoruba, downstep, West Africa, Kwa

Reluctant to propose a phonological contrast between these tonal variant

outline of tones of Xhosa. Of particular interest in Xhosa are Beach 's

series.
KEYWIEDS:

conditioning environments are removed by assimilation or elision.

extensive morphotonemic perturbations. Certain suffixes condition Chang

of tones, typology of tone languages, tone transeription, and other

intonation and tone, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Southern Africa

s, he suggests instead a 'prosody of assimilated low tone' which is pros

normally selects the correct allotone). Certain compounds, numerals,
deictics, etc. are shown to have the same allotones as would normally

KEYriMMS: tone rules, morphotonology, Piman, Tepehua, Bto-Aztecan

Bantu tangualesft Bantu Studies. 2.2, np. 75-106
ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the definition of tone, classification

Xhosa, level tones, contour tones, tone. sandhi, mornhotonology,

types and tone

follow a low tone

NOTES:

various changes which

cant in forms which lack the environment of an actual low tone (which

but have nc low tone environment.

descripticn of

occur. Tonal alternations also occur in certain syntactic combinations.

observations about the interaction between consonant types and tone.

mid and lowered mid, and low and falling which arise in Yoruba when

KEYWOPOS: transcript ion, consonant types and tone, domain of tone,

igned to two tones, even and rising, which can occur with all stop

ABSTRACT: Bamgbose points to tonal contrasts between high and rising,

Bascom, Burt (1959) Tonomechanics of Northern Topehuanu Phonetica. 4

es of tone in stems, which are divided into classes on the basis of the

important issnes related to the study of tone. Included also is an

ABSTRACT: The recognition of two phonemic tones in Tepehua leads to

Bamgbose, Ayo (1966) "The Assimilated Low Tone in Yoruba" Lingua. 16
pp. 1-13

North America

"p. 71-88
Abstracted by William Bright IJAL 27.3 p. 258, 1961.

Punjabi, Indo-Iranian, Indian Subcontinent, consonant

1 tti
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9023
arth, Thomas (1968) "Etude Instrumentals Des Tons Du Toura (Cote

Dlivoire)" Cahiers Ferdinand De Saussure. 24, pp. 45-58
KEYWORDS: Toura, Mande, West Africa, instrumental study of tone,
1 "vel tongs

9024
Be arth, Thomas (1971) L'enonce Toura (Cote Dlivoire). Sumner Institute
of Linguistics, University of Oklahoma, Norman. 481 pp.
NOTES: Doctoral thesis submitted to the University of Geneva

ABSTRACT: Included in this grammar of Tourd are 7 brief chapters on
phonology. Be arth posits four level tones but sees these as surface
realisations of six morphotonemes. A tone 1.7 the same syllable can
usually be followed only by an equal or lover tone not a higher one.
KEYWORDS: Toura, Mande, West Africa, level tones, tone rules

9025
Be arth, Thomas and Hugo Zemp (1967) "The Phonology of Dan (Santa)"
Journal of African Languages. 6.1, pp. 9-29
ABSTRACT: Five phonemic level tones are posited for Dan, and justified
by contrast
in substitution frames.
KEYWORDS: West Africa, Mande, Dan, level tones

p

9026
Bee, Darlene (1965) "Usarufa Distinctive Features and Phonemes"
Linguistic Circle of Canberra Publications, Series A. 6, pp. 39-68
NOTES: Orginally submitted as a Master's thesis at Indiana University.
Reprinted in McKaughan 1973 pp. 204-224.
ABSTRACT: A Jakobsonian approach to features is applied to Usarufa.
Tone is discussed under prosodic features which are ,distinguished from
inherent features.
KEYWORDS: East New Guinea Highland Stock, Usarufa, New Guinea

9027
Bee, Darlene and Kathleen Glasgow (1962) "Usarufa Tone and Segmental
Phonemes" Oceania Linguistics Monographs, University of Sydney. 6, pp.

4 111127
NOTES: Studies in New Guinea Linguistics. Reprinted in NcKaughan 1973
pp. 190-203.
ABSTRACT: Three phonemic tones (high, low, falling) are posited and
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their distribution and perturbations are described.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, tone distribution, stress and tone, Usarufa
New Guinea, East New Guinea Highland Stock

9028
Bell, Herman (1968) "The Tone System of Mahas Nubian" Journal of African
Languages. 7.1, pp. 26-32
ABSTRACT: Bell reviews earlier work which has generally discounted tone
in Nubian and proposes an analysis of the major facts of the Mahas tone,
system. Words may be up to three syllables long and may consist of all
low or all high toned syllables or of one or two low syllables followed
by one or two high syllables. Low does not follow high in the same
word. In compound formation the first element takes all low tones. Rules
for allotones under conditions of emphasis and in phrase-final position
are discussed.
KEYWORDS: Mahas, Nubian, North Africa, tone rules, domain of
tone

90 29

Bendor-samuel, John and Inge Meier (1967) "Sose Contrasting Features of
the Izi Verbal System" Journal of African Languages. 6.1, pp. 30-1
ABSTRACT: A detailed investigation of tone patterns associated with
affirmative active verbs.
KEYWORDS: West Africa, Lower Niger, Kra, tzi, sorphotonology,
upstep, tone rules

9030
Benedict, Paul (1948) "Tonal Systems in Southeast Asia" Journal of the
Aberican oriental Society. 68.4, pp. 184-191
ABSTRACT: The general configuration of the tonal systems of Shanghai,
Cantonese, Annamese, Siamese, and Burmese are presented. Special
attention is given to the number and kind (level or contour) of tonemes,
distribution of tones and syllabletypes, correlation between tones and
initials of the syllables, possibility-of tonal contrast in unstressed
syllables, and the phonemic status of creaky voice. It is noted that
possibilities of tonal contrast
are reduced in syllables with voiceless stop finals, syllables with cre
airy voice, and reduced syllables with zero stress. Also suggested are
methodological procedures for the analysis of tonal systems.
KEYWORDS: consonant types and tone, tone distribution, techniques
for tonal analysis, China, Southeast Asia

9011
Bennett, Patrick (1974) "Tone and the Nilotic Case System" Bulletin of
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the r3chool of nrienta] and Af:ican Studies, London. 37.1, pp. 19-28
AlisTRArT: In a number of Nilotic languages (Maasai, Kalenjin, Toso,
otc. But not. the Luo group) there is anominative/accusative case
marking of nouns based exclns.ively on tonal differentiation. Bennett
tliscussos th,..se and consider!, evidence for possible suffixal origin,
and/or the possibility of borrowing of case distinctions from Cushitic
where they are widely distrOuted.
KEYWoRDS; syntactic struct ire and tone, borrowing, Nilo-Saharan,

;.ast Africa, Cushitic

9032
Ronson, Petor, Timothy Smith, and Linda ArreaGa (1974) "Lateralization
of. Linguistic Tone - Evidence from Cantonese" Cerebral Dominance. Linda
Royer.; (ed.) nrain Information Service, Dniversity of California, Los
Angeles. ep. 19-20
NOTES; Thp Volume is Brain Tnformation Service Conference Report 34;
Conferenc,1
on January 5, 1971.
ARST1RAC'n; In a dichotic listening experiment designed to test the
conclusions of the Van Laecker and Fromkin study of ear advantage in
petception of Thai tones by groups of Thai and English listeners it was
found that no ear advantage could be shown for Cantonese tones for
-,i.Ther English or Cantonese subjects. the authors point out that in the
Thai experiment, subjects had the words spelled in Thai and Roman
orthography where as in the Cantonese experiment only Chao tone letters
were given.
KEYWORDS; dichotic listening

9033
Bergman, ichard (1971) "Vowel Sandhi. and Word Division in Igede"
Journal of West African Languages. 8.1, pp. 13-25
AB7TRACT; This paper discusses vowel elision and coalescence in Igede,
which has four contrastive level tones. Tonal changes sometimes also
result from the juxtaposition of two vowels. Rules for tonal
essimilation and tone changes are given.
KEYWORDS; tone rules, tgede, Kwa, West Africa, level tones

9034
Berry, Jack (1970) "A Note on the Prosodic Structure of Krio" IJAL.
16.4, pp. 266-267
ABSTRACT; Repeats the propoSition that Krio (of sierra Leone) is a tone
languale and corrects the simple view that high tone corresponds to
stress in english. Some remarks on lexical and intonational variation
of pitch Are also included.
KLYWORTr: stress and tone, loanwords, intonation and tone, Krio
West Africa, Atlantic Creole
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9035
Beuchat, P-T? (1962) "Additional Notes on the Tonomorphology of the
Tsonga Noun" African Studies. 21.3-4, pp. 105-122
ABSTRACT: A restatement of Cole-Beuchat 1959.
KEYWORDS: Tsonga, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Southern Africa,
morphotonology

9036
Bittle, William (1963) "Kiowa-apache" Studies in the Athapaskan
Languages. Hoijer, Harry et al. (eds.) , University of California
Press, Berkeley. pp. 76-101
NOTES: University of California Publications in Linguistics Volume 29
ABSTRACT: A general structuralist description of Kinwa-Apache
phonology, morphology and syntax includes mention of its two-level tone
system. All citations are fully tone-marked.
KEYWORDS: Kiowa- Apache, Athapaskan, North America, Apachean

90 37

Black., J. W. (1949) "Natural Frequency, Duration, and Intensity of
Vowels in Reeding" Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders. 14.3, pp.
216-221
ABSTRACT: Paper contains mean values of fundamental frequency
measurements of 11 vowels As spoken by 16 speakers of American English.
Results of frequency measurements show that., frequency varies with the
openness of the vowel; the more open, the lower the frequency.
KEYWORDS: vowel height and tone, intrinsic pitch of vowels,
acoustics,

9039
Blair, Robert (1964) Yucatrc maya Noun and Verb Morphosyntax. Indiana
University, Ploomi.ngton.
NOTES: Prof. thesis.
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, Yucatec, mayan, Central America

9039
Bolinger, Dwight (ed.) (1972) Intonation. Penguin, Baltimore.. 464 pp.
ABSTRACT: A collection of reprinted articles dealing with intonation,
tone and related issues.
KEYWORDS: intonation and tome, music and tone, consonant types
and tone, instrumental study of tone, acoustics, intonation
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90403ot Ijock, Ali (1964) "Les Tons En Hasa" Journal of African
Languages. 3.3, pp. 252-259
AP.STRACT; A brief description of tonal contrasts in Basa (or Mbene,:Token in th,s, Cameroon:).
KEYWOr;e1; Hasa, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, West Africa

904 1
aoywell, delon and Mturice Boxwell (1966) "Wert Phonemes" Linguisticcirclo or canterra Publications, Series A. 7, pp. 77-93
NoT2S; Plflrs in 'qew Guinea Linguistics, No. 5

A7STPACT; In the course of an outline of the phonology of Wert a
two-10170] *Opr' system is described. ThP pitch range between high andlow is gaid to be narrow. Dissyllabic words with low-low have not beenfound nor h41/0 four-syllable words in which the 2nd and/or 3rd
syllables Are low while 1st And 4th are high.
KEYWelT)1: tone listribution, Weri, New Guinea

9042
3ralley, Cornelius (1911) "Graphic Analysis of the Tone-accents of theSiemese Language" Journal of the American Oriental Society. 31.3, pp.?i12-2q9
ABSTRAcT; mhis pope:- reports the result; of the first instrumentalanalysis cf Thai tones. Measurements of the long open syllable (naa]
pronouncel on the 5 That ton's - circumflex, rising, filling, middle,
ind depressed - were made with arnusselot appa ratus and plotted on agraph. It was found that none of the tones are strictly level
through,)ut the duration of the syllable. The tones fall into 2 groups
based en the range of pitch contour - circumflex, falling, and risingwith a large pitch contour; middle and depressed with a small pitch
contour. The first group of tones occur only on syllables that containat leaet ? sonorant segments; the latter group is not so restricted.
leutien is also made of a-sixth tone - short high - that is found only
in short syllables.
KF.YWe7D1: Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, instrumental study of tone

9043
Brailoy, Cornelius (1916) "On Plotting the Inflections of the Voice"
University of California Publications in Anthropology Archaeology andhnology. 12.5, pp. 195-218
ABSTRACT; Two necessary coordinates for voice inflection are pitch
level (sptce coordinate) and pitch movement (time coordinate). Based on
measureeents taken fRom the rousselot apparatus, Bradley shows how the
time-space coordinates for voice inflection can he
reprosentel graphically. tt is claimed that these graphic renresentatie
t directly reflect how voice inflection ie represented in the human
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mind. No supporting empirical evidence is given other than the general
observation that the 'human mind habitually r'oordinates space and
time'. The tones of Thai and Peking Chinese are us ed for illustration.
KEYWORDS: China, Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, Pekinese,
Mandarin, psychological reality, instrumental study of tone

9044
Bright, Jane (1964) "The Phonology of Smith River Athapaskan (Tolosa)"
IJAL. 30.2, pp. 101-107
ABSTRACT: Description of the phonology, including segmental phonemes,
their phonetic characterizations and allophonic distributions and
justificaion For aspects of the analysis; illustration of the pitch
accent system and the limited distribution of the pitches; and syllable
types and the restrictions on the distribution
of phonemes within syllables. Dicusses the consonant system, citing
cognates from Kutchin.
KEYWORDS: North America, Tolowa, Athapaskan, tone distribution,
pitch accent

9045

Wright, William O. (1957) "Singing in Iushai" Indian Linguistics. 17

pp. 24-28,
-ABSTRACT: Bright compares lexical tones with thy' musical melody of a
'new' and an 'old' song in Lushai and finds a lack of correspondence.
The r:dunlancy of tone is tPkon t o p crmit its sacrifice in singing
without loss of intelligibility.
KEYWORDS: music and tone, Lushai, Tibeto-Burman, Indian
Subcontinent

9046

Fright, William O. (1957) "Alternations in Lushai" Indian Linguistic;.
18, pp. 101-110
ABSTRACT: Bright discusses phonological and morphological conditions
under which the falling and rising tongs alternate with level tones.

KEYWORDS: Lushai, Indian Subcontinent, Tibe4-J-Burman,
morphotonology, tone rules, consonant. types -,nd tone

, 9047
Bunkowske, Eugene (1972) "Eliding Boundaries in Ogola Reseav:h
Notes, University of Ibadan. 5.2-3, pp. 59-71
NOTES: Paper presented at a Round Table Meeting on Elision and
Assimilation in West Africin languages, UnivPriity of Tbadan, May, 071.
ABSTRACT: Bunkowske discusses cases of assimilation and elision ar4ross
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word bounlaries in Yala (of Ogoja, Algeria) . Assimilatory processes
affect both vowel auality and tones of adjacent vowels. Tone
assimilation is always upward but is usually limited to the height of
the lower nf the two tones bordering the affected tone.
KEYWOR0S: lone rules, Yala, Kwa, West Africa

9048
Burling, Robbins (1957) "Lushai Phonemics" Indian Linguistics. 17, pp.
148-155
ABSTRACT: In treating Lushai phonology, hurling notes four
contrastive tones high,
low, high falling, and low falling, and discusses phonetic variants.
KEYWOFDS: Lushai, Tibeto-Burman, Indian Subcontinent

9049
Burling, Robbins (1967) Proto Lolo-Burmese. Mouton, the Hague. 101 pp.
ReviEwei By: Matisoff, James. Language 44.4: 879-897. 1968.
NOTES: Also Published as IJAL 33:2, Part 2, publication 43. 1967.
ABSTRAC": A reconstruction of Proto Lolo-Burmese is attempted based on
a comparison of. 3 Eurmi3h languages - modern colloquial Rangoon
Burmese, Maru, and Atsi, and 3 Loloish languages - Lahu, Lisu, and Akha.
KEYWORDS: tonal development, Southeast Asia, Tibeto-Burman,
Lolo-Burmse, consonant types and tone, tone splitting, Rangoon
Burmese, Burmese, Maru, Atsi, Lahu, Lisu, Akha

9050
Burssr,n,l, Amaat (1939) Tonologische Schots Van Het Tshiluba. De Sikkel,
Antwerp. 232 np.
NOTES: Kongo-Oversee Bibliotheek.
KEYWOPDq: Luba, Central America, Benue-Congo, Narrow Bantu,
morphotonololy

9051
Burssens, Amaat (1939) "Le Luba, Langue a Intonation et Le
Tambour - Signal" Proceedings of the 3rd International Congress of
Phonetic Sciences. Blancquaert, Edward and William Pee (eds.) Ghent.
pp. 504-907
KEYWD3: Luba, drum language, Central Africa, Benue-Congo,
narrow Bantu, music ati tone

9052
Burssens, Amaat (1939) "Le TschiLuba, Langue a Intonation's 'Arica. 12
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pp. 267-284
KEYWORDS: tone rules, morphotonology, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo,
Central Africa, Laba

9053
Capell, A. (1949) "Two Tonal Languages of New Guinea" Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies, London. 9, pp. 184-199
ABSTRACT: Reports on the two-level tone contrast in two Austronesian
languages of New Guinea, Yabem and BukAwa, and discusses a possible
substratum explanation for this phenomenon in view of the general lack
of tone in Austronesian languages.
KEYWORDS: Yabem, Austronesian, New Guinea, BukAwa, tonal
development

9054
Carrell, Patricia (1970) A Transformational Grammar of Igbo. Cambridge
university Press. 123 pp.
Reviewed Hy: Hyman, Larry and Skip Robinson, Journal of Linguistics
10.1, pp. 143-153, 1974
ABSTRACT: k chapter on tone occupies pp. 83-99. Carrell uses the
features (high] and (echo] ; all non-high tone are (-echo] but high
tones which are on the same phonetic level as an immediately pre^eding
high tone have (+echo] introduced by rule, thus preventing adjacent
high tones from terracing when there is no downstep. Tranformations
which introduce boundaries precede precyclical and cyclical tone rules t
hat change tone feature values. No floating tones are used. Finally
post-binary rules assign numerical values to describe systematic
phonetic pitch levels.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, tone features, boundaries, cyclic rules,
Tgbo, Kwa, West Africa, Lower Niger

9055
Carringten, J. F. (1943) "Tonal Structure of Kele(Lokele)" African
Studies. 2, pp. 193-209
KEYWORDS: Kele, Narrow Rantu, Central Africa, Benue-Congo,
morphotonology, tone rules

9056
Carter, Hazel, (1952) notes on the Tonal System of Northern Rhodesian
Plateau Tonga. H. N. Stationery Office, London. 109 pp.
NOTES' Colonial Research Study No. 35.

' KEYWORDS: morphotonology, tone rules, Tonga, Southern Africa,
Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo
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9057
carter, Hazel (1971) "Morphotonology of Zambian Tonga: Some Developments
of Menussen's System -1" African Language Studies. 12, pp. 1-30
NOTES: Part 2 in African Language Studies 13, pp. 52-97. 1972.
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a development and extension to nonverbal
forms of Meeussen's account of morphotonology in Tonga which is based
on a neutral/ determinant underlying contrast and realisational rules.
The extension tonominal structures depends importantly on ordering the
rules for resolution of combinations.
KEYWORDS: Tonga, Narrow Bantu, Southern Africa, Benue-Congo,
morphotonology, tone rules, rule ordering

9058
Carter, Hazel (1972) "Morphotonology of Zambian Tonga: Some Developtient
of Meeusseills System - II" African Language Studies. 13, pp.. 52-87
ABSTRACT: Continued from Carter 1971, this article deals with further
problems relating to verbal radicals of the form C(V) and possessive
prefixes. Gener al reflections on syntax and the tonal system lead to
speculations on a "conspiracy" which tends to prefer signalling of
syntactic relationships by means of the tonal system at the expense of
lexical contrast.

. KEYWORDS: Tonga, Narrow Bantu, Southern Africa, Benue-Congo,
morphotonology, tone rules, syntactic structure and tone,
phonological conspiracies

9059
Carter, Hazel (1973) Syntax and Tone in Kongo. School of Oriental and
African Studies, University of London.
NOTES: Revised version of a Prof. thesis titled 'Syntactic Tone Phrases
in Kongo' submitted to London University in 1971.
KEYWORDS: syntactic structure and tone, Kongo, Benue-Congo, Narrow
Bantu, Central Africa, morphotonology, tone rules

9060
Carter, Hazel (1973) "Tonal Data in 'Comparative Bantu'" African
Language Studies. 14, pp. 36-52
ABSTRACT: Carter reviews the tonal data presented in Guthiels
'Comparative Bantu', and concludes that Guthie's tonal typologies
relate languages in a way that is not inconsistent with his hypotheses
concerning Bantu dispersion but notes that his typology omits many,
qualifications. Carter illustrates some of the complexities in
correspondences of Bobangi, Manyika, Tonga, Yao and Zoombo (Kongo) with
'Common Bantu. She suggests that morphotonologic, alternations may

24
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provide ways of characterizing tonal systems in ways
that Guthie's typology doesn't, listing reversal, doubling,
anticipation, displacement
among the rules and other features of Bantu tone systems which
distinguish them from e ach other despite their common two-level nature.
Your maps are incuded.
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, tone correspondences, tone typology,
Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Central Africa, East Africa, Southern
Africa

9061
Carter, Hazel (1974) "Negative Structures in the Syntactic Tone-phrasing
System of. Kongo" Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies,
London. 37.1, pp. 29-40
KEYWORDS: Kongo, Narrow Bantu, Benue- Congo, _Central Africa,
syntactic structure and tone, Zoombo, morphotonology, tone rules

9062
Caughley, Ross (1970) "Pitch, Intensity, and Higher Levels in Chepang'',
Occasiona?. Papers of the Wolfenden Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics.
3.1, pp. 143-157
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Chepang, domain of tone, syllables,
stress and tone, intonation and tone, tone distribution, Bodic,
Indian Subcontinent

901

Chang, C. T. (1958) "Tones and Intonation in the Chengtu Dialect
(Szechuan, China)" Phonetica. 2, pp. 59-85
ABSTRACT: The four tones of the Chengtu dialect are described as they
aro pronounced on monosyllables and in combinations of 2, 3, and 4
syllables. Intonation seen to consist of 3 factors: The pitch level
on which the sentence is spoken, the range of pitch the sentence covers,
and perturhation of the final syllable of the sentence.
KEYWORDS: Chengtu, intonation and tone, Sinitic, China

9064
Chang, Kun (1953) "On the Tone System of the Miao-Yao Languages',
Language. 29, pp. 374-378
ABSTRACT: Based on the distriUution of tones and initial consonants in
cognate words among 7 Miao-Tao dialects, Chang hypothesizes that the

.pre-Miao-Yao language had voiced, voiceless, and aspira- tnd initials
and 4 tones which later developed into voiceless and aspirated initials
and 8 tones. Two of these Miao-Yao dialects are reported to
have 5 level tones of different heights.

2b
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KEYWOPirl: southc.ao Asia, liao-Yao, tonal development, consonant
typn3 and tone', levol tone;, Miac, Yao, China, tone splitting

9069
Lo (1)45) "A Preliminary Stull, on the Truna Lanouage of

Kung shin" Harvard dournil of Asiatic Studies. 4.3-4, pp. 343-348
An!irVACT: R..?vorts 6 tones for Trung, a language spoken in the
northwestorn part of
Yunnan orovince China.
tf.EY4OPDS: lcvel tones, contour tones, Tail China

9066
Chto, Yuen - ron (193n) "A Svitem of Tone Letters', Maitre Phonetique. 30
pp. 24-21
ABSTiACT: Thi.3 atirae introduced the now widely -used 'tone letter'
nofation, with
-,xeimples from English, Cantonec, and Tibetan.
KFYWIPOS1 ranscrintion

9067
(hdo, Yuon-roni (1933) "Tone and Intonation in Chinese" Bulletin of the
Institnto ^f History ani Philology, Academia Sinica. 2, pp. 121-134
ABSTO.ACT: In this paper Chao discusses some problems of methodology in
tho study of tone and intonation in Chinese. Included are 'etymological
tone' - nit ch en inlividual lexical items in isolation, 'neutral
intonation' - infTnence of tones on e ach other in connected speech, and
'expressive intonation' - ?itch movements which indicate the mood or
uttitnle nf the speaker.
KEYWr)PDS: China, intonation and tone, elicitation of tone, emotion
4nd pitch, intonation, Mandarin, Sinitic

9068
Chao, Yuen -rep (1934) ',The Non-uriguenPss of Phonemic Solutions of
"henetic Systems" Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology,
Acalemia Sinica. 4.4, pp. 363-397

D.Trinted in Joos (ed.), Readings in Linguistics I, 4th
edition, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, pp. 38-54.
AnST9ACT: A case of an extrinsic relationship botween tone and vowel
height is illustrated in ?oochow Chinese. For discussion, see pages. 41,
44, 44, and 49 in reprint.
KEYWn1D9: China, Foochow, Sinitic, vowel height and tone, tonal
development
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9069
Chao, Yuen-ren (1948) Mandarin Primer. Harvard University Press. 142
pr)

ABSTRACT: On pp. 24-28 Chao presents u general overall description of
Mandarin Chinese tone, tone sandhi, stress, neutral tone, and phonetic
features of syllables under the neutral tone.
KEYWORDS: China, Mandarin, Pekinese, tone rules, stress, neutral
tone, toneless morphemes, tone sandhi,

9070
Chao, Yuen-ren (1956) "Tone, Intonation, Singsong, Chanting, Recitative,
Tonal Composition, and Atonal Composition in Chinese" For Roman
Jekobson, Essays on the Occasion of His Sixtieth Birthday. Halle,
Morris (ed.) Mouton, the Hague. pp. 52-59
ABSTRACT: This paper characterizes and compares the different functions
of the pitch of the voice in the Chinese language, Chinese prosody, and
Chinese music. Included are tone, intonation, singsong (certain
specialized and stylized forms of speaking based upon the tones) ,
chanting (certain specialized types of reading), recitative in
traditional Chinese drama, and song composition with and without regard
to the element of tone.
KEY1$.1:DS: China, Sinitic, intonation and tone, music and tone,
literary style and tone, Mandarin

9071
Cheng, Chin-chuan (1968) "English Stresses and Chinese Tones in Chinese
Sentences", Phonetica. 18, pp. 77-88
ABSTRACT: Chinese speakers in the United States usually speak Chinese
with English
words inserted. In Mandarin Chinese, a tone-sandhi rule changes a third
tone preceding another third tone to a second tone. The third tone is
low; the three other tones are high.
It is the [-high] feature that triggers this Chinese tonesandhi rule.
Using this tone-sandhi rule, Cheng designed an experiment to find out
how English stresses are interpreted by Chinese speakers when they speak
Chinese with English words inserted.
Two kinds of Chinese sentences were constructed for 15 subleets to
read: in type a, Chinese third-tone words precede English words with
different stresses on the first syllable; in type b, English words with
different stresses on the last syllable precede Chinese third-tone
words. The results of the experiment show that only the English weakest
stress eau:es the preceding Chinese third-tone words to undergo
tone-sandhi. The English primary,secondary, and tertiary stresses are
interpreted as having a [ +high] feature, while the weakest stress is
regarded as [-high] It is the interpreted [-high] feature that allows
the Chinese tone-sandhi rule to apply.
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KEYWORDS: China, Sinitic, Mandarin. tone rules, tone perception,
English, loanwords

9072
Cheng, Chin-chuan (1970) "Domains of Phonological Rule Application"
Project on Linguistic Analysis; Phonology Laboratory, University of Cali
fornia, Berkeley. 10, pp. 1-21

ABSTRACT: This paper attempts to show that the size of the domain of
phonological processes is determined by both surface syntactic structure
and attitudinal factors specified .in the deep structure. A tone sandhi
rule in Mandarin Chinese is used for illustration. The rule is
formulated to apply simultaneously across word boundaries, having d
emenstrated that the rule cannot apply cyclically. The size of the
domain of application of the tone sandhi rule is shown. to depend on
both the level of syntactic structure and the tempo of the sentence,
which corresponds to various degrees of casualness with which a sentence
is produced. The size of the domain increases as the speed with which
the sentence is produced increases. Cheng's analysis requires that the
deep structure of a sentence contain a node labeled attitudinal that
has associated with it 4 or 5 discrete degrees of casualness and that
e ach category node in the surface structure has associated with it a
number to indicate its
level of syntactic structure. It further requires that the tone sandhi,
after its first simultaneous application, re apply obligatorily at the
end of a phrase or sentence, optionally in the middle of a sentence.
KEYWORDS: Mandarin, tone rules, tone sandhi, syntactic structure
and tone, application of phonological rules, Sinitic

9073
Cheng, Chin-chuan (1973) A Synchronic Phonology. of Mandarin Chinese.
Mouton, the Hague. 92 pp.
NOTES: Earlier draft appears in Project on Linguistic Analysis 2nd
;Pries 14: cc1-cc101. Phonology Laboratory, University of California,
Berkeley. 1971.
ABSTRACT: Only 4 underlying tones are posited for. Mandarin Chinese; the
neutral tone' is claimed to be fully predicatable. Stress assignment at
the word level is assumed to - operate without exception. All unstressed
syllables take the neutral tone. For syllables that would otherwise
prove to be exceptions to the neutral tone rule, a diacritic fe ature
neutral is assigned to the syllable in question in the lexical re
presentation. This use of a diacritic feature would appear to be a
counterexample to Chomsky-Halle's claim that diacritic features may only
be associated with morphemes. It is argued that those s yllables with
the diacritic feature neutral must still be specified for tone in o
rder to account for forms that occur with full tones in some contexts,
neutral tones in other contexts and forms that occur with two alternate
pronunciations - one with a full tone, and the other with the neutral
tone. For the former case, a stress and tone recovery rule is suggested
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but never demonstrated; for the latter case, a double entry in the
lexicon is proposed. One entry would have the diacritic feature
neutral , the other would not. A tone sandhi rule that change:4 the 3rd
tone to a 2nd tone preceding another 3rd tone is discussed in detail. I
t is argued that the rule must apply simultaneously rather than cycli
cally and that the size of its domain depends on semantic attitudinal fa
ctors specified in the deep structure as well as surface syntactic struc
ture (an apparent counterexample to Chomsky- Halle's claim that the
surface structure is input to phonological component) . The phonetic
properties of the neutral tone arc also examined.
KEYWORDS: China, Sinitic, Mandarin, neutral tone, tone rules,
diacritic features, tone sandhi, application of phonological rules

9074

Cheng, Robert (1968) "Tone Sandhi in Taiwanese" Linguistics. 41, pp.

18-42
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on tonal behavior in Taiwanese (a South
Min Chinese dialect spoken on the island of Taiwan). Included is a
descripticn of the
syllable, tonal morphophonemic alternations, distribution of the
neutral tone, the relationship between syntactic structure and tonal
groups, and non-phonemic changes of tones in different positions in
sequences of 2 and 3 syllables. Actual frequencies are included.
KrYWORDS: China, Taiwanese, tone rules, instrumental study of tone
syntactic structure and tone, morphotonology, Sinitic

9075
Cheng, Robert (1973) "Some Notes on Tone Sandhi in Taiwanese"
Linguistics. 100, pp. 5-25
ABSTRACT: A reconsideration of certain aspects of the analysis of tone
sandhi in Taiwanese presented in Cheng 1968. Discussion focusses on
entering tones and rules to account for tone changes, the derivation of
tones in the first syllable of a triplet and tones before the
diminutive suffix, stress
and loss of tonal contrasts, language-specific markedness in the
lexical representat ion of tones and the so-called neutral tone and its
derivation.
KEYWORDS: tone sandhi, Taiwanese, stress and tone, vowel length
and tone, markedness conventions, tone features, neutral tone, China
Sinitic

9076
Chiang, Helen (1967) "Amoy - Chinese. Tones" Phonetica. 17.2, pp. 100-115

ABSTRACT: Spectrographic analysis of the Amoy tones shows that the
tones can be divided into 2 groups - the long tones with an average
duration of 45 centirecords, and the short tones with an average

2'
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duration of 15 c entirecords. Amoy has 7 phonetic tones: high level, low
level, high falling, low falling, low rising, short high, and short low,
but only 9 phonemic tones with 2 short tones (high and low) as
allophones of the high falling and low falling long tones.

. KEYWORDS: Sinitic, China, Amoy, acoustics

9077
Cole, Desmondd (1969) "Tonal Morphology in Tswana" Ethnological and
Linguistic Studies in Honour of N. J. Van Warmelo. Department of Bantu
Administration and Development, South Africa. pp. 39-45
KEYWORDS: Tswana, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Southern Africa,
morphotonology

9078
Cole-Beuchat, P-D (1959) "Tonomorphonlogy of the Tsonga Noun" African
Studies. 18.3, pp. 133-145
ABSTRACT: This article discusses the limitations on combinations of
high and low tones on Tsonga nouns with varying numbers of syllables. A
basic tonal pattern for nouns occurs if the noun is subject preceding a
verb or object after an all low tone verb and in some other positions.
Elsewher) the basic pattern is perturbed, for example after a negative
verb a noun becomes all high. Irregular nouns conform to these rules if
their profix and stem are treated as a single tone-bearing unit.
KEYWORDS: Tsonga, Southern Africa, domain of tone, morphotonology

. Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo

9079
Contreras, Heles (1969) "Simplicity, Descriptive Adequacy, and Binary
Features" Language. 45.1, pp. 1-8
ABSTRACT: Part of this article attempts to show that pitch lowering
(raising) rules are better formulated with multivalued features instead
of binary features. No actual language examples are given, however.
Arguments are based on the simplicity criterion proposed by Halle and
generality of phonological rules.
KEYWORDS: tone features, simplicity measures, polar tone, tone
rules

9080
Cook, Eung-do (1971) "Vowels and Tones in Sarcee" Language. 47.1, pp.
164-179
ABSTRACT: Cook points out that, in Sarsi, a long vowel with an
inflected (contour)
tone and an overlong vowel with level tone can be regarded as the resul
t of uxtaposition of identical vowels with unlike and like level tones
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respectively. Tone assignol by paradigmatic and syntelqmatic
considoratiou; are disoussi and it is concluded that reference to
suLfaro 3yn4actic structur4 is inadequate for correct formulation of
rules. Syntagmatic tone as
is compared to downstep and upstep phonomena in African languages, and
an upward terracing is proposed for some verbal constructions.
KEYW9BDS: vowel length and tone, syntactic structure and tone,
application if phonological rules, downstep, upstep, tone rules,
larsi, Athapaskan, Noeth America, .Xhosa, Southern Africa, Narrow
clantu

9091
crok, (1972) "Cn th.? Relativity of Tones" Lingua. 2q.1, pp.
10-17
ABSTRACT; Considers goneral characteristics of ton languaq.,!s. Reviews
or)posed typoloqios of tone languagos. Proposes an analysis if
lowndrift in Shitswa which involves the use of a diacritic feature
(+down] assigned to 411 and only those high-toned syllables whose pitch
is loword where there is no conditioning low- toner] syllablo immediately
pri,ceding.
KEYWORDS: tone typology, downstep, downdrifte morphotonology,

rule3, Narrow Bantu, Central Africa, toneless morphemes,
application of phonolooical rules, Shitswa

Copc, A. 1. (19C9) "Zulu Vonology" Afrika Pnd Obersee.
190-200
113!;TRAcT; Throe for s, high, low nl falling, are positod. The
tonome always occurs with a long vowel. Tonal asqimilation is always
from low to :doh. With vt--,rns the tones of thy: root syllabl-s undorlo
changes depending on the tense; with
rosins grammatical ton-:!,; on prefix syllables may cause the lexical tone
to chanio. Cope conclitios thorefore that grammatical tone 13 more
important in Zulu thin loxical tone.
1(71(49P VI: Zulu, Nquni, 1h:flue-Congo, Narrow Fantu, Southern Africa
mirnhotowalooy, tonr, rules, vowel length and tone

4081
r'01.(4, A. T. (1970) "Zulu Tonal Morphology" Journal of African
Llnguavq:. 9.2, pp. 11-52
'4EYWOPnS; morphotonology, Narrow P intu, lenv!-Conoo, Zulu, Nquni
Soutilern Africa

31
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9084
Cornyn, William (1944) Outline of Burmese Grammar. Linguistic Society
of America. 34 pp.
NOTES: Supplement to Language 20.4, Language Dissertation No. 38
Air,TRACT: Cornyn sets up 4 tone phonemes for Burmese. Included is a
brief description of tone sandhi phenomena.
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Lolo-Burmese, Burmese, tone sandhi,
consonant types and tone

9085
Coupez, A. and A. E. Meeussen (1961) "Notation Pratique De La Quantite
Vocalique et De La Tonalite En Rundi et Rwanda" Orhis. 10.2, pp.
421-433
KEYWORDS: Rundi, Rwanda, Nariow Bantu, Central Africa,

transcription, vowel length and tone

9086
Courtenay, Karen (1968) A Generative Phonology of Yoruba. University of
California, Los Angeles.
ABSTRACT: Chapter 4 discusses the tonal system of Yoruba as a type of
terraced level system. Courtenay points out that the derived gliding
tones of Yoruba also conform to the downdrift pattern and can be
generated by the same rules that deal with other phenomena plus a
low-level gliding rule affecting high-low or low-high sequences. Tone
is also discussed in some of the other p-rules in chapter 5 and in
chapter 6 on reduplication. In an appendix ideophone s are de alt with,
including at leastonc subtype which has a high-mid-low-mid tone pattern
and a generally pejorative meaning perhaps 'deviation from the noun'.
Such patterns are however not typically semantically distinct.
KEYWIRDS: Yoruba, Kwa, West Africa, tone rules, downstep,
downdrift, tonal iconism

, 9087
courtenay, Karen (1q71) "Yoruba: a 'Terraced-level' Language with Three
Tonemesft Studies in African Linguistics. 2.3, pp. 239-255
ABSTRACT: This paper attempts to show that the downstep phenomenon,
although generally restricted to language with only 2 contrastive
tones, also occurs in Yoruba, for which 3 contrastive tones must bu
posited - high, mid, and low. The lowered mid, rising, and falling
tones that also occur phoaetically are all derived by phonological ru
lo. Downstep is shown to result from either a deleted or assimilated low
tone. No distinction is made between 'automatic downstep' and
'nonautomatic downstep'; they are regarded as instances of the same
phonetic phenomenon. The downstep rules are noncyclic; they apply across
all boundaries within a breath group. Pules that delete segmental
features of vowels without deleting tonal features are employed in this
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analysis.
KEYWORDS: West Africa, Yoruba, Kwar Mandekan, Mande, downstep,

tone rules

9088
Cowan, George (1948) "Mazateco Whistle Speech" Language. 24.3, pp.

280-286
ABSTRACT: Cowan describes a surrogate language in use among male
speakers of Mazatec which operates by copying the tonal contour of
utterances by whistling. Despite many pcgsible ambiguities, whistled
speech is apparently not limited to only a few stock items.

KEYWORDS: whistle speech, Mazatoc, Mazatecan, Otomanquean,
Central America

9089

Cowan, H. K. J. (1953) "Een Toontaal in Nederlands Nieuw-guinea" 13.2
pp. 1-6

ABSTRACT: Cowan reports that Sekou is a tone language with three levels
that contrast lexically and in morphological functions.
KEYWORDS: New Guinea, Sekou, morphotonology

9090

Cyffer, Norbert (1971) "Versuch Finer Reschreibung Der Tonalen
Verhaltnisse Its Kanuri Von Maidu Gun" Afrikansiche Sprachen Und Kulturen
- in Querschnitt. Six, Veronika, et al. (eds.) Deutsches Tnstitut Fur
Afrika-forvchung, Hamburg. pp. 235-245
KEYWORDS: Kanuri, West Africa, Nilo-Saharan

9091

Darden, Bill (1970) "Accent in the Lithuanian Noun Declension" Baltic
Lingtlistics. Magner, Thomas and William Schmalstieg (eds.) Pennsylvania
State University Press. pp. 47-52
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, pitch accent, Lithuanian, Baltic,
Europe

9092

Davis, Irvine (1962) "Phonological Function in Cheyenne" IJAL. 28.1, pp.

16-42
ABSTRACT: Cheyenne has two contrastive level tones - high and low. Long
vowels are
interpreted as geminate clusters on the basis of their pitch patterns.
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Risiea and falling pitch glides as well as high
level and low level pitch occur on both long vowels and on clusters of
unlike vowels. Since pitch qlides occur only on long vowels and on clust
ere of unlike vowels, Ley are analyzed as sequences of the two level to
ne phonemes.
KEYWO2D3: vowel length and tone, Cheyenne, North America, contour
tones, Algonquian

9093
Davis, Marjorie and Margaret Walker(1955) "Cuicateco: Morphemics and
Morphophonomics" TJAL. 21.1, pp. 46-51
ABSPPAC7: Description and exemplification of morpheme classes,
including affixes, their associated meanings, and their distributional
propertiee; simple and complex verb and noun stems and combinatorial
possibilities for complex stems; and particles. Description and
,xemplification of morphophonemic processes, including metathesis.
Mee chenges (phcnoloqical and morphological) , vowel harmony, vowel and
one suppletion, addition, and deletion.
KPYVIPDS; Cuicatec, Mixtecan, morphotonology, tone sandhi,
oteminjuoan, Centril l'onerica

9094
Do Angnlo, Jaime (1926) "Tone Patteres and Verb Forms in a Dialect of
7i3[r k" Language. 2.4, pp. 230 -250
A PST,NCT: The Zapotec dillect of Teetitlandel Valle is presented as a
language in
which tone is between being a morphological and a semantic factor. Many
verb firms and affixes have fixed tones but others vary according to
tense or person/gender. An
interesting phenomenon is 4..he occurrence of mirror-image ('flip- flop')
tone patterns.
KEYWoRD1: morphotonology, polar tone, 7apotec, Central America,
Otomanguean

9095
Dellinger, David (1967) "Notes on Akha Segmental Phonemes and Tones"
Linguistic Circle of Canberra Publications, Series A-Occasional Papers.
9, op. 35-41
'VOTES ; Papers in Southeast Asian Linguistics No. 1.
ABSTRACT: For Akha Dellinger suggests three level tones and a mid-low
falling fone that occurs only in utterance-final position. Minimal
contrasts Are rare.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tibeto-Bnrman, Akha, consonant types and
tone, tone distributinn, Lolo-Burmese
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9096
Delord, J. (196B) ulur Le Kabre Du Togo. deux De Tons (Terrasses
Tonales, Syllabes Longues
et Tone Melodiques) " Bulletin DII.F.A.N. 10, pp. 256-268
ABSTRACT: Tn Kabre, tones are more stable than tone-bearing elements.
The two tones of a long syllable must he realized even if this distorts
the word or its realization is displaced.
KEYWORDS: Kabre, Voltaic, West Africa, downdrift, vowel length
and tone

9097
Di Luzio, Aldo (1972) "Preliminary Description of the Amo Language"
Afrika Und Ubersee. 56.1-2, pp. 3-61
ABSTRACT: Preliminary phonology, morphology, syntax and vocabulary of
Amofrom field notes and recordings of Lukas. Includes a short section
on establishment of the two-level tone system used in the
transcription. Irene plays 1 significant role in the morphology.
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, Amo, Plateau, Benue-Congo, West. Africa

9098
Doke, C. M. (1923) "A Dissertation on the Phonetics of ths Zulu
Ldnguage" Bulletin o the School of Oriental and African Studies,
London. 2.4, pp. 685-729
KEYWOR S: Zulu, Nquni, Southern Africa, Benue-Congo, Narrow Bantu

9099
Dolphyne, Florence (1974) "Syllable reduction and Syllable Loss in Ton:
Languages"
NOTES: Parer presented at the 11th West. African Languages Congrsss,
Yaonnds, Cameroons.
ABSTRACT: This paper examines the loss and reduction of syllables in
Brong and other Akan dialects. Superficially this process seems to he
similar to what
happens to unstressed syllables in English or French. However: as stress
is irrelevant in Akan, Doluhyne examines vowel h9ight, consonant tyre
and tones of reduced syllables. the affectui syllables arc those with
hicih vowels following a sonorant consonant: with high tons the syllables
are' reduced to syllabic
consonants, with low tone the syllable is lost.
KFYWORDS: tone rules, syllables, consonant typos and tonc, vow,'
height and tone, Akan, Volta-Comoe, Kwa, West Africa

41MMOOM4MO.....i.d.
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Donaldson, Jean (1963) White Tai Phonology. Hartford Seminary
Foundation, Connecticut. 50 pp.
NnTEs: A Master's thesis submitted to the Hartford Seminary Foundation.
KFYWORDS: southeast Asia, Tai, White Tai, tone distribution,
syllablos, consonant types and tone, vowel length and tone, tone
sandhi

9101
Dow, Francis (1972) nA Discussion on Tone Sandhi Problems in Chinese"

Journal of the international Phonetic Association. 2.1, pp. 13-19
ABSTPACT: Dow discusses the sandhi tones of sequences of tones in
Pekinese, principally as affecting tone 3 (fall-rise). Using 8
informants hp investigat,41 disyllabic, trisyllabic and polysyllabic
solaences of tone-3 syllables. He found that immediate constituent
structure affected sandhi results of
,.:)ne 3 and stress and speech tempo affected the tone 2 derives from
to 3.

KFYWOFDS: tone sandhi, syntactic structure and tone, stress and
tone, China, Pokineso, Mandarin, Sinitic

9102
Downer, g. B. (1967) nTone-change and Tone-shift in White Miao"
Sulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, London. 30.3Epp. 589-599
ABSTRACT: Major developments in the tonal system of White Miao, and the
maior shifts in the tone of items in the dialect are described in terms
of tone-changes and tone- shifts. By tone-change is meant the results
of a split conditioned by syllable-prosodies and of merger with other
tones, which give rise to
changes in the overall tone system. Tone-change is essentially
paradigmatic, and the result of factors internal to the syllable.
Tone-shift, on the other hand,
denotes the changes in realization of basic tones in certain
environments. It is syntagmatic, and caused by factors external to the s
yllahle. Three types of tone-shift are postulated - tone sandhi,
analoqical tone-shift, and compensatory tone-shift.
KEYWDRDS: Southeast Asia, Miao-Yao, White Miao, tonal development
tone splitting, consonant types and tone, tone sandhi

9103
Dreher, J. J. and P. C. Lee (1966) Instrumental' Investigation of Single
and Paired Mandarin Tonemes. McDonnell - Douglas, Advanced Research
Laboratory. Huntington Beach, California. 52 pp.
NOTES: DAHL Research Communication No. 13, Douglas Paper 4156.
ABSTRACT: The commonly accepted 5 registers of Mandarin are verified
and each shown tc be approximately 36 hz wide, with a standard
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deviation of 1.29 hz on a normalized scale. The 68-percent normal
population limits are delineated for the emphatic tone forms, as well
as new 9-register number notations for tones actually produced in
isolation and in couplets.
KEYWORDS: Mandarin, Sinitic, instrumental study of tone, level
tones, contour tones, transcription

9104
Dunstan, Elizabeth (1466) Tone and Concord Systems in !Nye Nominals
School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London.
NOTES: Prof. thesis
KEYWORDS: Ngwe, Bantoid, Benue-Congo, West Africa, tone rules,
Bamileke, morphotonology

9105
Dunstan, Elizabeth (1966) "Tone on Disyllabic Nouns in Ngwe" Journal of
West African Languages. 3.1, pp. 33-38
ABSTRACT: Dunstan discusses the three tone classes of disyllabic nouns
in Ngwe. Classes i and ii are low-low and low-high but the third class
alternates and causes alternation in following items. Rules are given
to explain this and other tonal phenomena. A solution employing
floating tones is not considered.
KEYWORDS: polar tone, Ngwe, West Africa, Benue-Congo, tone rules
Bantoid

9106
Durand, Marguerite (1951) Le System' Tonal Du Tabitien" Bulletin De La
Socilte De Linguistique De Paris. 47.1, pp. 126-139
ABSTRACT: Durand proposes 1 two way contrast of high-falling vs low
tone in Tahitian with different allotones in open syllables and
syllables checked with
a glottal stop.
KEYWORDS: Tahitian, Polynesian, Pacific Islands, Austronesian,
tone distribution,

9107
Dwyer, David (1971) "Mende Tone'' Studies in African Linguistics. 2.2
pp. 117-110
ABSTR1CT: After describing rules that will generate downstep patterns
on the basis
of a single underlying binary :onal distinction, Dwyer considers the M
ende peculiarities which seem c.o make a two-way underlying contrast too
straight-forward. These can be 4 alt with by assuming additional vowels
inserted by a tone contouring rule which adds an opposite tone vowel to
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a final vowel preceded by low, and natural assimilation and dissimila
tion rules and a rul which neutralises high tone in nominal compounds.
These rules have cognates in

. other Mande languages.
KEYWORDS: downstep, tone rules, Mende, Mande, West Africa, polar
tone, segm4Inta] tone

9108
Dwyer, Davii (1973) , The Comparative Tonology of South-Western Mande
Nominals. Michigan State University, East Lansing.
NOTES: Prof. thesis
A9STPACT: Dwyer presents tone rules for noninals and nominal compounds
in Mende, Loko, Dandle Loma and KpellP employing a segmental analysis,
and discusses the evolution of underlying forms and tone rules from
oroto-qouthwestern-Mande to the present -day languages. Of special
interest is the rule of tonal inversion for Loma which has opposite
tonas for underlying nominal forms to those for the other languages.
KEYWORDS: polar tone, tone rules, tonal development, loanwords,
Mande, Mende, Loko, Baildi, Loma, Kpelle, segmental tone

9109
Echeverria, Max and Helns Contreras (1965) "Araucanian Phonemics"
IJAL. 31.2, pp. 132-115
ABSTRACT: In a brief phonemic description of an Araucanian dialect
from Cautin (Chile) three pitch phonemes are employed to describe pitch
patterns predicted from stress (itself predictable from
syllabification) and terminal juncture.
KEYWORDS: stress and tone, intonation, Araucanian, Andean,
Andean-Equatorial, South America

9110
Edmondson, T. and John Bervlor- samuel (1966) "Tone Patterns of Etung"
Journal of African Languages. 5.1, pp. 1-6
ABSTRACT: In Etung it is argued that certain linguistically significant
generalizatilns are missed unless tone patterns are assigned to the
word - a suprasegmental unit.
KEYWORDS: domain of tone, West Africa, Etung, Benue-Congo,
suprasegmental tone, Bantoid

, 9111
Eqerod, Soren (1959) "Swatow Loan Words in Siamese" Acta OrientA.lia.
23.3 -4, pp. 137-156
ABSTRACT: Consonant, vowel, and tonal correspondences for Swatow
loanwords in modern Siameqe are presented.
KEYWORDS: Southeast. Asia, Tai, Siamese, Swatow, tone rules,
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9112
Ecierol, Soren (1961) "Studies in Thai-Dialectology" Acta Orientalia.
26.1-2, pp. 43-91
ABSTRACT: This paper details ton l development in a number of Tai
dialects of Thailand and Burma.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, tonal development, consonant
types and tone, vowel height and tone

9113
Bijkman, L. P. 9. (1903) "Radiographie Des Kehlkopfes" Fortse4initte Auf
Der Gebiete Der Rontgenstrahlen. 7, pp. 196-206
NOTES: Continued on pp. 310-318. 1904.
KEYWORDS: radiography, larynx, pitch control

9114
Fkblom, R. (1933) Die Lettischen Akzentarten. Arbeten Utgivna med
understod av vilhelm Ekman's Universitetsfond, Uppsala University.
ABSTRACT: Ekhlom investigated duration, pitch and oral pressure of the various
cents' of a central Latvian dialect. The final chapter discusses the his
torical origin of the ,present tonal accents in Latvian, tracing. them
back to 'acute' and 'circumflex' accents in Indo-European. the glottal
accent (rising-falling with medial,
glottal stop) is explained as due to over-articulation of a rising
pitch contour. ComParisolis are drawn with Lithuanian, Danish and Slavic
languages.
KEYWORDS: Lithuanian, pitch accent, Latvian, Danish, Baltic, Germanic,

Slavic, consonant types and tone

9115
Flimeloch, Baruch (1974) "Tone Alternations in the Etsako Verb" Working
Papers in Phonetics, University of California, Los Angeles. 27, pp.
63-73
NOTES: Paper presented at the 3rd Annual Conference on African
Linguistics, Queen's College, New York, 1973.
ABSTRACT: In this paper Elimelech provides a historical account of the
various tense/aspect distinctions of the Etsako verb which are
characterized by a complex set of tone alternaWns.
KEYWORDS: application of phonological rules, domain of tone,
floating tones, suprasegmental matrix, suprasegmental tone, syllables
syntactic structure and tone, tone rules, Etsako, Lyekhee, polar

tone
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9116
Elimelech, Baruch (1974) "On the Reality of. Underlying Contour Tones"
Working Papers in Phonetics, University of California, Los Angeles. 27
op. 74-83

NOTES: Paper was presented at the 48th Annual Meeting of Linguistic
Association
of America, December 29-30, 1973, San Diego.
ABSTRACT: This paper argues for rising tones in the underlying
representation of Kru. Phonetic rising tones uccur on monosyllables and
on tine second syllable of disyllables. In a sequence of rising tones
each subsequent tone begins at the end-point of the preceding tone. Eli
elech argues that this can be accounted for by assuming underlying unit
contour tones. The rising tones further do not behave 'ike a low high
sequence in downdrift rules.
KEYWORDS: application of phonological rules, contour tones, domair
of toneti.rowndrift, segmental tone, suprasegmental tone,
suprasejmental matrix, tone distribution, tone features, tone rules,
Kru, Yoruba,

9117
Elugbe, Benjamin (1970) "Predictable Variation and Redundancy" Research
Notes, University of Ibadan. 3.2-3, pp. 50-56
ABSTRACT: In Ghotuo all prepausal high or mid tones are falling if they
are realized on a verb, but not on other lexical categories. Elugbe
considers two solutions, one involving 'contour tone features', the
sther involving a late flow tone insertion transformation'.
KEYWORDS: West Africa, Kwa, Edo, Ghotuo, tone rules, tone
features, contour tones

91 18
Elugbe, Benjamin (1973) A Comparative Edo Phonology. University of
Ibadan, Nigeria.
NOTES: Prof. thesis submitted to the University of Ibadan.
ABSTRACT: Outline phonologies of eight Edo languages, including tone,
are presented and reconstructions of earlier Edoforms proposed. Of
particular interest aro the analysis of the Egene (engenni) tone system
which dispenses with the 'upstep' proposed by Thorns 1967, and the
discussion of alternative analyses of Eheun as a tvo or three level
system. Proto-Edo tones and tone-rules are, however, not reconstructed,
although comparative wordlists are fully tone-marked.
KEYWORDS: tonal development, Kwa, West Africa, Ibilo, uhami,
Eheun, Ukue, Okpamheri, downstep, Edo, Bini, Egene, urhobo, aoaa
auchi, avhianwu, Ghotuo, i. fekhee, intonation and tone
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9119
Erickson, Donna (1974) "Fundamental Frequency Contours of the Tones of
Standard Thai" Pasaa, Bangkok. 4.1, pp. 1-24
ABSTRACT: The shapes of the fundamental frequency contours of the five
tones of standard Thai in utterance final position are presented and
they agree quite closely with those described by Abramson 1962. Some
discrepancies which occur are accounted
for in light of the fact that fundamental frequency contours are sensit
lye to consonants and vowels in the syllable. In particular, the initial
consonant often has a pronounced effect on the initial shape of a
contour underlying a phonemic tone.
KEYWORDS: instrumental study of tone, level tones, contour tones,
consonant types and tone, Siamese, Tai, Southeast Asia

9120
Ewan, William (1974) "Larynx Height in Running Speech" Phonology
Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley.
ABSTRACT: Reports on a study of two subjects. Unfortunately very
unnatural sentence types were used. Conclusions are 1. There is
evidence for larynx displacement differences between stop types; 2.
Larynx height and pitch are correlated in running speech; 3. Correlat
ion may be Narrower for tone languages; 4. And may differ depending on w
hether pitch is rising or falling. Although only one of the subjects
showed 1. Above, Ewan concludes that 1 .rynx height may be a
good indicator, of some causes of tonogenosis.
KEYWORDS: physiology, larynx, pitch control, tonogenesis,
consonant types and tone

9121
Faaborg-Anderson, K. (1965) Electromyography of Laryngeal Muscles in
Humans. Karger, New York.
KEYWORDS: physiology, electromyography, larynx, muscles

9122
Faaborg-Andersen, K. and A. Sonninen (1960) "Function of the Extrinsic
Laryngeal Muscles at Different Pitch" Acta Otolaryngologica. 51.1-2, pp.
89-93
ABSTRACT: 13 subjects (7m 6f) sang at different pitches while x-ray
stills were taken and muscle activity was recorded from electrodes in
tll sterna - thyroid, thyro-h yoid and mylo-hyoid muscles. The x-rays
showed the larynx higher for moderately high pitch than for either low
pitch or highest pitch. Low larynx position correlates with high
sterno-thyroid activity. Higher pitches show high thyro-hyoid activity
but mylo-hyoid activity was only high with a moderately high pitch. No
interpretation of these results is offered.
KEYWORDS: pitch control, muscles, larynx, physiology
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9123
Fairbanks, Grant (1940) "Recent Experimental Investigations of Vocal
Pitch in Speech', Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. 11.4, pp.

uiarRACT: Reports on experiments dealing with (a) pitch characteristics
ot tho voice during simulation of specific emotional states, (b) the
relitionship between the fundamental vocal pitches used in speech and
the range of pitches which the larynx is capable of producing, (c)
pitch variability in speech and (d) the phenomenon of voice change in
the aJolescent male.
KEYWORDS: emotion and pitch, tessitura, intonation

9124
FornanAez no Miranda, Maria (1959) Fonemica Del Ixcateco. tnstituto
lacional De Antropologia F flistoria, Mexico City. 21 pp.
*TOTES: Publication 3 of the Direccion de Investigaciones Antropologicas
Abstracted by Bright, William. IJAL 27.3: 251. 1961.
lbsTRACT: Describes the phonology of Ixcatec (spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico)
inr7luding Spanish loanwords. Basic tones are high, low and mid. In
aloition 'half-high' toneme of limited distribution occurs, sometimes
interchangeably with high. The
distribution of phonemes is in terms of a syllable which contains one
or two vowels, which may have different tones, preceded by one to
five consonants.
KFYIMPDS: tone distribution, Ixcatec, Popolocan, Otomanguean,
Central America

9125
Fintoft, K. (1965) "Some Remarks on Word Accents" Phonetica. 13.4, pp.201-226
'ABSTRACT: The acoustical parameters correlated with the distinction
between word accents in East Norwegian are investigated. It is found
that the fundamental frequency differencealone is sufficient for a
satisfactory accent impression.
KRYWORDS: Norwegian, acoustics, Germanic, Europe, pitch accent

el

9126
Firth, J. V. (1933) "Notes on the Transcription of Burmese" Bulletin of
the School of Oriental Studies, London. 7.1, pp. 137-140
ABSTRACT: A broad phonetic transcription for Burmese is proposed. Tone
marks, for instance, are reduzed from eleven to two.
KBYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tibeto-Burman, Burmese, transcription,
Lo1a-Burmese
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9127
Firth, J. R. and B. B. Rogers (1937) "The :3tructure of the Chinese
monosyllable in a Huuanese Dialect (Changsha) " Bulletin of the School
of Oriental Studies, London. 3.4, pp. 1095-1074
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a detailed Firthian prosodic analysis of
the distribution of consonants, vowels, and tones in single syllables
for Hunan Chinese. It includes a description of concomitant phonetic
features of vowels on each of the five tones.
KEYWORDS: vowel length and tone, domain of tone, Sinitic, Hunanese
Changsha

9128
Fisher, William (1970) "A Study in the Reconstruction of Proto-lucatec"
Papers from the 6th Regional Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society. 6, pp.
14-19
ABSTRACT: Proto-Yucatec is reconstructed as having had three level
tones and contrastive vowel length and glottalization on the basis of
correspondences between Yucatec and Mopan.
KEYWORDS: Yucatec, mayan, Central America, Mopan, tonal
iovelopment

9129
Flanagan, James and Michael Saslow (1958) "Pitch Discrimination for
synthetic Vowels" Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. 30.5
pp. 435-442
ABSTRACT: A psychoacoustic experiment to determine the
lust-discriminable changes in the fundamental frequency of synthetic
vowels is described.' The experimental parameters investigated are
::several combinations of four vowels, three sound pressure levels, and
two fundamental frequencies. The results indicate that the
lust-discriminable changes in fundamental frequency are of the order of
0.3 to 0.5 hz.
KEYWORDS: acoustics, tone perception

9130
Ford, Kevin (1972) "The Non-terracing Tone System of Lolobi" University
of Ghana, Legon.
1BSTRACT: Three classes of nouns aro required t..) describe tone
processes in Lolobi
(spoken in Ghana). Two can be defined by rather arbitrary listings of
tone patterns, the third consists of all nouns ending in a simple low
tone and these take little part in tone changes. Most tone changes
involve raising low or mid to high, or low to mid or lowering high to
mid. Many other aspects of the syntax of the language are also involved

43
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in the tone change rules. Interesting conditions on tones subsequent to
changed tones are required to describe these processes.
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, syntactic structure and tone, tone rules
Lolohi-Akpafu, Togo Remnant, Kwa, West Africa

9131
Frantz, Chester and Marjorie Frantz (1966) "Gadsup Phoneme and
Toneme Units" Linguistic Circle of Canberra Publications, Series
A. 7, pp. 1-11
NOTES: Papers in New Guinea Linguistics No. 5. Reprinted in the
Languages of the Rastern Family of the East New Guinea Highland
stock (McKaughan, Howard, ed.), pp. 406-413.
ABSTRACT: Gadsup (spoken in the eastern highlands of New Guinea)
is a tone language which is used as the basis of "whistle talk"
by its speakers. Four tones (high, low, up-glide and down-glide)
are proposed. The glides are regarded as units because they
contrast with high-low and low-high sequences and occur on all
single vowels, and the starting point of glides is conditioned by
the preceding tone in a manner not paralleled by sequences of
high an4 low tones. Also, the up-glide has a mid-level allotone
between two high tones. However the glides are restricted in
occurrence being very rare on verbs and on nouns confined largely
to final syllables. Verb tones are only perturbed by affixation
where as noun tones are also perturbed by compounding.
KEYWORDS: whistle speech, contour tones, techniques for tonal
analysis, tone distribution, Gadsup, New Guinea, East New
Guinea Highland Stock

9132
Frantz, Donald (1972) "The Origin of Cheyenne Pitch Accent" IJAL.
33.4, pp. 223-225
ABSTRACT: Frantz points out that the "relatively high pitch" of
syllables with pitch accent or high tone in Cheyenne can in some
cases he assigned by rules tha* capture alternations, but in
other cases an inherent accent must be assigned to a vowel. Frantz
cites Proto-Algonquian reconstructions, mainly from Bloomfield,
to show that the inherent accent is a reflex of Proto-Algonquian
long vowels.
KEYWORDS: pitch accent, vowel length and tone, tonogenesis,
Cheyenne, North America, Algonquian

9133
Fresco, Edward (1969) "The Tones of the Yoruba and /gala
Disyllabic Noun Prefix" Journal of West African Languages. 6.1
pp. 31-34
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ABSTRACT: In Yoruba, noun prefixes may bo only mil or low
. toned, whore as in Igala noun prefixes may be only high or low. In

this case Fresco shows that Yoruba mid tone corresponds to !gala
high tone.
KEYWORDS: Yoruba, 'gala, Yoruba, Kwa, West Africa, tone
.orrespondences

9134
Fromkin, Victoria (1972) "Tone Features an.1 Tone Rules" StudiPs in
African Linguistics. 3.1, pp. 47-76
ABSTRACT: In this paper Fromkin attempts to show that (a) The
feature [stiff vocal cords] and i slack vocal cords] for both
tones on vowels and glottal states for consonants are inadequate
(h) 1 features for tones high , low and mid are the best yet.
?roposed (c) A feature contour is necessary for descriptively
adequate phonetic representations (d) inclusion
of supraslqmental matrices for tonal specification in surface
otructure does not resolve the problem of contour tones on one
segment. Evidence is cited from the followino languages: Tigonq,
Ndorn, Akan, Mende, None, Yala, and Yoruba.
KEYWORDS: tone features, tone rules, contour tones,
iuprasegmental matrix, Benue- Congo, Kwa, Mande, Akan, Nupe
West Africa, Rantoid, Nioro, ITigong0, menle, Yala, Yoruba

9131
!ry, Dennis (1968) "Prosodic Phenomena" Manual of PhonAics.
ialmb -'rq, Bart. it (Rd.) North-Holland Publishing Co. Amsterdam.
on. 165-410

ABSTRACT: ''his paper deals with the realization of proodic
lopects of language (including tene) in speech, particularly the
relations between physical proporties of the speech sounl-waves
and the linguistic and psychological coneoquences of prosodic
features.
i'.EYWORUS: intonation, intonation and tone, instrumental :Andy
)f tone, tone perception, lomain of tone, psv0,ological reality
acoustics

9136
Giniour, Jack (1974) ',glottal Stop in Siimlso: Predictability in
lhonplogical Description,' Working Papers in Phow.tics, University
of California, Les Angelee. 27, pn. 8U-91
AENTRACT: shows that the glottal stop, although predictable, must
ho present in underlying forms in order to capture certain
linguiqtically significant generali2ations. Arguments include
reference to distribution of tone and syllable structures.
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9137
Gandour, Jack (1974) "consonant Types and Tone in Siamese" Working
Papers in Phonetics, University of California, Los Angeles. 27
pp. 92-117

ABSTRACT: Results of investigations of effects of preceding
consonants on tone in Siamese show that (a) The
consonantally-perturbed portion of a tone restricted to the
initial part and its duration is determined by preceding
consonant type, (b) voiceless consonants show a relatively high-
falling contour in transition to the following vowel, voiced
consonants a relatively low-rising-falling contour in transition
to the following vowel, (c) aspirated stops exhibit 2 allophones
- one plain, the other breathy conditioned by initial pitch
height on the following vowel. Theoretical implications for tone
in a, generative phonology are discussed.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tail Siamese, acoustics,
instrumental study of tone, consonant types and tone

9138
Gandour, Jack (1974) "On the Representation of Tone in Siamese"
Working Papers in Phonetics, University of California, Los
Angeles. 27, pp. 118-146
ABSTRACT: Rased on acoustical investigations of the phonetic
shapes of contour tones in fast casual speech, this paper shows
that earlier arguments for segmental representation of tone in
Siamese that de alt with simplification of contour tones in fast
speech cannot be maintained. Other arguments are given, however,
for representing tone
segmentally in Siamese as well as representing contour tones as
sequences of level tones.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, tone features,
tone sandhi, tone rules, instrumental study of tone, acoustics
segmental tone, sup,:asegmental tune, syllables, consonant
types and tone, level tones, contour tones

9139
Gandour, Jack (1974) "The Features of the Larynx: N-ary or
Binary?" Working Papers in Phonetics, University of California,
Los Angeles. 27, pp. 147-159
ABSTRACT: Based on evidence concerning historical development of
tone in the Tai language family, paper attempts to show that the
untlerlying principle governing the tone splits requires the
postulation of a multivalued classificatory feature (glottal
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width) - that consists of a linearly ordered
set of states of glottal aperture - spread, voiceless, tightened,
and closed. A new binary feature (vibrating] is also proposed.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, tonal development, consonant
types and tone, tone splitting, larynx

9140
Garling, Eva (1973) "The Scandanavian Word Accents" Working
Papers, Phonetics Laboratory, Lund University. R, pp. 1-119
ABSTRACT: Section 1 provides a historical review of the chief
topics of accent research. Section 2 gives a summary of the rules
that assign the correct accent to a given word. Section 3 deals
with the nhonetic manifestations of the accents and leads up to a
tentative typology for the dialects. Perceptual and physiological
aspects are treeated in sections 4 and 5. In section 6, some
models that describe the dialectal variation and the interplay
between accents and sentence intonation are presented. The final
section contains a number of speculations about the origin of the
accents. An extensive bibliography of over 200 entries is
appended.
KEYWORDS: Germanic, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, accent,
tone percept ion, whispered speech, tonogenesis, Europe,
intonation and tone, physiology, stress and tone, pitch accent

9141
(larding, Eva, Osamu Fujimura, and Rajime Hirose, (1970)
"Laryngeal Control of Swedish W)rd Tones" Annual Bulletin of thP
Research Institute of Logopedics and Phoniatrics,
Tokyo. 4, pp. 45-94
ABSTRACT: EMG of two subjects. The cricothryoid muscle shows a
clear and consistent correlation with pitch. Corresponding to the
glottal adjustment for rh 1 ("glottal fricative") there seems to
be a trading relation between vocalic and cricothyroid activity.
KEYWORDS: larynx, physiology, pitch accent, pitch control,
Swedish, Europe, Germanic, muscles

9142
Gedney, William (1947) "Indic Loanworcls in Spoken Thai" Ph.D.
Dissertation, /ale University.
ABSTRACT: This dissertation includes a brief description of the
tonal structure of
mod-,rn Siamese, pp. 23-26, and information on the tonal patterns
of loanwords including restrictions on seguences of tones and
correlations of Indic consonants with tones.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, loanwords,

4
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9143
Gedney, William (1964) "A Comparative Sketch of White, Black, and
Red Tai" Social Science Review (Special Number). pp. 1-47
ABSTRACT: This paper includes a discussion on the distribution of
tones and initial consonants on pp. 5-27 in 3 Tai dialects -
White Tai, Black Tail ani Bed Tai.
vrYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, White Tail Black Tai, Red
Tail tonal development, consonant types and tone

9144
nedney, William (1967) "Future Directions in Comparative Tai
Linguistics" University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor.
NnTP,S: Revised and expanded version of a paper presented at the

University of Washington and the University of California,
Berkeley.
ABSTRACT: This article includes a discussion of the phonological
structure and the
relationship between initial consonants and the development of
tone in Tai languages. Gedney further considers a number of 'live'
issues such as: can the 4 categories of phonetic types of initial
consonants that are assumed to have conditioned tonal splits be
further subdivided? Is there a systematic phonological explanation
for tonal irregularities in languages of the Northern Tai branch
pp. 35-55?
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, tonal development, consonant
types ani tone

9145
Gedney, William (1973) "A Checklist for Determining Tones in Tai
Dialects" Studies in Linguistics in Honor of George L. Trager
Smith, M. Estellie (ed.) Mouton, the Hague. pp. 423-437
ABSTRACT: Based on years of experience with Tai languages, Gedney
surveys the most
salient phonological properties of Tai languages, reviews
currently held views on comparative Tai phonology, and furnishes
an invaluable technique for investigating the tonal structure of
Tai dialects.
KEYWORDS: , Southeast Asia, elicitation of tone, Tail tonal
development, Siamese, tone correspondences, consonant types and
tone

9146
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Gednoy, William (1970) "The Sack Language of. Nakhon Pha nom
Province,' Journal of the Siam Society. 58.1, pp. 67-87
ABSTRACT: This article includes a brief description of the Sack
tone system. See pp. 72-73.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Saek, Northern Tai, tonal
development, consonant types and tone, Siamese

9147
Gedney, William (1970) "A Spectrum of Phonological Features in
Tai,
NOTES: Paper presented at the 3rd Annual Meeting of the
Conference on Sino-Tibetan Reconstruction at Cornell University;
Oct. 9-10, 1970.
ABSTRACT: To account for the various types of tonal splits and
their conditioning factors in the initial consonants in languages
and dialects of the Tai family, Gedney proposes the following
fixed order of initial-consonant class's: 1. Voiceless friction
consonants 2. Voiceless unaspirated stops 3. Glottal stop and
preglottalized consonants 4. Voiced consonants. This ordering
principle predicts that only adjacent classes of initial
consonants miv produce the same tone.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, tonal development,
consonant types and tong, White Tail ,,ung Ming, Nuns;, Sack

1;148

Gedney, William (1973) "Notes on the Tat Dialect of Ming Ming:
Part One', Dniversity of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor.
NOTES: Paper presented at the 6th International Conference on
Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics, San Diego.
ABSTRACT: This paper includes a description of the tones of the
Tai dialect spoken,
at Ming Ming in southwestern KWangsi province, China. Snecial
attention is given to features of the sound system relevant to
historical-comparative Tai Linguistics.
KEYWORDS: mai, Ming Ming, tonal development, tone
correspondences, consonant types and tone, China

9149
neorge, Isaac (1970) "Nupe Tonology Studies in African
Linguistics. 1.1, pp. 100-122
ABSTRACT: Nupe has 6 tones that occur phonetically: 4 level tones
high, mid, low, and raised low; 2 contour tones rising and
falling. Only .3 tones, however, are posited as underlying - high,
mid, and low. It is demonstrated that the remaining level tone
raised low and the 2 contour tones can he derived by phonological
rule. Phonological rules that include syntactic information in
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their structural descriptions and rules that delete segmental
features of vowels without also deleting the tona,, features are
utilized. It is further suggested that nonsegmental tone-bearing
units be permitted in the underlying lezicrd representations.
KEYWORDS: Kwa, West Africa, Nupe, contour tones, tone rules
floating tones, consonant types and tone

9150
Gerhardt, Ludwig (1968) "Analytische Und Vergleichende
Untersuchungen Zu Einigen Zentral Nigerianischen Klassensprachen"
Afrika Und Ubersee. 51.3, pp. 161-198
ABSTRACT: Describes the phonology (assuming three tone levels)
and morphology of Kagoro.
KEYWORDS: Plateau, West Africa, Kagoro, Benue-Congo

----------- - -----
9151

Gerhardt, Ludwig (1968) "Analytische Und Vergleichende
Untersuchungen Zu Einigen Zentral Nigerianischen Klassensprachen"
Afrika Und Ubersee. 52.2, pp. 125-143
ABSTRACT: Describes the phonology (recognizing three level
tones and a rise and a fall) and morphology of Irigwe and includes
a tone-marked wordlist.
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, Irigwe, Plateau, Benue-Congo,
West Africa

9152
Gibson, Lorna (1956) "Pame (Otomi) Phonemics and Norphophonemics"
IJAL. 22.4, pp. 242-265
ABSTRACT: Three suprasegmenal phonemes of tone-stress - high,
low, falling - are assigned to the word in Pame (Otomi). Eleven
main tone patterns for the word are recognized. Also included is
a description of tone-stress allophones.
KEYWORDS: North America, Otomi, stress, vowel length and
tone, tent-, rules, contour tones, domain of tone, Pane,
Otomanguean

9153
rill, Barjeet Singh (1960) "Panjabi Tonemics" Anthropological
Linguistics. 2.6, pp. 11-18
ABSTRACT: Three contrastive tonal contours are set up for
citation tome in Panjabi - low (low onset followed by a higher
pitch rising to mid level) , mid (mid level pitch followed by a
higher pitch), high (rising onset followed by the same pitch).
Also described are variations in tonal contours conditioned by
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adjacent tonal contours, intonational pitches, and terminal
contours.
KEYWORDS: Punjabi, tone sandhi, intonation and tone, Indian
Subcontinent, Indo-Iranian

9154
Gill, Harjeet Singh and Henry Gleason (1963) A Reference Grammar
of Panjabi. Hartford Seminary Foundation, Connecticut.
NOTES: Hartford Studies in Linguistics, No. 3.
ABSTRACT: Chapter .3 is on tone and intonation. Three tong
levels are recognized and ascribed to the word but tone placement
is described as contrastive. Chapter 4 on orthography describes
the way that tonal values are represented is the Gurmukhi script
and discusses the evidence this provides for the origin of tonal
contrasts in consontal distinctions. Tn general, low tone
developed following breathy 'voiced aspirates', high tone
developed preceding them, and mid tone elsewhere.
KEYWORDS: Punjabi, Indian Subcontinent, Indo-Iranian, tonal
development, consonant types and tone, toriogenesis, orthography

9155
Gleason, Henry (1961) Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics.
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, New York. 503 pp.
ABSTRACT: This general textbook includes various sections on
tone. The distribution of contour tones and vowel length is
discussed briefly. In Loma the rising and falling tones are said
to occur only on long vowels or diphthongs. Some useful
techniques for analyzing tone are illustrated with Ewe data. Ewe
is analyzed as having .3 phonemic tones, high, mid, and low. It is
suggested that contour tones be analyzed as sequences of level
tones. See pp. 300-306.
KEYWORDS: Kwa, Mande, Ewe, Loma, West Africa, long
vowels, contour tones, techniques for tonal analysis

9156
Goidiri, Pliny Earle (1928) "Pitch Accent in Hupa" University of
California Publications in Anthropology Archaeology and Ft
hnoloqy. 23, pp. 333-338
KEYWORDS: pitch accent, Hupay Athapaskan, North America

9157
Goldman, q. R. Goss, and E. Shaw 11971) "Notes on the Tones of
North Vietnamese" Linguistic Communications, Nonash University. 3
pp. 9-21
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ABSTRACT: Auditory, articulatory and acoustic description of
the tones of North Vietnamese (Hanoi).
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Viet, Vietnamese, instrumental
study of tone, acoustics

9158
Gordon, Raymond (1971) "Pitch Accent in Crow" IJAL. 38.3, pp.
191-200
ABSTRACT: Crow, spoken in southern Montana, has 3 tones
phenetically: 2 level (high and low), and 1 contour (falling).
Their distribution depends on vowel
length and position with respect to the stressed syllable in the
form. Gordon accounts for this distribution at higher phonological
Levels - verb phrase and noun phrase. His analysis makes use of:
syntactic constituent structure, cyclical application of
nhonological rules, absolute neutralization, phonological use of
diacritic features [fixed] and [strong], diacritic use of
phonological feature [accent], long vowels, vowel strengthening
rules - all without considering any alternative analyses.
KEYWORDS: North America, Siouan, Crow, absolute
neutralization, diacritic features, cyclic rules, stress,
pitch accent, tone rules

9159
Green, M. M. (1949) "The Classification of West African Tone
Languages: Tgbo and Efik" Africa. 19.3, pp. 213-219
ABSTRACT: Green discusses the similarities between Igbo and Efik
tone systems which both have two-level tone systems and a
morphological use of tone. Specific similarities (e.g. Nouns in
juxtaposition or in qualfying or genitival relationship change
their inherent tone pattern in two ways according to whether the
qualifying word is or is not personal) suggest that Igbo is closer
to Efik than to Yoruba which has three tone levels and little use
of morphological tone.
KEYWORDS: tone typology, West Africa, Efik-Tbibio, Igbo,
Cross Fiver, Lower Niger, Kwa

9160
Greenberg, Joseph, (1948) "The Tonal Sysem of Proto-Bantu" Word.
4.3, pp. 196-208
ABSTRACT: Proposes a 2-level tonal system for Proto-Bantu.
Extensive list of cognate forms is appended.
KEYWORDS: tonal development, tone correspondences, Narrow
Bantu, Benue-Congo, East Africa, Central Africa, southern
Africa
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9161
Grimes, Joseph (1959) "Huichol Tone and Intonation" IJAL. 25.4
pp. 221-232
ABSTRACT: Noting that most published descriptions of qtr-Aztecan
languawis had been silent or ambiguous on the function of pitch,
grimes offers a description of Huichol (Mexico) that concludes
that pitch differences in the pre-contour portion of the
intonational phrase are due 4o lexical
tone contraW,s of two level tones. intonation contours are
(1.?scribed with four pitches.
K2YWOROS: intonation and tone, elicitation of tone, 3tress
and tone, Huichol, to-Aztecan, North America

9162
Grinaveckis, Vlidas (1464) istericheskoe Razvitie Udarenila
Intonacij Zemaitskix Govorov Litovskogo
Jazyka (V qravnenii C Latyshskim) M .;cow 104 pp.
A3STRACT: Historical development of tonal systems in Lithuanian
dialects compared with Latviin. Some discussion of gradation of
dialects in respect to pitch exponents which provides evidence for
reconstruction and for the gradual nature of sound - change.
KEYWORDS: Latvian, Lithuanian, tonal development, Baltic,
Europe, pitch accent, nature of sound change

9163
Grinaveckin, Viadas (1973), 7emaicin Tarmiu Istorija (wonetika) .
Mintis, Vilnius. 370 pp.
ABSTRACT: Contains on pp. 39-12' both diachronic and synchronic
descriptions of tone in the Zhomaltian dialects of Lithuanian.
Data from these dialects is compared wih Latvian. The question of
tonogenosis is considerei in some detail.
KEYWOPDS: Baltic, Europe, Lithuanian, Zhemaitian,
tonogenosis, tonal development, stress and tone, pitch accent,
Latvian

91614

Gruber, Jnffrey (1964) "The Distinctive Features of Tone°
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
ABSTRACT: Gruber proposes two tone features high and 2nd high
which permit four level tones to bP distinguished. Discussion is
mainly illustrated from Chinese dialects.
KEYWORDS: tone features, China, Sinitic, level tones,
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9165
Gudchiniky, Sarah (1958) "Native Reactions to Tones and Words in
lazatec" Word. 14.2-3, pp. 338-345
ABSTRACT: Gudschinsky's experience in literacy work with speakersof soyaltenec Mazatec suggests that native re actions to speech
can be partly dependent on the level of linguistic sophistication
and partly on the focus of attention. As for the second of these,
phonemic writing of tone on the phonological word (showing
internal sandhi) was easier for readers dealing with isolated
words, but a morphophonemic writing of tones (excluding externalsandhi) was easier for reading phrases. The evidence this
provides for the psychological reality of the phonological wordis considered.
KEYwoRns: psychological reality, Mazatec., Mazatecan,
otomangeean, Central America, orthography, tone sandhi

9166Guthrie, Malcolm (1940), "tone Ranges in a Two-tone Language
(Lingala)" Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies,London. 10.2
ABSTRACT: Lingala is analyzed as having 2 distinctive level tones- high and mid, while further phonetic distinctions between pitchlevels are characterized as due to Itoneslipl, an automatic
lowering process which is non-contrastive.
KEYWORDS: Ngala, intonation and tone, Ngombe, Narrow Bantu,Benue-Congo, Central Africa, downdrift

9167Haas, Mary (1946) "Techniques of Intensifying in Thai" Word. 2pp. 125-130
ABSTRACT: One common technieue for intensifying the meaning of'descriptive verbs'
in Thai involves reduplicating the 'descriptive verb' and
changing the tone on the first 'descriptive verb' in reduplicateonto a so-called 'emphatic high tone'. This 'emphatic high tone' isnever esed to contrast lexical items; it only occurs with intensive
reduplications, exclamations, and the like. On the basis of

phonetic similarity and standard Thai orthography, Haas suggeststhat it be analyzed as an allotone. of the 'high tone' phoneme.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, tone rules,

reduplication

9168Haas, Mary (1958) "The Tones of Four T;i Dialects" Bulletin of the
Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica. 29, pp.817-826
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ABSTRACT: Haas compares the historical development of tone in

four modern Thai dialects - Bangkok, Nakhonsithamarat, Chiengmai,
and Roi-et. Assuming 4 tonal categories in Proto-Tai, she notes
that tonal development in each category is conditioned by the
voice luality of the initial consonant.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, tonal development, Siamese,
Nakho 3ithamarat, Chiengmai, roi-et, consonant types and tone

9169

Haas, Mary (et al.) (1964) Thai-Fnglish Student's Dictionary.
Stanford University Press. 638 pp.
ABSTRACT: This dictionary provides a convenient reference work
for the English-speaking student of Thai. Each entry is given in
the traditional Thai snelling and a phonemic transcription. A
brief description of the tones is included in the preface.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Siamese

9170
Haas, Mary (1969) "Burmese Disguised Speech" Bulletin of the
Institut of History and Philology, Acadcmta Sinica. 39.2, pp.
277-285
ABSTRACT: Wari games which consist of switching syllables are
shown to reflect phonological structure of Burmese. Implications
for rule ordering hypotheses are discussed.
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Burmese, language games, rule
ordering, extrinsic order, Siamase, Tai, Lolo-Burmese,
Southeast Asia

9171
Haddinq-koch, Kerstin (1961) Acoustic-phonetic Studies in the
Intonation of Southern Swedish. Gleerup, Lund. 211 pp.
KEYWORDS: Swedish, Germanic, intonation and tone, acoustics
Europe, pitch accent

Haddock, N. L. (1959) "The Tones of Bariba" Phonetica.
90-94
KEYWoRDS: Bariba, Voltaic, Wast Africa, level tones

9172

3. PP.

9173

Hale, Austin (1970) "Newari Higher Levels" Occasional Papers of

the Wolfenden Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics. 3.1, pp.

rt.
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158-206
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, domain of tone, stress and tone,
consonant types and tone, syllables, syntactic structure andtone, tone distribution, Bodic, Indian Subcontinent

9174Hale, Austin and Warren Glover (1970) °A Note on Glides,
Syllabicity and Tone in Gurung° Occasional Papers of the WolfendenSociety on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics. 3.1, pp. 49-73
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Gurung, intonation and tone,
consonant types and tone, domain of tone, tone distribution,Bodic, Indian Subcontinent

9175Hale, Austin and Kenneth-Pike (eds.) (1970) Tone Systems of
.4. Tibeto-Burman Languages of Nepal. Department of Linguistics,
.egniversity of Illinois, Urbana. 380 pp.
NOTES: occasional Papers of the Wolfenden Society on
Tibeto-Burman Linguistics 3.1 Studies on Tone and Phonological .segments, 3.2 lexical Lists and Comparative Studies.
KEYWORDS: Bodic, Tibeto-Burman, Gurung, Tamang, Thakali,
chepang, Newari, Sunwar, Sherpa, tonal development, phonationtype and tone, Indian Subcontinent

, 9176Halle, Morris (1972) °Theoretical Issues in Phonology in the
19701S° Proceedings of the 3rd International Congress of PhoneticSciences. Rigault, Andre and Rene Charbonneau (eds.) Mouton, theHague. pp. 179-205
ABSTRACT: In this paper Halle suggests 1. Universal phonetic
framework must provide for a distinction of at least 3 pitch
levels, high, mid, and low 2. Pitch level distinctions in vowelsand voicing distinctions in obstruents are controlled by the samepair of features stiff and slack vocal cords 3. A11 tones are
stationary on the systematic phonemic level; tone is
suprasegmental en the systematic phonemic level. Following Leben1971 Halle proposes that linguistic theory include a
suprasegmental matrix in addition to segmental matrix and a setof rules to map sequences of tones in suprasegmental matrix onto
sequences of segments in segmental matrix (he mentions one-one,
many-one, many-many mapping
relations but no tone-many) . The set of tiles may operate at
different points in the grammar, depending on the particularlanguage; rules operate early in Otomi, Northern Tepehuan, and
Sorbo-Croatian, late in Mende. Halle does not formalize this
proposal, however. Finally, he concludes that there is probably
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no sharp dividing line betwen segmental and supraseqmontal
features; at least some features can function both segmentally and
suprasoimentally.
KEYWORDS: tone features, phviclogy, tonal dPvolopment,
suprasegmoLtal matrix, consonant typos and tone, contour ton.-!s,
Mende, Mande, West Africa

9177
Halle, Morris and Kennth Stevens (1971) "A Note on Laryngoal
Features', Ouarterly Progross Report, Research Laboratory of
Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 101, pp.
194-213
ABSTRACT: This article proposes two paired sets of binary
features to account for laryngPal activity. Vocal cord tension,
represented by values for the featurPs [stiff] and [ slackl , is
said to account for voicing distinction:. in consonants anti pitch
distinctions in vowels. Glottal width, topresentod by the
features rconstricted] and [spread] , accounts for remaining
ph9nation types (murmur, aspiration, Ptc.).
KEYWORDS: tone fpatnres, larynx, consonant types and tone,
tonal lovelopmAnt, tono splitting

9178
Hari, Maria (1970) Thakali Tone and Higher Levels,' Occasional
Papers of the WolfPndPn Society on Tibeto-Burman Lintjuistics. 3.1
pp. 125-142
KEYWORDS: 'Tibeto-Burman, syllables, domain of tone,

Taakali, tone distribution, Podic, Indian Subcontinent.

9179
Hari, Maria, Doreon Taylor, and Kenneth Pike (1970) ',Taming one
and Highor Iccasional papers of th0 Wolfondon Society on
Tibet0-Burman Linguistics. 3.1, pp. 82-124
KEYWCPDS: Titeto-Burman, Taming, domain of tone, intonation
and tone, :;yntactic structure and tone, consonant type3 and tone
syllables, tone distribution, Bodice Indian Subcontinent

9180
Harrir-4, aimmy and Richard Moss (ads:.) (1972) Tai Phonetics and
?honololy. Central Institute of English Language, flangkok. 148

PP.
NeTES: This volumo contains mostly papers presented at thr
Conference on Tai phonetics and phonology, Central rnstitnte of
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Enylis'L Language, Rangkok, May 1971.
ABSTRACT: This collection of pipers includes several that are
important for those interested in tonal development in the Tai
language flmilY.
KEYWT,DS: Southeast Asia, Tai, tonal development, consonant
types an4 tone, stress

9181
Hartman, Lawton (1944) "The Segmental Phonemes of the Peiping
Dialect" Language. 20.1, pp. 28-42
AHSTPACT: This paper principally deals with problems of segmental
uhonology in Peking Chinese. Of particular interest is the fact
that phonetic realizations of the 2 vowels i and e are
conditioned by tone - one allophone ocurring
on the first (high level) and second (high rising) tones, the
other allophcne occurring on the third (low falling) and fourth
(hi'.ih falling) tones.
KEYWoInS: China, Sinitic, Pekinese, stress, vowel height

aria tone, mandarin

9182
Haudricourt, Andre-Georges (1954) "De L'origine Des Tons En
Viettamien" Journal Asiatigue. 211.1, pp. 69-82
ABSTRACT: Haudricourt evaluates comparative evidence for the
origin of tones in Vietnamese and concludes that the combinations
of final fricative, glottalization or zero with a voiced/
voiceless initial contrast gave rise to the six contrasting tones
of modern Vietnamese.
KEYWOrDS: tonal development, tone splitting, Viet,
Vietnamese, Southeast Asia, consonant types and tone

9183
Haudricourt, Andre-Georges, (1961) "Bipartition et Tripartition
Des Systemes De Ton% Dans Quelques Langues dl Extreme-Orient
Bulletin DP La Societe De Linguistique De Paris. 56, pp. 163-180
N0TB5: Translation by Christopher Court, "Two-way and Three-way
Splitting of Tonal Systems in Some Far Eastern Languages", in Tai
L,honetics and Phonology.
ABSTRACT: She entry for translation.
KEYWOrnS: China, Seutheast Asia, Tai, Sinitic, Niao -Yao,
Viet, Kam-Sui, Chain, tonal development, consonant types and
tone

r80

9184
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(1068) "La Langue De Gomen et La Langne De Touho En Nouvelle
Clleionio" Bulletin flt La Societe De Linguistique D' Paris. 61.1
pp. 21-115

AUSTPACT: A major part of this paper compares the tonal languages
rou'Io ad Paaci, with the related languages Kane and Pindlo,
which rt', non-tonal. The non -tonal langna7es have more oxtensive
consonant inventories where as the tonal language:1 appear to 1),Ivo
1,pleted this and replaced it with word-tone Worls with high +ono
corrospon to words with initial voicele.ls fricatives "r
1.:pirated stops or voiceless (aspirated) nasals in the non.tord
linplaco. Words with mid tone corrosponl to words with it

unaspirated stops, voicod nasals or pN,nasalizd stool.
ov voiced fricatives. The low
tone worth arP in many cases like the mid-tone words in their

correspondences.
le-41FDS: consonant typos and t one, ramuhi, tonal development
milho, Nadler Kone, Paaci, oceania, Anstronesiin

91h)
Handricourt, Andre-Georlls (1972) "Two-way and Three Way Splittiny
of T3nal Gystems in Some Far Eastern LanguagQs" rai rhonotics and
Phon3logy. Harris, Jimmy and Pichard Noss (eds.) Ckltral
Institute of English language, Bangkok. 11P. 58-,34
".)TES: Translation by Christopher Court of HRipartitiln et
Tlipartition rIe Systemel de Tons "; nullf,tin di Li locirlte
Linguistive de Paris 56. 163-80.
AbSTRACT: In this article Haudricourt surveys a number of .

languapps of Asia that have undergone either 2-way or 3-way
splits of their tonal systems brought about by the merger of,
initial consonants. In the cas- of 2-way splits, the merger cf
voicless and voic,i0 initial. consonants. In the case of 3-way
splits, the' merger of 91ottali7e4, aspirated, and voiced initial
consonants. Pauiricourtls interpretation of the various tonal
systoms that result from the merger of initial consonants 10ponls
crucially on the Praguian concept of "neutralization". In tho.so

cases where some initial consonants were not involved in the
mei ger, Hiudricourt finis architoneMes that are and are not
phonoticallv distinct from tonemes produce4 by th*r split.
KEYOnDS: China, tonal dovo1,4ment, Southeast Asia, Tail
Sinitic, "Aao-Yao Viet, tone 1p1itting, Cham
consonant tvP,,I,1 and tnto

kr1,4f;

HaugHn, and Martin Joos (1954) "Tomo and Intonation iN
Norwegian" Acia Icindinavia. 22,1, pp. U164
tOST1ACT: r1, uthor,1 prnt a combined phonetic and pl!oheml
Analysis of the function of pitch in Norwegian (standard
colloquial lslo). They eliminatm the word as a unit of analysis
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in favor, of the "measure" (which k7ontains 1 primary stress);
this is subdivided into a "nucleus" (containing the tonal
distinction) and a "contour". The nucleus is normally accompanied
by low tone. The distinction between accent 1 and accent 2 is
found in where this low tone occurs in relation to the stressed
core of the syllable; accent 1 occurs if low tone occurs within
the stressed core ("short nacleus") and accent 2 occurs if low to
no comes shortly after it ("long nucleus"). The authors briefly
apply their analysis to utterances of other Norwegian dialects.
The different. "contours" (intonational, e. g. neutral, emphatic,
expressive, etc.) Are also described.
KEYWORDS: Europe, Norwegian, intonation, stress and tone,
accent, nermanic

9187
Heeschen, Claus (1967) "Lithuanian Morphophonemics" Quarterly
ProIrc3s Report, Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachus
etts Institute of Technology. 85
KLYWO9nS: pitch accent, morphotonology, Lithuanian, Baltic,
Europe

9188,
Henderson, Eugenie (1948) "Notes on the Syllable Structure of
Lushai" Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies,
Lmion. 12.3-4, pp. 713-725
KEYWORDS: Lushai, Tibeto-Burman, syllables, Indian
Subcontinent

9189
Henderson, Eugenie (1949) "Prosodies in Siamese, a Study in
Synthesis" Asia Major (New Series). 1, pp. 189-215
NOTES: Feprinted in Prosodic Analysis. F. R. Palmer (ed.). 1970.
Oxford University Press. pp. 27-53.
ABSTRACT: Included in Henderson's treatment of Thai is discussion
of the consonant
and vowel r4ystems, the prosodic structure of monosyllables,
onomatopoeic words, certain foreign words, compound words,
oolysyllabic words, and the sentence. Three speech styles are pos
ited: 'isolative', 'combinative', and 'rapid combinative'. Certain
prosodies are correlated with each style.
Kret4oRDS: , Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, tone rules,
intonation and tone, stress, loanwords

9190
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Henderson, Eugenie (1952) "The Main Features of. Cambodian
Pronunciation" Bulletin of the School. of Oriental and African
Studies, London. 14.1, pn. 149-174
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, cambodian, Mon-Khmer, Khmer

9191
Henderson, Eugenie (1959) "The Tones of the Tai Dialect of
Songkhlau Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology,
Academia Si pica. 30, np. 231-235
ABSTRACT: The relationship between the syllable-initial
conSongants and tones in the sonkhla dialect of southern Thailand
is discussed. Based on thPir infLuence on the development of
tonos, 1 consonant classes aro found in all tone categories. The
sonskhla tonal system is shown to he structurally identical to
the one of the Nakhonsithamarat dialect
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Nakhonsithamarat, songkhla,
tonal development, consonant types and tone, Siamese

9192
Henderson, SugeniP (1C, ;) "'tonal Exnonents of Pronominal Concord
in Southern Vietnamese' Tnlian Linguistics. 22, pp. s6-97
ABSTSACT: In languages of the Sino- Tihcti:t family together with
many neighouring lanjuages of Southeast ArS.a, tones are almost
exclusively used lexically wit(' no correlation with syntactic or
morphological aspects of the language. Southern Vietnamese
n'-ovid-?.s one of the unusual cases whore tong is uIed to express a
liammatical relationshin, namely 'pronominal conc)r1. It is
found that the breathy fall-ri3e tone in southern Vietnamese
(saigonlialoct) may he use anWorically to refer ba..1c to some
'key' noun or nominal oxprossion in what has (lone before.
Kt.:VT.101ms: qouthrast Asia, Vietnamese, Viot, syntactic
structure and tone, morphotonology

9143
HonIrsrson, susonio (19A,4) "Marginalia to Siamese Phonetic Studies"
In Honour of Daniel Jones. Abercrombie, David et al. (els.)
tongmans, London. pp. 415-424
ASsTPACr: Includes phonetic descriptiot or the mil tong and the
hiqh tone, and the
variatione breath force accompanying thr' five tones.
KEYWOnDS: consonant tynPn and tone, tonal development, level
tones, co;itour tones, intensity and pitch, 'Pal, Southeast Asia
Siamese

GI
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9194
Henderson, Eugenie (1965) "The Topography of Certain Phonetic and
Morphological Characteristics of
Southeast Asian Languages" Lingua. 15, pp. 400-434
ABSTRACT: Included in this typological study is the distribution
over 59 languages
in the :southeast Asian linguistic are a of the phonetic features
of lexically contrastive pitch and phonation type. See pp.
408-413. Examples of languages that show morphological use of
pitch, correlation of contrastive pitch and Phonation type,
coocurrence of
the correlation of contrastive pitch and phonation type and of
thn mornhological use of pitch, and correlation of contrastive
pitch and phonation type with initial and final consouants are
cit=41.
KFvw0PDS: Southeast Asia, syntactic structure and tone,
consonant types and tone, morphotonology, tone typology

9195
Henderson, Eugenie (od.) (1971) The Indispensable Foundation, a
Selection from tht Writings of Henry Sweet. Oxford University
Press, London. 329 pp.
ABSMACr: Includes selections from Sweet's writings on pitch,
.tone, and intonation
on op. 175-180.
KEYWORDS: intonation and tone, level tones, contour tones,

9196
Hinton, Bruce (1970) "Spectrographic Confirmation of Contrastive
Pitch and Breathiness in Gurung" Occasional Papers of the
Wolfenden Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics. 3.1, pp. 74-81
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Gurung, instrumental study of tone,
acoustics, Indian Subcontinent, Bodice phonation type and tone

.9197
HiranburPn Samang (1971) "The Pole of Accent in Thai Grammar"
School c. oriental and African Studies, University of London.
ABSTRACT. This dissertation investigates the role of accent in
colloquial standard
Thai within the theoretical framework of
generative-transformational grammar. It is hypothesized that
accent in Thai can be predicted by phonological rule. Much
ilielcussion is also given to the phonetic realization of tones in
faqt casual speech.
KEYWORDS: syntactic structure and tong, tone sandhi,
segmental tone, suprasegmental tone, domain of tone, tone
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features, tone rules, application of phonological rules,
instrumental study of tone, acoustics, speech tempo, accent,
stress, markedness conventions, vowel length and tone, contour
tones, level tones

9198
Hiranhurana, Samang (1972) "changes in the Pitch Contours of
Unaccented Syllables in Spoken Thai" Tai Phonetics and Phonology.
Barris, Jimmy and Richard Noss (eds.) Central Institute of English
Language, Bangkok. pp. 23-27
ABSTRACT: This paper is a summary of chapter 8 of Hiranburana's
doctoral dissertation "The Role of Accent in Thai Grammar" 1971
in which ,he posits the phonological feature accent for Thai
to predict pitch contours that occur on 'unaccented' syllables.
.h4? claimri that only 3 stationary tones may occur on 'unaccented'
syllables, namely, mid, modified low, and high.
KEYWORDS: , Southeast Asia, Tail Siamese, stress, tone
rules

9199
Hirano, Minoru, John Ohala, and William Vennard (1969) "The
Function of taryngeal Muscles in Pequlating Fundamental Frequency
and In of Phonation" Journal of Speech and Hearing
Research. 12, pp. 616-628
APSTRACT: The activity of 3 intrisic laryngeal muscles in the
regulation of fundamental froguency and intensity of phonation
was studied electromyoqraphically in six sublects. The regulatory
mechanism of fundamental frequency and intensity differed for
lifFerent regi ,ters and fundamental frequencies.
KEYWJRDS: muscles, electromyography, pitch control,
physiology, larynx

9200
Hirose, &dime and T. Gay (1972) "The Activity of the Intrinsic
Laryngeal Muscles in Voicing Control: an,
Flectromyographic Study" Phonetica. 25.3, pp. 140-164
ABSTRACT: Investigation of actions of intrinsic muscles of the
larynx luring the production of voiced and voiceless consonants.
GonQrally speaking, computer-averaged HMG curves for the laryngeal
muscles showed participation of the posterior crico-arytenoil for
voiceless consonants and suppression for voiced consonants. The
rqAprocal nattern was found for the interarytenoid muscle.
Similar reciprocal patterns were evident along the timing
digolnsion. These results are discussed in terms of recently
proposed laryngeal feature systems.
XF,YWORDS: muscles, electromyography, physiology, Larynx,

, 6f
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9201
Robley, June (1964) "A Preliminay Tonal Analysis of the Bassa
Language" Journal of West African Languages. 1.2, pp. 51-56
.ABSTRACT: The Bassa language of Liberia is analyzed as having
thrde level tones with contours on short vowels being interpreted
generally as sequences. However high and mid tonemes occur as
low-high and low-mid glides after fortis consonants and low
appears as mid-low glide after lenis consonants, where as a
falling high-low glide,
can occur following both groups of consonants and is therefore
assigned to a separate falling toneme.
KEYWOrDs: cassa (Kru) , Kru, Kwa, West Africa, consonant
types dnd tone, tone rules, level tones, contour tones

9202
Hockett, Charles (1947) "Peiping Phonology" Journal of the
American Oriental Society. 67.4, pp. 253-267
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a detailed discussion of the
phonetics and phonology
of Peking Chinese within the framework of American structuralism.
Rockett posits six phonemic tones.
KEYWORDS: China, Sinitic, Pekinese, stress, intonation and
tone, Mandarin

, 9203
Hodge, Carleton and Helen Hause (1944) "Hausa Tone" Journal of the
American Oriental Society. 64, pp. 51-52
ABSTRACT: Hodge and ha use claim that Hausa has two phonemic
tones, high and low. In an utterance with anarrative contour
there are five levels of pitch. Within a single utterance there
may be several tone phrases each with its own tone phrase contour.
in an utterance with a narrative contour the phonemic tone is
governed by the following rules. First, in a series of two or more
like tones, all tones remain on the phonetic level of the first
like tone. Second, when a high tone follows an utterance initial
low tone, it is realized phonetically as being four steps higher
than the initial low tone. In all other cases the distance from a
high to a following low tone is two steps, while the distance
from low to a following high tone is one step. They do not
define the term "step". They analyze Hausa falling tone as high
follow?3 by low "On the two moras of the vowel".
KEYWORDS: West Africa, Hausa, intonation and tone, contour
ton's, contour tones, downdrift, vowel le-gth and tone, Chadic
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9204

Hoijer, Harry, (1943) "Pitch Accent in the Apachean Languages"

Language. 19.1, pp. 38-41
ABSTRACT: Pour phonemic tones are posited for the Apachean
languages: high, low, rising, and falling. The contour tones
occur only on morphologically complex syllables having a long
vowel or vowel cluster. Two morpheme classes are set up: those
morphemes that are
specified in the lexicon for either high or low tone and those
morphemes that are left unspecified for tone (only monosyllabic
morphemes appear in the paper). Morphophonemic rules that
determine the tone pattern for certain combinations of 2-morpheme
sequences are presented. All examples are from Navaho.
KEYWORDS: North America, Apachean, Athapaskati, Navaho,

pitch accent, morphotonology, toneless morphemes, contour tone's

9205

Hoijer, Harry and Janet Joel (1963) "Sarsi Nouns" Studies in the

Athapaskan Languages. Boljer, Harry et al. (eds.) University of

California Press, Berkeley. pp. 62-75
VOTES: University of California Publications in Linguistics

Volume 29
ARSTRACT: Discusses and exemplifies the forms of nonns in Sarsi

(spoken in Alberta, Canada) . Three level tones are assumed (and
contractions of two tones on lIng vowels) ani the full
exemplification allows inference of patterns of tonal distribution,
and scme noun compounds perrit certain tonal processes to he

observed.
KEYWORDS: tone distribution, Sarsi, Athapaskan, North

America

9206

Hollenhach, Barbara (1974) "Reduplication and Anomalous Rule
Ordering in Copala Trigue" UAL. 40.3, pp. 176-181

ABSTRACT: The ordering relationship between a reduplication rule

and a tone sandhi
rule is discussed in some detail. Arguments are presented in

favor of a solution that contains a kind of global tone sandhi

rule.
KEYWORDS: rule ordering, Mixtecan, global rules, Trigue,

Otomanguean, Central America,

9207

Hellion, H. and g. P. Moore (1960) "Measuremcnts of the Vocal

)t)
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eerin; chenges in Pitch" Joureal of Sp,sech and Hearing
P,3oerch. 3.2, pp. 157-165
ASSIRACII: Results of measurements from laryngoscopic photographs
show thit length of vocal folds increases systematically with
increases in vocal pitch for the natural register. Data tend to
support the myoelastic thehry of voice production.
KFYWOPDS: physiology, larynx, pitch control

9208
Hlmheit, JP-in-Serie (1e73) "Speaking Backwards in Bakwiri" Studies
in African Linguistics. 4.3, pp. 227-236
4OT7,S: Pevised version of paper presented at Summer Linguistics
rerferaace, Oriversity of California, Santa Cru7, 1973.
MNTRACrr: This paper explores theoretical implications of a word
elee el3yel by young Rekwiri speakers which consists of reversing
cFllailes. Of special interest is the fact that when the
.4ylla,le!s are switched, the prosodic features of vowel length and
tone 11 not move along with the shifted segments. Tt is then
suggeseed that both the vowel length pattern and the tone pattern
ire store'l with the lexical item, and not a particular, segment or
syllaLle.
XevW0'703: language games, syllables, domain of tone, Bakwiri
eest Africa, Narrow Bantu, psychological reality,
euerasegmental tone, segmentel tone

9209
Hombert, Jean-Marie (1973) "Word Games: Some. Iwelications for
Analysis of tone and Other Phonological Processes" University of
California Press, Berkeley.
NOTES: Expanded version of a paper presented at the Linguistic
Society of America Meeting in San Diego, December 1973. The first
part of this paper was read at the 1973 Summer Linguistics
Conference in Santa Cruz.
ABSTRACT: It is sAgested that word games can provide important
insight into phonological systems. A word game was invented for
gettivg information on the underlying representation of tone, i.e.
Whether tone is a property of the segment or some larger
suprasegmental unit. The game was played
with speakers of Dschang, Kru, Mandarin, Cantonese, Taiwanese,
and Siamese. The results of the word game experiment are taken to
suggest that the word should be regarded as the tone-bearing unit
in the case of Dschang and Kru and perhaps in the Asian languages
as well. The relative order of tone sandhi rules and word game
rules in Taiwanese are also investigated.
KEYWORDS: language games, segmental tone, suprasegmental tone
Siamese, suprasegmental matrix, domain of tone, Pantoid,
Narrow Bantu, Rakwiri, Dschang, Kru, Mandarin, Cantonese,
Taiwanese, West Africa, China, Southeast Asia, Kwa, Sinitic,
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421n
Holbert, Joan-Marie (1474) Is Tone Seqm-qital or Suprarwq1101.ta1 ?
How to Decider, Phonology Laboratory, University of. California,
n'Irkeloy.
ABSrPACT: Paper attempts to discuss implications of segmental vs.
suprasegmental tone matrices. No new material is presented, but
data drawn from Leben, Elimelech and others is used.
KEYWORDS: domain of tone, s'iprasegmental matrix, segmental
tono?, clonsonant types and tone; Siamese, acoustics, languato.
gam as

4211
Hombert, Jean-Marie and Larry Hyman (1974) New Approach to
Downdrift" Monthly Internal Memorandum, Phonology
Laboratory,Hniversity of California,4erkeloy.
APSTRACT: Humbert claims there are four kinds of langua9(laq with
respect to downdrift. Downirift is viewed as unmarked
intonational feature, which can he blocked if it leads to
erceptnal confusion. Notes that consonants types do not have al
inhibitory effect on downdrift.
KEYWORDS: downdrift, downstep, tona perception, tone
typology, West Africa

9212,
Hombert, Jean-Marie (1974) "Universals of Downdrift: Their
Phonetic Oasis and Significance for a TLory of Toiw" Phonology
Laboratory, University of California, Bcrkoloy.
NOTES: Paper presented at. 5th African Linguistics Conference,
Stanford. Published in Studies in African Linguistics, Supplement.
5, William Leben (ed.), pp. 169-194.
ABSTRACT: Paper attempts to answer 1 gustions: phonetic nature
of lowndrift; why downdrift does not always occur; interaction
between downdrift and tonal
contrast3.*Assumes that downdrift is naturil assimilatory ',rocc:
(bnt offers no articulatory explanation) which can be blockc'1 wh'n
it can lead to perceptual confusion. 3uulosts a criterion for

determining whether lowering of tones reflects downdrift or tonal
contrasts: tones should be at 14ast 10 /iv apart in ordoi to
represent phonemic contrast (but offers no reason) . Doos riot
statP how marl, utterances were analyned and acouotic analy?;1,;
not cl,s.ar in all casns. Assumptions r0 9f interest but :14-(1
stvqw.rtin) evidence.
KrvworN: acntistics, consonant types and tone, instrumental
study of tone, intonation and tone, itreqs and tone, tono
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perception, downdrift, downstep, physiology, pitch control,
tone rules

9213
Hombert, Jean-Marie (1974) "Toncgenesis, Phonology Laboratory,
University of California, Berkeley.
ABSTRACT: Tonogenesis (historical acquisition of tone) seen as a
cyclical process in relation to tonoexodus (loss cf tone).
Acquisition of tone stated to he more common. Suggests 2
conditions necessary for tonogenesis: monosyllabic morpheme
structure and pressure toward homophony. Development of tone from
segmentals discussed; the phonetic reasons are summarized. Voicing
of final C less important than pre-vocalic voicing distinction. V
durations before voiced C or voiceless
C . Role of aspiretion and post vocalic [h]
considered, and other such infuences then discusses 2 examples
where tone differences seem to have resulted in voicing
disti4ations, although segmentals influenced by tone are very
rare. T (1A2exIdus discussed briefly and the interaction between
suprasegmente.4processes.
KEYWORDS: consorant types and tone, intrinsic pitch of vowels
tonal development, tonogenesis, tonoexodus, vowel height and
tone, vowel length and tone

9214
Houis, Maurice (1956) "Schemes et Fonctions Tonologiques" Bulletin
ne L'institut Francais D'afrique Noire (I.P.A.N.) Series B.
18.3-4, pp. 335-368
KEYWORDS: Bobo, Efik-Ibibio, Mende, Mande, Soso, tone
rules, syntactic structure and tone, Cross River, Benue-Congo

9215
House, Arthur and Grant Fairbanks (1953) "The Influence of
Consonant Environmnt upon the Secondary Acoustical Cha
racteristics of Vowels" Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America. 25.1, pp. 105-113
NOTES: Reprinted in Readings in Acoustic Phonetics, edited by
use Lehiste, pp.
129-136, M. I. T. Press, Cambridge- Massachusetts. 1967.
ABSTRACT: Consonant environments of vowels were varied by forming
nonmeaningful stimulus syllables consisting of 72 combinations of
6 vowels and 12 consonants. Syllables were spoken by 10 male
speakers of
American English. Results of measurements of fundamental
frequency indicate that presence or absence of vocal fold
vi;)ration was the most important influence on the fundamental
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frequency of the vowel - vowels in voiced environments were lower
in fundamental frequency. T&. manner of production and place of
articulation of the consonant had little influence on the
fundamental frequency of the vowel.
KEYWORDS: consonant types and tone, vowel height and tone,
intrinsic pitch of vowels, English, Germanic, Europe

9216
Howard, Irwin (1972) "A Directional Theory of Rule Application in
Phonology" Ph. D. Dissertation, M. I. T.

NOTES: Reproduced by the Indiana University Linguistics Club,
June, 1973.
ABSTRACT: Includes discussion of tone rules in Acoma (spoken in
New Mexico) and Mandarin Chinese with reference to how
phonological rules apply.
KEYWORDS: Acoma, Mandarin, China, North America,
application of phonological rules, simultaneous application,
directional rule application, tone sandhi, tone rules, Keres,
North America

9217
Howard, Irwin (1973) "Pitch Assignment in Japaneset: Working
Papers in Linguistics, Department of Linguistics, University of
Hawaii. 5.1, pp. 45-57
ABSTRACT: An analysis of Japanese accentuation phenomena is
formulated with directional rules, see Howard 1972.
KEYWORDS: domain of tone, Japanese, application of
phonological rules, syntactic structure and tone, directional
rule application, Far East pitch accent

----------------- - - - - --
9218

Howard, Philip (1963) "A Preliminary Presentation of Slave
Phonemes" Studies in the Athipaskan Languages. Hoijer, Harry et
al. (eds.) University of California Press, Berkeley. pp. 42-47
NOTES: University of California Publications in Linguistics
Volume 29
ABSTRACT: Tn this preliminary report on the phonology of the
Slave language (spoken in north-western Canada) A two level
tone system is tentatively assumed with perhaps four phonetic
levels and surface glides
occurring.
KEYWORDS: North America, Athapaskan, Slave

9219
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Howie, donn (1966) ",7.xperiments on the Perception of Mandarin
Vowel', and '"ones" Status Reports on Speech Research, Raskins
Laboratorie, New Haven. 7-8, pp. 1-11
ABSTRW7: R?sults of perception tests on synthesized Randarib_
tonos sLow t! 0.. tone
3 () ow lippicq) is incorrectly identified as tone 2 (high rising)
when imaielia; .ly folowei by low neutral tone associated with tone
1 (high lovel). Tone 3 normally is followed by a high neutral
tone in teal
tone by a mid neutral. tone also included are average curves for
Mandarin tcnes.
KRYW0PN: acoostic,,, instromnntal study of tone, tone
nercer.tion, neutral tone, Mandarin, China, Sinitic

, 9220 .

Hsin-i (1970) "':'ho psychological /Pality of Tone Sandhi
niwanesen "aper3 from the 6th /egional Meeting of the

rhica Linquistic !c,c1Pry. Jep,,rtment of Linguistics, Universityof Chirtgo. pp. 489-0?
ABSTRACT: Generativ,, ihennlogy make.s the, claim that phonological
rules reflect Ipsychollgl.ci,1 rnality,. This paper reports on two
expoL:mol conducted
test wnEther the phonol)gical rulea posited by generative
phonelc,T's,s for handling a vogular toie sandhi phenomenon
in "saiwan,-te are psy,:hologically real or not. Tt is assumed that
a nat iv :pr..!ker of a language knows a rulf:: if and only if he can
Ipply to.tt cule to corltrufft novel forms. In the first experiment
th.- subjects w-e prosente.1 with verb-object
constro-tiors, each syllable pronounciA in its citation form. Both
pot9nfi-li cind -.rtual forms wr.re u.sA in various combinations. The
subjertq .44r then G5.ked to pronounce each disyllabic verb /object.
seguenc in tic 'mcs:. natural' way alcording to their judgement.
The rz,sults i!Idirate that native speaker ; of Taiwanese cannot
aptly the ton- sindhl. rules Lo potential forms in the language.In th SPCOV LAwrIme.it the subjects were aaked to construct
novel *risyllAhc ,icon com7ounds using actual forms of the
language. show 114. the subjects applied
the ton san0';.i ro14-q t.or:7,stly a little over 50% of the time.
I3ased on the re:nits o' die.1.) two e-periments Hnieh concludes
that thr. tone sarerti .r,ositod by generative phonologists do
net reflect any pJvh'tolir:al -ealitf. explanation of the
resqltz of the two ef.perimlnts involves a nother theory of
phonology in which tot.phophonemic altlrnants of each morphemear: lie;ted in the le:Icon. In the $irst Pxperimen for example,
th, subjects cannot prAuce the san(ILL alternant.; of the
olt-,ntial forms becatso no altlrnantr are listed in the
lexicr'n for these non-f.ccuring forms.
KVIWW.ID3: China, Taiwlne8-, tone rules, psychological
realitt, pscycholinquitic cYporiments on tone
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9221
Hsieh, Hsin-i (1974) "Time as a Cause of Phonological
Trregularities" Lingua. 33.3,. pp. 253-253
AliST-?ACT: Borrowing is often invoked as an explanation for
existence of exceptions
to phonological change. Hsieh argues that such exceptions can
s3metimes
be more reasonably interpreted as due to incomplete and competing
sound changes. Proposes to solve problems of numerous irregular
reflexes of Middle Chinese short tone syllables in modern Pekinese
by assuming five successive incomplete changes. Claims that
MidilP Chinese forms undergoing the full cycle of the changes
have become regular reflexes in Pekinese, all other Middle Chinese
forms which skip the operation of on r.,r morn rules have

become irregular reflexes.
KEYWORDS: Sinitic, nature of sound change, China, tonal
development, consonant types and tone, lexical diffusion,
Pekinese

9222
Hsieh- Jiang, Ma and T'ai Chang -hou (1972), "A Preliminary
Comparison of the Phonology of the Miao Dialects in Southeastern
Kwuichow" miao and Yao Linguistic Studies. Herbert C. Purnell,
Jr. (04.) Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York. pa. 27-54
NOTES: Clntains select(-1 articles in Chinese translated into
English by Chang Yu-Hung and Chu Kwo-Ray. Data Paper No. 88,
Linguistic Series VIT.
vEYW0PDS: tone correspondences, consonant types and tone,
tone sandhi, tonal development, Miao, Miao-Yao, China

9223
Halstaert, q. (1950) "Tonologie Van RPt Lomongo" Kongo- Overzee.
.15, pp. 139-147
KEYWORDS: Menge, Narrow Bantu, Central Africa, Benue-Concur
tone rules, mcrphotonology,

9224
Huistaert, g. (1961) "La Persistance Des Tons En Lomongo"
Aequatoria. 24, pp. 102-105
ABSTRACT: Discusses problems of orthography, dialect variation
and interpretation related to progressive tonal assimilation anl
vow(1 elision in Lomongo.
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KEYWORDS: orthography, tone rules, Mongo, Narrow Bantu,
West Africa, Ponue-Congo

PAGE 63

9225
!Aevorly (195q) "On the Phonemic Status of Navaho StrPss"

Anthroplloqir.al Linguistics. 1.9, pp. 20-23
ABSTPAcT: rincludol that stress is nonphonemic in Navaho. See
Landar 19cq.
KEYWORDS: .tress and tone, Navaho, North America, Apachean,
Athapa51tan

9226
ntr,r, Georgia and Eunice Pike (1959) "The Phonology and Tone
san4hiof Molinos Mixtec" Linguistics. 47, pp. 24-40
ABSTRACT: Three tones - high, mid, And low - are posited for the
sin Pedro Molinos
dialect of Mixtec. Tone sandhi and tone variants are discussed.
KEYWORD : Central America, tone :sandhi, Mixtec, domain of
tone, syllables, stress and tone, vowel length and tone,
Mixtocan, Otomangue an

9227,
Huttar, Georg o and Mary Huttar (1972) "Notes on Djuka Phonology"
!anquaps of the Guianas. Grimes, Joseph (ed.) Summer Institute
of Linguistics, Univer3ity of Oklahoma, ,Norman. pp. 1-11
NOTP,S: Followed on pp. 12-21 in the same ho"Ok by a comparative
wordlist of Djuka with Sranan and Saramaccan cognates (341
entries) .

ABSTRACT: Posits two level tones for Diuka, from which stress
placement can be predictel, and dicusses some rules of tone
sandhi and pitch assignment, including one rule which
'flip-flops' a low-high sequence to high-low.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, tone sandhi, tone correspondences,
Sranan, Saramaccan, polar tone, Atlantic Creole, Diuka, south
America

9228
Hyman, Larry (1972) A Phonological Study of re? ve? Bamileke.
Studios in African Linguistics, Supplement 4, 230 pp.'
ABSTRACT: This presentation of synchronic and diachronic aspects
c)t the phonology of the Fe? Fe? dialect of Bamileke includes a
lull treatment of ton in chapter 6. The surface contrast of four
Levels is explained as resulting from historically prior
snquences of high-high, high-low, low-high and low-low and a

7:2
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synchronic account is given which e:lsontially reeapitulates the
historitaA *processes. Surface tones and nal alternations are
largely captured by use of initial and final floating tones in
nnderlyipl forms. Noun cla3ses are discussed in chapter 7 in the
light of the proposed tonal analyvis.
KrlYWOaDS: tone rules, floating tones, morphotonology, level
tones, tonal development, 3amileke, Fe? Fe?, Bantoid,
Henue-Congo, Nest Africa

9229
Hyman, Larry (1972) "The care at Igbo Tone Shift University of
Southern California, Los Angeles.
NOTES: Paper presented dt the 3r4 Annual African Linguistics
Conference, Rlocmington, Tndiana.
ABSTRACT: Hyman proposes a historical account. of Igbo tonology in .

order to explain
tone patterns in the associative phrase, verbal nouns etc.
Essentially it is propose] that all stems were originally
lisyllables with polar tone on the second subsequently
the second syllable was lost and the tone shiftei to the left,
.'isplacinc: the original first tone. In pnlymorphemic words and
compounds of various kind3 several tones moved tl the left, hence
creating alternations of tone for a giver morpheme.
NE1'14031)9: 1qt-we Kwa, West Africa, tonal development, tone
rules, floating tones

9230
Hyman, Larry (01.) (1973) Consonant Types ind
NoTES: Southern California Occasional PapPrs in Linguistics No.
1.

A9STRACT: This volume contains n_wers by Ohala, tea, Mitisoff,
Meiran, Le ben anl Hyman pr9sentd at a :;yirposinm on consonant
tynes and tones a* thu University ,)f Southern CalifrTnia, March,
1.)73.

KEYWnPDS: consonant tries any tone, Chiclic, Kwi,
Sino-Tibetan, Viet, Minim, phrl10lo4y, tow:
plitfino, tone rules

9231
uyman, Larry (1973) °The Role of Consonant Tvvls in Natural Tonal
Assimilations', Ccnsonatt Types and Tone. Nyman, Tarry (el.)
Linguistics Program, University r,f South(ri Calif(rnia, Los
Atweles. pp. 151-179
KEYWORD 1: con4onant tynes ione, tone rulos, ,;andhi,

Nurse, Ewe, Ngizim, Kpelle, VAL Manle, 1(wa,
kAitdic, Woof Africa
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923 2
Hyman, Larry and Russell Schuh (1974) "Universals of Tone Rules:
Evidence from West Africa" Linguistic Inquiry. 5.1, pp. 81-115
NOTES: Rr,vised version of "Universals of. Tone Rules" working
capers on Language
universals, Stanford University, 10: 1-50, 1972.
ABSTRACT: Hyman and Schuh propose an inventory of natural
diachronic tone rules (downdrift, low-raising, spreading,
absorption and simplification) and additional rules which are
alsonatural synchronic rules but are not possible sound changes.
these include downstep, shifting, copying, polarization,
dissimilation, replacement, and displacement. In general these
processes which are only synchronic rules
are seen as the result of the operation of several of the
diachronic rules. It is maintained that tonal processes always
involve rightward (peiseverative) movement. Diachronic rules are
not limited in this way. In a final section "segmental
interference with natural tone rules" is discussed.
vEYwORDS: tone rules, tone sandhi, polar tone, Vest Africa,
Igizim, Chadic, Nupe, Kwa

9233
Byrnes, Dell (1966) "Some Points of Siuslaw Phonology" UAL. 32.4
pp. 328-342,
ABSTRACT: Tn the course of a phonological survey of
Siuslaw (spoken in Oregon, U.S.A.), Byrnes disputes Frachtenbergls
claim that it has pitch accent. Byrnes interprets the pitch accent
marks as either glottalization, or intonational contours not tied
to particular lexical items.
KEYWOFDS: iiltonation, Siuslaw, Pent!tian, North America

9234
Dines, cordon (1967) "qenitival Phrases in Mande Languages"
African Language Studies. 8, pp. 160-167
ABSTRACT A discussion of the syntax, semantics and tone patterns
of 'alienable' and 'inalienable' nominal possessives in Mende,
T,oko, Bandi and Kono leads to the conclusion that phrases
consisting of object pronoun + verb are structually identical to
clenitival phrases consisting of possessive pronoun + noun.
KEYWORDS: syntactic structure and tone, Mande, Mende, Kono,
Loko, Sandi, West Africa

9235
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(1957) "Long Consonants and Their Tonal Function in Tetela"
Kongo-Overzee. 23.3-4, pp. 200-212
USTRACT: Tetela has a long/short const.rast in 15 of its 17
consonants. Comparison
with Nkundo shows these derive from a close vowel followed by a
single consonant. The tonal contrast of the original syllable is
maintained and the long consonants have high or low tone.
Orthographically it is suggested that a tone mark
not a doubled letter represent long consonants.
KEYWORDS: orthography, tone-hearing consonants, Tetela,
Nkunlo, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Central Africa, tonal
development

9236
Jacobs, John (1962) "Die Belangrijksto Elementen Van Net
Tetela-Toonsystem" Africana Linguistica. (Terrunen) . 1, pp.
11-42
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, Tetela, Central Africa, Narrow
Bantu, Benue-Congo

9237
Jacobsen, Per (1968) 'The Word Tones of Serbo-Croatian, an
Instrumental Study" Annual Report of the Institute of. Phonetics,
University nf. Copenhagen. 2, pp. 90-108
KEYWORDS: Slavic, Serbo-Croatian, Furopo, instrumental study
of tone, vowel length and tone, pitch accent

9238
Jacobsen, Per (1970) "Falling Word Tones in Serbo-Croatian" Annual
resort of the Institute of Phonetics, University of Copenhagen. 4

pp. 81-88
KEYwORDs: Slavic, Serbo-Croatian, Europe, tone perception,
vowel length and tone, pitch accent

9239
Jacobsen, Per (1973) "Falling Tones in Serbo-Croatian Trio Annual
Report of the Institute of Phonetics, University of Copenhagen. 7
pp. 265-268
ABSTRACT: Reports on an experiment in which it was shown that
length was a more prominent cue to discrimination of falling word
tones than pitch in Serbo-Croatian.
KEYWu.05: Serbo-Croatian, synthetic speech, contour tones,
instrumental study of tone, vowel length and tone, Slavic,
Europe, tcne perception
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, 9240
Jensen, Martin Kloster (1958) "Recognition of Word Tones in
Whispered Speech" Word. 14.2-3, pp. 187-196
ABSTRACT: A historical summary of the problem is presented,
including theories of how pitch is realized in whispered speech
(e.g. by substitution of stress, by vowel formant changes) and
past experiments (spectrographic analyses and
perceptual tests). Reports experiments on the recognition of
whispered word tones in four languages: Norwegian, Swedish,
Slovenian, and Mandarin Chinese. Concludes that word tones are
reflected in whisper, but in some languages better than in
others. Discusses but does not answer the question of how pitch
is reflected in whisper.
KEYWORDS: Europe, china, Norwegian: Swedish, Slovenian,
Mandarin, tone perception, Germanic, Slavic, Sinitic

9241
Jensen, Martin Kloster (1961) mTonemicite: a Technique for
Determining the Phonemic Status of Suprasegmental Patterns in
Pairs of Lexical Units, Applied to a Group of West Norwegian
Dialects, ani to Farnoseu, Arbok for Universitet I Bergen:
Humanistik Serie. 1961:1, pp. 1-197
NOTES: Journal also titled Acta Universitatis Bergensis, Series
Humaniorum Litt Erarum.
ABSTRACT: This work discusses problems of the origin and loss of
tonal diseLnctions in North Germanic languages. Concluding that
purely aural or instrumental techniques cannot determine if a
givendialect has tonemic contrast, Jensen devised and applied a
method involving measuring the identification of paired items
considered to be potentially in minimal tonemic contrast recorded
from subjects and randomized on playback. The procedures are
discussed in full. Correct identification of 95-100% is regarded
as confirmation that the subject perceives tonemic difference.
Scores around 50% as confirming absence of tonemic distinction.
Intermediate scores suggest different degrees of relevance for
wnal distinctions. The technique confirmed Bergendialect as
tonal and delimited a surrounding are a as non-tonal, and confirmed
that Faroese is non-tonal.
KEYWORDS: tone perception, elicitation of tone, Norwegian,
Paroese, Germanic

9242
Jensen, Martin Kloster (1965) "Review of the Vowels and Tones of
Standard Thai: Acoustical Measurements and Experiments by Arthur
Abramson" Word. 21.1, pp. 163-166
KEYWORDS: instrumental study of tone, tone perception,
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924.3

Johnston, 1".1m. ; (1973) "Speech-tone . rid Other Forces in Isonqa
vAlqic" Itudies in Africa., Linguistics. 4.1, pp. 40-70
183T2AC": John ton i1i:3cuss,3s the extent to which .speoch-tone
otermives .aeloiic outline in rsonga song-4 and factors which
permit r viguire deviation from
#h ton .s splken lanquag4.
EYWORDS: music and tone, ronga, Southern Africa,
p,nue-Con.lo. Na-row Bantu

9244

1111er-"!rye r, (19i2) -Stu:ien ZuL Tonalon traktur Der
Jntns!)racn Einloitung, ;haml,ila" Ar'ika Ond Therse. 46.1
nn. 1-4?
vEyTor1!;: tore rules, mo:-phoonolc-7,,, NAV+ )W

Shamhala, East. Africa

9245
hlor-over, Emmi (1962) "Steien 7ar Tonalon tftruktur Der
"antulyrach,n, 2, Chasu" Afrik Und Ubcrseo. 4;,.4, op. 250-29";

!'LYWOPD3: East Africa, ton'- ! rules, morphotonology, Narrow
Bonue-Conyo, Cha3u

9246,

Fmmi (1q64) "Ton Und Ak7pnt.,, in Der !i'ormenlchre Des

Ctwvi" Unl Uhor!--;ep. 47, pp. 84-133
7,rYWO7D1: Chasu, East Africa, Narrow Bantn, Bouup-,.:Ongo,
norp:lot:wology, tone rnlls

9247
-ahl-r-Movor, EmTi (1967) "Ina. Behavior in thy' WrA-1-qtructnrP of

Afri:ln Langua4s" hfrika Und Uborsoe. S.<

113Fr-4C"': A short (Iscrintion of word forNtio6 followed by a
Nri nt: the refloxe of Proto-Ban+u li. rh dud low tones in

o!:4--n lanouagt,s. There is A comparison with qome of the
.;,111..-01hkin 1 inquavr,1 ,outside tilt, Narrow Bantl Iroup.
?I;Y: ;Irv!! tone listribution, bonne-Conti°, '3dntu,

loathPrf Africa, Control Afri:.!a, I.: 1:-;t Africa, tonal
1.1vPlopm-nt, Battold, tone correspon,'
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9248
Kahler-Meyer, Emmi (1967) "The Tones in Urbantu" Afrika Und
Uberseo. 51.2, pp. 81-90
NOTES: Paper read at the Second International Congress of
Africanists, Dakar, Senegal, 11-20 December 1967.
ABSTRACT: Concludes that Proto-Bantu had two tones, that verbalextensions and noun prefixes had low tone but stems and vowel
suffixes could be either low
of high. Thus four patterns for Proto-Bantu words would be the
maximum numter of contrasting tone patterns.
KEYWORDS: tone correspondences, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo,
Southern Africa, East Africa, Central Africa

9249
Kaplan, Harold (1960) Anatomy and Physiology of Speech.
McGraw-Hill, New York. 365 pp.
ABSTRACT: Structure of the larynx and mechanics of phonation
covered in chapter 6,
pp. 113146.
KEYWORDS: larynx, pitch control, physiology

9250
Karlgren, Bernard (1960) "Tone in Archaic Chinese Bulletin of theMuseum of Par Eastern Antiquities. 32, pp. 113-142
KEYWORDS: tonal dr!;eiGpment, Sinitic, Archaic Chinese, China

9251Kaschube, Dorothe a (1954) "Examples of Tone in Crow" IJAL. 20.1pp. 34-36
ABSTRACT: Crow is described as having high, low, and falling
tones and long and short vowels. Falling tone is limited to
occurrence with long vowels. Stress is marked as an independent
variable but generally coincides with long vowels with high or
falling tone. The limitations on co-occurrence of tones in two
and three syllable
words are exhaustively described.
KEYWoRDS: stress and tone, tone distribution, Crow, Siouan,
North America

9252
Kensingn, Kenneth (1963) "The Phonological Heirarchy of
Cashinahua (Pa no)" Studies in Peruvian Indian Languages 1. Bison,
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Benjamin (el.) Summer Institute of Linguistics, University of
Oklahoma, Norman. pp. 207-220
NOTES: S.I.L. Publications in Linguistics and Related Fields No
9.

ABSTRACT: Suggests Cashinahua has two contrastive level tones
with low semantic load. Patterns of tones within the phonological
clause are limited to a sequence of high tones which may be
followed by a sequence of 1)ws which may in turn be followed by a
sec and sequence of highs. in this last case the second sequence
of highs is
lower in pitch than the one before.
KEYWORDS: Cashinahua, pa noan, South America, downdrift

9253
Kiriloff, C. (1969) "On the Auditory Perception of Tones in
Mandarin" Phonetica. 20.2-4
ABSTRACT: Results of 3 tests involving indentification of
Mandarin (Peking dialect ) tonemes by Australian first-year
students are presented. It appears that when identification also
involves other phonetic features ofthe utterance the number of
mistakes is appreciably higher than when identification of tones
only is made. It is also
observed that the majority of errors result from incorrect
identification of the second (rising) tone and from confusion
between the third (falling-rising) and second tones.
KEYWORDS: Sinitic, Mandarin, China, tone perception,
eekinese

9254
Kirk, Lorraine (1973) "An Analysis of Speech Imitations by Ga
Children" Anthropological Linguistics. 15.6, pp. 267-275
ABSTRACT: This study investigates differential sensitivity of Ga
children between 2 and 3 years of age to suprasegmental aspects of
their language, especially tone. The children were asked to
imitate utterances. ThPir distortions of these utterances were
assessed in terms of rhythym, tone, and segmental phonemes. It was
found that Ga children imitate tone most accurately, segmental
phonomes least accurately and rhythm with an intermediate degree
of accuracy.
KEYWORDS: Oa, language acquisition, Kwa, West Africa

9255
Klatt, Dennis (1973) "Discrimination of Fundamental Frequency
Contours in Synthetic Speech: Implications for Models of Pitch
Perception" Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. 53.1
ABSTRACT: The just-noticeable difference (JND) for selected
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aspects of voice fundamental frequency contours was determined
by varying the fundamental frequency control parameter of a
digitally simulated terminil analog speech synthesizer. Data were
obtained from 3 subjects for a number of 250 -esec segments of the
synthetic vowel /e/ differing only in fundamental freque ncy.
Results indicate that the subjects can detect a change of 0.3 hz
in

a constant fundamental frequency contour when Fo=120 hz, but the
JND is an order of magnitude larger (2.0 hz ) when the f0 contour
is a linear descending ramp (32 hz/sec) . Implications of these
data for models of pitch perception mechanisms are discussed.
KEYWORDS: tone perception, acoustics, instrumental study of
tone, speech synthesis

9256
Knappert, Jan (1962) "The Tonological Behavior of the Word in
'Our- a study in Tone Syntax" Zeitschrift Fur Phonetik. 15, pp.
(11-101

KEYWORDS: syntactic structure and tone, morphotonology, Alur
Nilotic, East Africa, Nilo-Saharan

9257
Knanpert, Jan (1962) "The Verh in Dho-Alur" Journal of African
Languays. 2.2. pp. 101-127
ABSTRACT: Extensive exemplification of the verbal paradigms of
Alur (spoken in Uganda and Zaire) and of the role played by tone
in morphology.
KEYWORDS: syntactic structure and tone, morphotonology, tone
rules, Alur, function of tone, Nilotic, East Africa,
Nilo-Saharan

9258
Knappert, Jan (1962) "Derivation and Tone Deflection in CiNdau and
Some Other Bantu Languages " Afrika Und Ubersee. 45, pp. 169-188
KEYWORDS: Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Central Africa,
morphotonology, tone rules, Ndau

9259
Knappert, Jan (1968) "On Tonemes as Qualities of Vowels"
Linguistics. 46, pp. 5-10
ABSTRACT: Attempts to show that tones are not suprasegmental
features but rather are inherent features of vowels.
KEYWORDS: tone typology, domain of tone, segmental tone,
suprasegmental tone, morphotonology
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9260
Knappert, Jan (1969) "The Phonemes of Alur: Vowels and Tones"
Nomen: Leyden Studies in Linguistics and Phonetics. Sciarone, A.
g. et al. (eds.) Mouton, the Hague. pp. fib -180

ABSTRACT: The article covers the vowels, vowel harmony, tones
and some morphophonology in Alur (Zaire, UGanda). Three tones
(high, mid and low) are recogn ized although mid tone is limited
tofollowing a high tone and followed by high or the end of the
word-group. Tone is r egarded as syllabic, and it is argued that
it is suprasegmental because it has a morphological function.
KEYWORDS: East Africa, suprasegmental tone, morphotonology,
Alur, Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan

9261
Kock, Axel (1901) Die Alt- Und Neuschwedische Accentuierung Unter
Ber.uksichtigunq Der Ande ren Nordischen Sprachen. Trubner,
Strasshurg. 298 pp.
NOTES: nuellen und forschungen zur sprach- und culturgeschichte
tier Germanische n volker 87.
ABSTRACT: This book discusses at length the tonal accent and
stress phenomena of words and compounds in Swedish from a
historical point of view. KOC4 regards the tonal constrast as
arising in Old Norse or earlier from different placement of stress
in
words of different syllabic structure.
KEYWORDS: Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, stress and tone,
pitch accent, Germanic, Europe, consonant types and tone

9262
Kohler, nswin (1956) "Das Tonsystem Des Verbim Tm SudSotho ",
"itteilungen Des Instituts Fur Orientforshcung. 4.3, pp. 435-474
ABSTRACT: Kohler shows Sotho to be a tone language with two basic
tones. yerb morphotonology is discussed and exemplified at length
on the basis of verb roots in high tone or low tone classes
(loanwords from English or Afrikaans almost invariably enter the
high class) and tone patterns dependent on the tense.
KEYWORDS: Southern Africa, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Sotho
morphotonology, tone rules, loanweris

q261
Kratochvil, Paul (1967) "On the Phonology of Peking Stress"
Transactions of the Philological Society. pn. 154-178
KEYWORDS: China, Sinitic, Pekinese, stress and tone,
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syllables, syntactic structure and tone

9264
Kratochvil, Paul (1973) "Tone in Chinese" Phonology. Fudge, Erik
(ed.) Penguin, Baltimore. pp. 342-353
NOTES: Excerpt from P. Kratochvil, The Chinese Language Today,
Hutchinson, 1968.
ABSTRACT: Detailed discussion of phonetic characteristics of
tones An modern standard Chinese in both citation and combination
forms.
KEYWORDS: Sinitic, level tones, contour tones, tone sandhi,
intensity and pitch, China, intonation and tone, stress and
tone

9265
Kroman, Erik (1947) Musikalsk Akcent T Dansk. Einar Munksgaard,
Kobenhavn. 275 pp.
NOTES: Contains an appendix on Swedish immigration into Denmark
in early times pp. 185-253 'and a summary in English of the whole
hcok pp. 267-275.
ABSTRACT: After surveying earlier work on intonation, tone,
stress and the glottal
stop in Danish, Kroman expresses his own view that differences of
pitch
range express different speech acts and the feelings of the
speaker. He regards these correlations as tending towards
universality where as word tone varies in different
parts of Denmark. Most of the country has a rising-falling tone
for accent 1 words (and for emphatic stress) . Other regions have
two tonal accents, one of which occurs where a glottal stop
appears in most Danish. Kroman concludesthat the s top arises
from contraction of disyllabic forms and that the two accent
regions have resulted from Swedish immigration rather than the
retention of older common Scandinavian distinctions.
KEYWORDS: stress, consonant types and tone, tonal development
Danish, Germanic, Europe, emotion and pitch

9266
Kropp, Mary Esther (1966) "The Forphology of the Ga Aspect System"
Journal of African Languages. 5.2, pp. 121-127
ABSTRACT: Using a two-level tone analysis with downstep, rules
for the verbal forms in Ga are described.
KEYWORDS: Ga, Kwa, West Africa, morphotonology, downstep
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9267
Kropp, Mary Esther (1964) "The Morphology of the ADangae Verb
Complex" Journal of African Languages. 3.1. pp. 80-95
ABSTRACT: Verbal aspects of Adangme are given in canon:cal form
with rules that show morphophonemic adjustments in the verb
phrase required to derive the forms in two idiolects.
Nominalisations of verb stems are also briefly considered.
KEYWORDS: Adangme, Kwa, West Africa, morphotonology

9268
Kunene, Daniel (1972) "A Preliminary Study of Downstepping in
Southern Sotho" African Studies. 31.1, pp. 1-24
KEYWORDS: Sotho, Narrow Bantu, Southern Africa, Benue-Congo
downstep, downdrift

9269
Ladefogod, Peter (1971) Preliminaries to Linguistic Phonetics.
University of Chicago Press. 0-226-46786-4 122 pp.
Reviewed By: Halle, Morris. Language, 49.4: 926-933. 1973.
ABSTRACT: Ladefoged summarizes and illustrates the principal
linguistic uses of pitch and various combinations of tonal and
intonational features found in
languages of the world. Sets of phonological features that have
been proposed for tone and intonation are discussed on pp. 84-89.
KEYWOnDS: tone features, intonation and tone,. intonation

9270
Laigonaito, A. ,(1954) "Del Lietuviu Kalbos Kircio Ir Priegades

. Supratimc" Kalbotyria. 1, pp. 71-99
ABST3ACT: Laigonaite investigated Lithuanian pitch and stress by
'optic. ohonograms ' made in a film studio which. recorded amplitude
lnd wavele.ath. Conclnsions wore that Lithuanian doesn't have
tonal cons. :asts since stressed syllables are distinguished
by intensity (dynamic stress) . -All syllables long and short have
2 pronunciations sometimes the second half more strongly
stressed (rising intonation) , sometimes the first half is more
strongly stressed (falling intonation) although the short
syllables are too shOrt tor the Par to perceive movements and they
can be labelled short intonation. Non-tonic syllables in standard
Lithuanian have rising intonation butsomo non - standard dialect s
havl filling intonation on post-tonic syllables,
KEYWw.)DS: Lithuanian, Baltic, rurope, pitch accent,
instramental etudy of tong-1
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9271Lanham, L. W. (1958) African Studies. 17.2, pp. W -91
AB1TRACT: This paper presents a detailed analysis of Xhosa
4onnlogy. Lanham posits

pitch ohonomes -. high, low, and falling. Factors that condition
till. phonetic realization of the tones are discussed. See Lanham
1964 for an ur'dated analysis.
KEYWORDS: Narrow Bantu, Xhosa, Benue-Congo, tone rules,
consonant typos and tone, contour tones, inwnstep, intonation
and tone, techniques for tonal analysis, Nguni, Southern Africa

9272Lanham, L. W. (1963) "The Tonemes of Xhosa: a Restatement"
Stnlies in Linguistics. 17, pp. 35-58
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a detailed analysis of Xhosa
tonology. Two register tonomes - high and low - are posited for
Xhosa. The high-falling, gliding tone is analyzed as a sequence
of high-low level tones. Lanham discusses in some d&ail five
factors that condition the phonetic realization of the tones: 1.Non-phonemir ristng glides are the result of the influence of
proccdinq "depressor" consonants; 2. In a sec:nonce of high tones,
there is-a tendency for each high tone to he realized at a pitch
slightly higher than the preceding high or, alternatively, a
sequence of 3 cr more high tones
is realized as a sequence of relatively high pitches of about the
same level, except for the final high tone which is of a higher
pitch thin any preceding high tone; 3. A low tone coinciding witha "non-lppressor"
consenant and immediately succeeding a high tone is raised by
assimilation and is usually realized as a falling glide; 4. A lowtone that occurs between two high tones is raised by assimilation
to high; and 5. Tonal downstep.
KFYWnRDS: Nguni, Narrow Bantu, Venue-Congo, Xhosa, downstep
downdrift, tone rules, contour tones, consonant tvnes and
tone, vowel length and tone, intonation and tone, southern
Africa

9273
Landar, Horbort (1959) "The Navaho Intonational System"
Anthropological Linguistics. 1.9, pp. 11-1q
'OSTPACT: Navaho is described as having three stress phonemes
that are defined by degrees of loudness.
KYWO/SS: Navaho, North America, stress and tone, pitch
accoht, Apachean, Athapaskan

9274
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Larson, Marry (1970) "Phonological Properties of Prosodic
Features" Papers from the 6th Regional Mooting of the Chicago
Linguistic Society. Dspirtment of Linguistics, University of
Chicago. pp. 52L-525
ABSTRACT: Linguists have traditionally regarded the features
stress, pitch, and tone as suprasegmental. This paper argues,
however, that tone differs more
from the suprasegmental features of stress and pitch than from
other segmental phonological features. Two
arguments aro given - one formal, the other statistical. Within
the framework of genorative phonology it is observed that the
kinds of rules that have been formulated to handle stress and
pitdh phenomena differ from those formulated to handle tonal
phenomena. Tt.is also observed that no language is without stress and
intonation (syntactically determined pitch) , but many languages,
of course, are without tone. Tone features, however, aro
considred suprasegmental in the sense that their domain is larger
than the segment.
KEYWORDS: tone ruLls, tone features, stress, suprasegmental
tone,

9275
Larson, Jerry (1971) "Downstep, Downdrift, and Diacritics" Studies
in African Linguistics. Supplement 2, pp. 171-181
NOTES: Supplement. 2 rontains papers from the Second Conference on
African Linguistics, UCLA, March 26-27, 1971.
KEYWORDS: downstop, lowndrift, diacritic features, West
Africa

9 276
Lavelle, Carl (1974) "An Experimental Stogy of Yoruba Tone"
Studins in African Linguistics. supplement 5, pp. 185-194
NOTES: Paper presents'', at the 5th Annual Conierence on African
Linguistics, Stanford. Also printed in UCLA Working Papers in
Phonetics 27 pp. 160-170.
!F,YWOi(DS: Yoruha, downdrift, Kwa, West Afrira

'1277

Lawton, David (1968) "The Implications of Tone for Jamaican
Creole" Anthropological Lingaistica. 10.N, pp. 22-26
ABSTRACT: Jamaican Creole ii said to have 3 rotative tone levels
that function lexically and phonologically a.; A basic oart of the
vowels- 4 high falling tone, a mid lovol tono, and 4 low to
t10. PiV,1 vowels-iesoa- are set up as undrlying. Lengthened
allonhones of a i u co-occur with the high falling tone.
YFYWOPDS: 'Jamaican Creol.?, morphotonolosv, vowel length Ind
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tone, Atlantic Creole, Central America

9278Lea, Wayne (1973), "Segmental and Suprasegmental Influences onFundamental Frequency Contours" Consonant Types and Tone. Hyman,Larry (ed.) Linguistics Program, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles. pp. 15-70
NOTES: Southern California Occasional Papers in Linguistics No 1.KEYWORDS: consonant types and tone, acoustics, instrumentalstudy of tone, pitch control, intonation, stress, English,
Germanic, Europe

9279Leal, Mary (1950) "Patterns of Tone Substitution in ZapotecMorphology" IJAL. 16.3, pp. 132-136
ABSTRACT: Villa alta Zapotec is described with three level tones.Verb and noun stems are divided into three classes (with
subclasses) on the basis of their tones and the patterns of tone
substitution they follow. These include change and deletion ofstem tone. Suffix tone changes are also conditioned by certainstems.
KEYWD "DS: tone rules, morphotonology, Zapotec, central
America, otomangue an

9280tehen, William (1971) "On the Segmental Nature of Tone in Thai"
Quarterly Progress Report, Research Laboratory of Electronics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 101, pp. 221-224
ABSTRACT: Leben argues that Thai is a language in which tone mustbe treatld as a segmental rather than a suprasegmental feature in
order to account fo vowel shortening and tone simplification ofthe first element in certain Thai compound constructions. The rulehe proposes combines the vceel shortening and tone simplification
operations in a

way tha the claims parallels the Sanskrit coalescence of /ail and/an/ into /c/ and /0/, respectively. His analysis assumes thatlong vowels are derived from underlying sequences of two short
vowels, contour tones are derived from underlying sequences oflevel tones, and that each level tone is uniquely associa,.ed with
settle sonorant segment.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, segmental tone, Tai, Siamese,
tone rules, suprasegmental matrix

9281
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Leben, William (1971) "Supreeegmontal and Segmental Representation
of Tone" Stniies in African Linguistics. Supplement 2, pp. 181-200
NOTES: Paper presented it the 2nd Annual Conference on African
Linguistics, University of California, los Angeles.
ABSTRACT: Tn this paper, Leben hypothesizes that tone is
phonologically a suprasegmental feature and that only level tones
appear in underlying phonological representations. He bases his
hypothesis primarily on evidence from three West African languages
- Hausa, Menlo, and Yala. His analysis includes a detailed account
of tonal phenomena in noun-compound formation in Mende. To handle
appar'nt counternamples to his claim that tone is a
suprasejmental phenomenon, Leber) permits eeprasegmental
information to be trenslateel into segmental information at some
stage in
the derivation. Ho provides no formal mcchenism for this
tranelaticn process, however. He claims that all tone rulee, that
don't require segmental informAtion will apply before iny of
those that do in the course of a derivation.
KEYWORDS: West Africa, Yala, Hausa, Mende, contour tones,
suprasegmental matrix, Mande, Chadic, Kwa

9282
When, William (1971) "The Morphophonemics of Tone in Hausa"
Papers in African Linguistics. Kim, Chin-wu and Herbert Stahlke
(eds.) Linguistic Research roc, Edmonton and Champaign. pr.

201-219
ABSTRACT: Leben posits an exceptionless rule of final low tone
raising which raises the second ce a sequence of final low tones
if the syllable.has a long
vowel. This rule explains; a non-accidental gap in ausa tone
Pitterni. Leben uses the rule to explain seemingly exceptional
behavior of obiort pronoun tone assignment, and together with some
other tone rules ettompte to predict the form of the feminine of
derived nouns and adlectivee. Also posits rules of tone deletion,
tone incorporation, and simplification of eoquences of LH on the
same syllaole to H. Te some parts a very abstract analysis.. Some
Ca gel of absolute neetralization.
KEYWoROS: tone rules, West Africa, Hausa, Morphotonology,

ebsolute nNetrtli7etior, supresegmen'al tone, iomain of
tone

02e1
Loden, William (1973) "The Hole of Tone in Segmental Phonology"
Consonant Types and Tone. ''vman, Larry (ed.) Lininietice erooram,
University of Southern nliforrii, Lee Angeles. -t. 11c-150

KEYW0P05: suprasegmentit matrix, segmental tone, etress,
Siamese, monde, Hauee, Maniettan, Tai, Maedo, Cherie, Wes'
Africa, eletheast Asia
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9284
Lehen, William (1973) Suprasegmental Phonology. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
NOTES: Prof. thesis
ABSTRACT': Lebenes principal claim is that certain phonological
properties (especially tone and nasalization in this case) may be
part of a suprasegmental matrix attached to the word or morpheme
in the lexicon along with the usual segmental phonological matrix.
It is claimed that certain generalisations about tone in

Mende, Hausa, Bambara etc cannot be stated economically except by
this device, which predicts the occurence of rules that will operate
on tones independently of segments, and the occurence of

floating tones and toneless morphemes in both of which one of the
matrices is unfilled. is put forward as a langii age in which
tone is segmental.
KEYWORDS: suprasegmental matrix, segmental tone, tone rules,
floating tones, toneless morphemes, Mende, Mande, Mandekan,
Siamese, Tai, Hausa, Chadic, West Africa, Southeast Asia

9285
Leenharit. M (1946) Langues et Dialectes De Llaustro-melanesie.
Institute De Llethnoloqie, Paris. 676 pp.
NOTES: Trdvaux et Memoires de l'Institut dlEthnologie 46.
ABSTRACT: Leenhardt presents considerable data on languages of
New Caledonia and the Loyalty Islands. In many cases tonal
contrasts are reported, for example four levels, in Ajie p. 13;
elsewhere comments on the musical profile and accentuation are
not always precise.
KEYWORDS: Pacific Islands

9286
Lehiste, use (1961) "Some Acoustic Correlates of Accent in
Serbo-Croatian" Phonetica. 7.2-3, pp. 114-147
ABSTRACT: This paper provides an acoustic phonetic description ofthe accent types
used by the speakers of the Belgrade dialect of Serbo-Croatian.
KEYWORDS: pitch accent, Serbo-Croatian, Slavic, acoustics,
Europe, vowel length and tone

9287
Lehiste, use and Gordon Peterson (1961) "Some Basic
Considerations in the Analysis of Intonation" Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America. 33.4, pp. 419-425
ABSTRACT: This paper considers some basic problems i. tent in
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the instrumental analysis of intonation. The problems are
illustrated by a detailed analysis of one intonation contour in
American English. Included is a discussion of the intrinsic
fundamental frequencies of the various syllable nuclei and the
influence of preceding and following consonants.
KEYWOT1DS; consonant types and tone, intrinsic pitch of vowels
instrumental study of tone, acoustics, intonation, English,
Germanic, Europe

9288
Lehiste, Ilse (1970) Suprasegmentals. MIT Press, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. 194 pp.
ABsTRACT; Lehiste surveys what is currently known about the
phonetic nature of suprasegmentals (quantity, stress, pitch) and
evaluates theavailable evidence from the point of view of
linguistic theory. Her emphasis is on the production and perception
of supraseqmental features. Sheattempt.s to identify the phonetic
conditioning factors within which the features may be
manifested, then considers their linguistic function at the word
level and at the sentence level. Chapter 2 deals with duration
and its linguistic function. Here, Lehiste considers physiol
ogical mechanisms involved in producing quantity phenomena, their
physical (acoustic) manifestation, the perceptual correlates of
quantity, various phonetic phenomena connected with quantity, and
the linguistic function of quantity. Chapter 3 considers the
suprasegmental elements of pitch, tone, and intonation in a similar
fashion; likewise, chapter 4 which deals with stro;s. In chapter
5 Lehiste gives a summary of the evidence for suprasegmental
nhonolcgical units and considers how they might he integrated
into linguistic theory. The languages most frequently referred to
throughout the book are English, Estonian, Serbo-Croatian,
Finnish, Czech, Latvian, Danish, Norwegian, Russian, and German.
KEYWORDI; stress, tone features, domain of tone, tone
percoption, pitch control, consonant types and tone, vowel
height and tone, tone synthesis, intonation and tone, contour
tones, electromyography, Europe

92P4
Lehiste, Ilse and P. 1'v it (1972) Eq.periments with Synthesized
Serbo-Croatian Tones" Phon,Aica. 26, pp. 1-15
KEYWOFDS: speech synthesis, tone percention, Serbo-Croatian,
Slavic, Europe, vowel length and tone

9290
tohman, F. K. (1974) uTihnto-Burman Syllefle Structure, Tone, and
the Theory of Phonological Conspif.acies" Issues in Linguistics:

89
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Paper; in Honer of Henry and Renee Kahane. BracKachru et al.
(eds.) university of Illinois Press, Urbana. pp. 515-547
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tibeto-Burman, tone typology,
tonogenesis, consonant types and tone, boundaries, phonological
conspiracies

9291
Leon, Frances and Morris Swadesh (1949) "Two Views of Otomi
Prosody" TJAL. 15.2, pp. 100-105
ABSTRACT: This article disputes the claim of sinclair and Pike
that Otani (Mezquital dialect) is a tone language and regards the
phenomena in question as a stress system.
KEYWORDS: stress and tone, tonal analysis, Otomi,
Otomanguean, Central America

9292
Leon, Pierre and nilippe Martin (1972) "Machines and
Measurements" Intcnation. Bolinger, Dwight (ed.) Penguin,
Baltimore. pp. 30-47
NOTES: Translated into English by Susan Husserl-Kapit.
ABSTRACT: Contains brief discussion of consonantal influences on
pitch.
FEYWORDS: intonation and tone, consonant types and tone,
instrumental study of tone

9293
Leslau, Wolf (1958) "Mocha, a Tone Language of the Raft Group in
South-western Ethiopia" Africa. 28.2, pp. 135-147
ABSTRACT: Mocha (called shakka by its speakers) has lexical tone
contrasts. Three tones, high, falling and low, occur and there is
some correlation of syllable length and tone.
KEYWORDS: Cushitic, East Africa, vowel length and tone,
Mocha, Kafa, shakka

9294
Lewis, Don, Milton Cowan, and Grant Fairbanks (1940) "Pitch and
Frequency Modulation" Journal of Experimental Psychology. 27.1
np. 23 -i
ABSTRACT: Investigation of frequency modulation in short pulses
cf sound. Results showed that the extent of pitch changearising
from short pulses
of sound in which frequency is modulated (a) increases with
increases in, the extent of modulation (h), decreases with
increases in the rate of mo dulation (c) , is somewhat greater for
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sinusoidal than fo'.7 linear forms of modulation of he same extent
and rate and (d), is apparently independent of the direction of
modulation.
KEYWORDS: tone perception, level tones, contour tones

9295
T.ewts, Paul (1968) "Akha Phonology" Anthropological Linguistics.
10.2, np. 8-18
ABSTRACT: Each syllable of Akha is said to be spoken on one of
three level tones if the vowel is Plait, or one of two level
tones if the vowel is laryngealized.
KEYWDRDS: Akha, Tibeto-Burman, Southeast Asia, tone
distribution, Lolo-Burmese, phor'*ion type and tone

9296
Lewis, Paul (1973) "Tone in the Akha Language" Anthropological
TAnguisti:7s. 19.4, pp. 181-1R8
ABSTRACT: Akha is described as having 3 level tortes -high, mid,
and low. A cursory examination of syllable counts from various
types of Akha text suggests perhaps that tone tends to be Fairly
stable in the Akha language, and does not change as rapidly as the
consonants and vowels.
KEYWORDS: Akha, Tibeto-Burman, Southeast Asia, music and
tone, morphotonology, reduplication, whistle sneech,
Lolo-Iurmese

9297
Li, 'any -Kuei (1917) "T.anguages and Dialects" 'rh:a Chin,se Year
Pock. pn. 59 -65

ABSTRACT: This article groups the languages and lialects of China
and listi distinguishing characteristics of each group. of
special interest are the tonal characteristics.
KEYWORDS: China, Sinitic, Miao-Yao, Tai

9296
Li, Fang-Kuei (1947) "The Hypothesis of a Pre-glottalized Series
of Consonants in Primitiwa Tai" Bulletin of the Institute of
qistory and Philology, Academia Sinica. 11, pp. 177-187
ABSTRACT: Tn modern Tai dialects syllable-initial voiced'
consonants (t) d j] behave
like the glottal stop with respect to toe. To account for this
agreement in tonal behavior, Li hypothesizes that rh d 11 were
originally pre-glottalized. The influence of the
glottal stop and Ph ?A ?I] on the development of tones is
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discussed in
some detail for the following Tai dialects: Siamese, Po-ai, and
Then-pa°.
KEYWORD s: Southeast Asia, Tai, Po-aio nal development,
consonant types and tone, Siamese, tone splitting, Northern Tai
Tvien-pao

9299
Li , Fang-Kuei (19413) "The Distribution of Initials and Tones in
the Sul Language" Language. 24.2, pp. 160-167
ABSTRACT: Li suggests that 3 of the tones in modern Sui (spoken
in the southeastern part of Kweichow, China) developed in
syllables with voiceless initials, and 3 of the tones in
syllables with voiced initials.
wEYWORD3: Southeast Asia, Kam-Sui, Suie_tonal development,
consonant types and tone, China, tone splitting

9100
Ti, Fang-Kuei (1949) Tones in the Riming System of the Sui
Language Word. 5.3, pp. 262-267
ABWRACT: The riming syllabls in Sui (spoken in the southeastern
part of Xweichow province, China) folk songs are regulated, in
part, by tone. Most of the,
riming syllables have the same tone. There are, however, many
cases of riming syllables of different tones. These riming
syllables seem to he aberrant since one cannot find any special
phonetic reason for the syllables to be so grouped. They are
shown to he perfectly regular, however, for a reconstructed
Proto-Sui tone system.
KEYW1RDS: Kam-Sui, Southeast Asia, Sui, tonal development,
rhyme, literary style and tone, consonant types and tone, China

9301
Ti, Fano-Kuei (1954) "COnsonant Clusters in Tai" Language. 30.3
nn. 36R-379
ABSTRACT: This article includes a summary of tonal development in
6 Tai dialects -
Siamese, Lao, Wu-ming, Lung-chow, Po-ai, and Tien-chow - based, on
tour tonal categories in ProtoTai. See pp. 369-371.
KEYWORDS: Southeast. Asia, Tai, Siamese, Lao, Wu-mincy,
Lung-chow, Po-ai, Tien-chow, tonal development, consonant
types And tone
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0101

Li, Fang-Kuei (1957) "The Jui Dialect of Po -al and the North rn
Tai" Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology, Academia
Sinica. 29.1, pp. 315-321
ABSTRACT: This article includes a discussion of the influence of
the Profe-Tai glottalized consonants on the development of tone
in Po-ai as contrasted with other Northern Tai lialocts.
Kr.:YWOFDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, tonal development, Po-ai,
Siamese, Northern Tai, consonant types and tone

4301
Li, Fang-Keei (1964) "The Phonemic System of the Tat Lu Language"
1u11e'.in of the Institute of History and Philology, Academia
Sinica. 15, pp. 7-14
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a short description of the Tai Lu
language (=Lue, spoken in the southern part. of Yunnan province,
China and the Northern Dart of Laos). ^MVPS are discussed on
pages 9-10 including a description of a tone sandhi process.
KEYWORPS: Southeast Asia, Tail Luc, tone rules, tone sandhi

9304
Li, Fang-Kuei (1966) "Notes on the Teen (Yanghuang) Language, Part
T: Introduction and Phonology" Bulletin of the TnstitutP of
History and Philology, Academia Sinica. 26.2, pp. 419-426
ABSTRACT: This article includes a brief descrkntion of the tonal
structure ')f the Teen language and a few examples of tone sandhi.
KEYWOPnS: Southeast Asia, ram-Sui, tone rules, Tien, tone
sandhi

9305
Li, Feng-Kuei (1960) "The Relationship Betweee Tones and Initials
in Tel" Studies in Cempacetive Austroasiatic Linguietics. 'Lido,
4orman (ed.) Mouton, the Hague. pp. 82-88
ABSTRACT: Li surveys 6 representative Tai dialects Siamese,
Lung-chow, Nakhonsithamaret, Chiongmai, no -iii, and Tlien-peo - in
the classification of syllable-initial consonants on the basis of
their influence on the development of tones..
KFY4OPM: tonal development, Southeast Asia, consonant types
and tenet Siamese, Lung-chow, Nakhonsithamarat, Chi en gm at,
Po-ai, Tien -pao, Tai

9306
ti, Fang-Kuel (1970) "3ome Tonal Irregularities in the Tai
Languages" Studies in General and Oriental Linguistics.
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Jakobson, roman and Shigeo KawAmoto (eds.) T. E.C. Company, Ltd.
l'okyo. pp. 415-422
.03TRArT: It is suggectei that tonal irregularities in the Tai
lanjoiges indicate tone and consonant alternations in the
Preto-language. Traces of those morphophonemic alternations are
pointtl to in variou.5 mod-,rn Tai languages, including Siamese.
')oublets ire reconstructed for the proto- language. Each Tti
longuage genralized one or the other of the morphophonemic
altornantn. As a result, some irregularities occur in the tonal
corr,19ponlnc,4s in the Tai linguago.
KEYW1PD3: southeast Asia, Tai, tonal dovelopient, tone
correspondences, Siamese

9307
Lim, Nguyen Dang (1967) "Phonemic Syllable Repertory in
Vi-tnamis," Linguistic Circle of Canberra Publications, Series
A-occasional Papers. q, p9. 11-18

'.'avers in SoUtheazt Asian Linguistics No. 1.
ABSTRAr!T: Provides an outline of segments in Saigon Vietnamese
ani tables showing possible combinations in syllables. Of the five
tones (high-rising, low- rising, mid-rising, hihg-level,
lew-level) only the fist two can occur in syllables with final
stops.
KEYWOPDS: Southeast Asia, Vietnamese, Viet, tone
listribution, syllables

9 308
tiljoblad, Sven (1950) "Bannock T: Phonemes" IJAL. 16.3, pp.
126-131
IHSTRACT: Liljeblad say lUnnack has two level tones which are
fixed (in contra to stress, which shifts). Tones are only heard
on fully stresse s.
FEvw1pns: stress and tone, Bannock, shoshonean, North
America, Uto-Aztecan

9309
Tin, Ying (1972) , "Chinese Loanwords in Miao" Miao and Yao
Linquistic Studios. Herbert C. Purnell, Jr. (ed.) Southeast Asia
nrolram, Cornell University, Ithaca, NPW York. pp. 55-81
4OTES/: Contains selected articles in Chinese translated into

by Chang and Chu Kwo-Ray. Data Paper No. 88, Linguistic
Series 'VII.
VFYWORDS: tone correspondences, loanwords, tonal development
consonant types and tone, Miao, Miao-Yao, China
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9310
Lindquist, J. M. Sawashima, and Ha jime Rirose (1973) "An
Investigation of the Vertical Movement of the Larynx in a Swedish
Speaker" Annual Bulletin of the Research Institute of Logopedics
and Phoniatrics,
Tokyo. 7, pp. 27-34
ABSTRACT: X-ray cine of one subject. Lapis tends to be lowered
more for voiced stop consonants than for voiceless stops and
nasals. Larynx height appears not to be correlated with
fundamental frequency.
KEYWORDS: larynx, physiology, pitch accent, pitch control
Swedish, Germanic, Europe

9311
List, George (1961) "Speech Melody and Song Melody in Central
Thailand" Ethnomusicology. 5.1, pp. 16-32
NOTES: Reprinted in Intonation, edited by Dwight Bolinger, pp.
263-241. Permit.
Books, Baltimore, 1972.
KEYWORDS: music and tone, Tai, Southeast Asia

9312
Longacre, Robert (1952) "Five Phonemic Pitch Levels in Trique"
Acta Linguistica. 7, pp. 62-82
ABSTRACT: Longacre claims that Trique (spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico)
has five distinctive level tones. Because of distributional
restrictions not discussed. by
Longacre, however, the Trique system is no more complex than a
4-level tone system. Specifically, the. two highest tones are very
restricted in distribution. He also mentions 'subphonemic
stress', which affects the pitch of the phonemic tones. Tone 3 is
raised under stress; tones 4 and 5 are lowered.
KEYWORDS: Central America, stress and tone, level tones,
Trique, Mixtecan, Otomanguean, techniques for tonal analysis

9313
Longacre, Robert (1957) Proto-Mixtecan. Indiana University
Research centre in Anthropology, Folklore, and Linguistics
(Publication Five), Bloomington. 195 rp.
NOTES: Appeared as /JAL 23.4
ABSTRACT: Longacre argues that Mixtec, Cuicatec, Trique and
Amnzgo form a Mixtecan
group. Chapter 6 is concerned with tone. After presenting
outlines of the tone systems of two dialects of Mixtec and one
each of Cuicatec and Trique, Longacre argues that fourteen
two-tone sequences (couplets) are required to account for
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corresnondences observed, therefore Proto-Mixtecan must have had
four tones to make so many differing couplets possible. However,
only eight basic couplets, which do not involve the highest level
of tenet are reconstructed for underlying forms while the highest
level is introduced
by sandhi rules which must have operated in Proto-Mixtec.
KEYWORD3: tone rules, tone sandhi, tonal development, Mixtec
Mixtecan, Otomanguean, Central America

9314
Longacre, Pobert (1959) "Trigue Tone Morphophonemics"
anthropological Linguistics. 1.4, pp. 5-42
KEYWORDS: Trique, Mixtecan, Central America, morphotonology
tone sindhi, Otomanquean, level tones

9315,
Loos, Eugene (1969) The Phonology of Campanahua and Its
Grammatical Basis.
NOTT..S: S. T. L. Publications in Linguistics and Related Fields
No. 20.D. Disser tation submitted to the University of Texas,
Austin, 1967.
ABSTRACT: In a chapter on stress and pitch rules Loos argues that
both stress and tone are predictable from syllable structure and
number of syllables but the stress rules which assign + pitch
and +str)ss are followed by pitch rules which apply cyclically
and sometimes derive forms in which stress no longer coincides
with high tone. There are also final cycle pitch rules which
assiin one of three phonetic values (including mid !.ones deLived
from sentence-final high preceded by low) to each syllabic
segment.
KEYWIFD5: Campanahua, pa noan, South America, tone rules,
stress and tone, pitch accent, tone features

9316
Louw, J. A. (1971) "The Tonal Paradigm of the Verb in Xhosa"
Afrikaneiche Sprachen Und Kulturen - Ein Querschnitt. Six,
Veronika, et al. (eds.) Deutsches Institut Fur Afrika-forschung,
Hamburg. pp. 102-113,
KFYWORDS: Xhosa, Nguni, Southern Africa, Narrow Bantu,
Benue-Congo, morphotonology

9317
Loving, Richard (1966) "Awa Phonemes, Tanemes, and Tonally
Differentiated Allomorphs" Linguistic Circle of Canberra

9 ;
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Publications, Series A. 7, pp. 23-32
NOTES: Papers in New Guinea Linguistics No. 5. Reprinted in
McKaughan 1973 pp. 10-18.

ABSTRACT: Four toneaes (high, low, falling, rising are propocAd

for Awa. Tonemic variants and distribution are discussed

(successive high tones are higher in pitch, low tones lower in

pitch; the most frequent tone is low then in order high,

falling, rising). Across word boundaries, word-final rising

becomes low, word-initial low becomes falling when preceded by

rising. Basic tones on nouns are perturbed when certain classes of

words precede. One class causes following monosyllabl es to become

rising, polysyllables to become low on the first syllable and high

for the reainder.Another class perturbs the following tones to

high. Following perturbation all subsequent words in the noun

phrase also become high throughout. Tones of noun suffixes are

also frequently determined by the final tone or class of the

preceding noun.
KEYWORDS: tone distribution, downdrift, orphotonology,
tone sandhi, tone rules, Ava, New Guinea, east New Guinea

Highland Stock

9318

Lovins, Julie (1971) "Melodic Conspiracies in Lomongo Tonology"

Papers from the 7th Regional Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society.

7, pp. 469-478
KEYWORDS: suprasegmental tone, Kongo, Narrow Bantu,

Benue-Congo, Central Africa, tone rules, phonological

conspiracies

9319

Ludtke, Helmut (1959) Pas Prosodische System Des UrSlavischen Und

Seine Weiterentwicklung. Phonetica.
ABSTRACT: Proto-Slavic prosodic system and its development in

Serbo-Croatian.
KEYWORDS: Slavic, Serbo-Croatian, tonal development,
consonant types and tone, Europe, pitch accent

9320

Lukas, Johannes (1969) "Tonpermoable Und Tonispermeable
Xonsonanton is Bolanci (NordNigerien)" Ethnological and Linguistic

Studies in Honour of N. J. Van Waraelo. Departmeftt of Bantu

Administration and Development, South Africa. pp. 133-138

NOTES: Ethnological Publications No. 52.

KEYWORDS: consonant types and tone, tone rules, Bolanci,

Chadic, Vest Africa

9
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9121
Maddieeon, Ian. (ed.) , (1970) Tone in Generative Phonology.
Department of Linguistics and Nigerian Languages, University of
Tbaian. 97 PP.
NOTE 3: Research Nrtes, University of Tbadan 1.2-3
AesTRACT: This volume contains papers from a-Round Table Meeting
hell at Ibedan eo discuss questions arising from the application
of generative phonological theory to tonal phenomena. Following
prosentetion and discussion of papers, a series of 'conclusions'
way; agree? on. These are printer' on pp. 77-82 and outline a
eejmental theory of tone.
revAormS: tone features, downstep, downdrift, tone rules,
fleiting tones, segmental tone

9322
Medlieson, tan (1970) "The Inventory of Features Required for
Handling Tone in Transformational Phonology" Research Notes,
University of Ibadan. 3.2-3, pp. 3-18
NOTES: Papers presented at. a Round Table Meeting on Tone in
eenerativ Phonology held it the University of Ibadan, May 1970.

ABST1ACT: In this paper Mailieson presents phonetic and
phonological arguments in support of the following set of
phonological features for toneqraised ],flowerell and
[ex+reMe]. Adopting Wools position on contour tones, he only
permits level tones in underlying forms. Also included are
evaluations of earlier proposals for distinctive features of to
ne - Gruber 1464, Rang 1967, Sampson 1969, Woo 1968 - all of which
he finis to bP descriptively inadequate for either formal or
linaei3tic reasons. h major assumption of Maddiesonis theoretical
framework is that there is a yneutralo median pitch. Implicit here
is the ile 4 that the greater the number of pitch levels, the
greater he overall range of pitch.
KRYWOPDS1 tone teatimes, contour tones, level tones,
segmental tone

9323
Maddieeon, Ian (1972) "Tine System Typology and Distinctive
Features" Proceedings of the Seventh International Congress of
Phonetic sciences. ....indult, Andre and tone Charbonneau (eds.)
Mouten, the Hague. pp. 958-961
AnSTR/ICT! Mallieson arg'ie that tone systems may differ not only
in term 8 of the number of tones but also by the relationship
between the tones in terms of markedness. In particular three West
African languages with three level tones (Yoruba, Yala, Jukun)
are shown to differ in the hierarchy of dominance of their tones.

98
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These differences are related to different selections from a set
of 'universal tones' defined by the features[raised],[lowered]
and[extreme],
KEYWORDS: tone features, tone rules, West Africa, tone
typology, Yoruba, Yala, Jukun, Kwa, Benue-Congo, Jukunoid

9324
Maddieson, Ian (1974) "A Note on Tone and Consonants" Working
Papers in Phonetics, University of California, Los Angeles. 27
pp. 18-27
ABSTRACT: This paper takes issue with the claim that "consonants
affect tone but tone does not affect consonants". A number of
cases of synchronic and diachronic effects of tone on consonants
are reviewed and reasons for regarding transitional effects in one
direction
to be as natural as in the other are put forward.
KEYWORDS: consonant types and tone, tone rules, tonal
development

9325,
Maddieson, Tan (1974) "A Possible New Cause of Tone-splitting:
Evidence from Cama, Yoruba and Other Languages" Studies in African
Linguistics. Supplement 5
NOTES: Paper presented at the 5th Conference on African
Linguistics. Also appeared in UCLA Working Papers in Phonetics 27
pp. 28-xx.
ABSTRACT: This paper reviews evidence for the belief that
three-level tone systems
in Niger-Congo languages such as Yoruba derived from earlier
two-level systems. Comparison of forms from Cama and Yoruba
suggests that a fortis/lenis contrast of consonants may have been
a cause of tone-splitting, fortis consonants producing lower tone
reflexes. Possible physiological reasons for this change are
discussed 3nd placed in the context of other known cases of-
historical consonant effects on tones.
KEYWORDS: consonant types and tone, Yoruba, Cama, Vest
Africa, Kwa, tonal development, tone splitting

9325
Maddieson, Ian, Timothy Shopen, and Jenny Okello (1973) "iango
Tonology, Suptasegmentality, and Paradigms" Indiana University,
Bloomington.
NOTES: Paper presented at the 4th Annual Conference on African
Linguistics.
ABSTRACT: This paper argues that a nuprasegmental representation
of tone cannot. be
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justified for Lango. Tone rules required must mike r,sference to
number or types of segments, and apply in a right iterative cycle.
Verb tones are analyzed as formed from a paradigm which
i;ynthesizes A form with correct segments and tones from elements
relating to person/ number, tense and stem . This is disti
nguisbel from a suprasegmontal tone matrix and mapping rules.
KEYWORDS: Lango, Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan, Ea,0. Africa, domain
of tone, segmental tone, tone sandhi, downstep, consonant
types and tom', application of phonological rules,
morphotonoloqy

9327
Mai, Tram Huong (1967) "Tones and Intonation in South Vietnamese"
Linguistic Circle of Canberra Publications, Series A-Occasional
Papers. 9, pp. 19-34
NOTES: Paners in Southeast Asian Linguistics No. 1.

ABSTRACT: An acoustical investigation of pitch cr"ntours of
words in isolation and in combination with other words in
connected speech.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Viet, Vietnamese, intonation and
tone, instrumental study of tone

9328
Maingard, L. F. (1957) "Three Bushman Languages: 1" African
Studies. 16.1, pp. 37-71
A0STRACT: Notes on a !Khung dialect include recognition of a
tonal system with five distinct levels.
KEYWORDS: Khoisan, !Khung, Southern Africa, level tones

9329.
Mak, Cornelia, (1950) "A Unique Tone Perturbation in Mixteco"
TJAL. 16.2, pp. 82-86
ABSTFACT: In the San Miguel el Grande dialect of Mixtec tone
perturbations usually
result in the substition of high tone for low or mid. In one .

case, following verbs meaning !go' used as auxiliaries, mid-mid
verbs are perturbed to low-mid. Limitations on this
procoss and possible reasons for its occurrence are discussed.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, morphotonology, syntactic structure and
tone, Central America, Mixtec, Mixtecan, Otomanguo an

9330
Mak, Cornelia (1953) "A Comparison of Two Mixtec Tonomic Systems"
IJAL. 19.1, pp. 85-100

100
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ABSTRACT: Mak describes the tonal system of the Mixtec dialect of
San Esteban atat Lahuca (SE) with reference to the dialect of San
Miguel el Grande (SM) described elsewhere by Pike. Se has 4 level
tonemes, SM has 3. SE permits sequences of tones on a syllable,
SM doesn't. Tone perturbations are generally downward in se, but
upward in SM and their direction may be progressive or regressive
in SF, only progressive in SM. Mak describes the tone
perturbations in terms of the action of morpheme types and basic
tone classes. In SE no tone couplet is stable and many
perturbations depend on syntactic position. In SM morphemes with a
high (except in the pattern low-high) are stable, perturbations
are less
variable and syntactic position is rarely relevant.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, elicitation of tone, tone
correspondences, morphotonology, syntactic structure and tone,
Mixtec, Mixtecan, Otomanguean, Central America

9331
Mak, Cornelia (1958) "The Tonal System of a Third Mixtec Dialect"
IJAL. 24.1, pp. 61-70
ABSTRACT: Mak adds to previous descriptons of Mixtec tone, a
third dialect with 3 level tones that of, Santo Tomas Ocotepec.
Tonal perturbations only occur
in ST in various noun .4, modifier constructions. Details of these
perturbaticns are discussed. Discussion of the morphophology of
the verb
includes postulating a zero morpheme which perturbs the basic
verb tones to form th, continuative. In contrast to other
dialects pronoun enclitics do not, take part in the perturbations
of tone but aresometime s subject to simple assimilatory rules.
KEYWORDS: floating tones, tone rules, tone correspondences
morphotonology, syntactic structure and tone, Central America
Mixtec, Mixtecan, Otomangue an

9332
Marano La Raw (1971) "A Note on the Development of Tonal Systems
in Tibeto-Burman" Occasional Papers of the Wolfenden Society or
Tibetc-Burman Linguistics. 2, pp. 1-24
NOTES: Paper presented at 2nd Annual Meeting on Sino-Tibetan
Reconstruction, Columbia University, 1969.
ABSTRACT: Proposes a theory of development of tonal systems in
Tibeto-Burman. Specifically, considers depletion of syllable-
final segments, relationship between syllable-final segments in
Archaic Burmese and synchronic tones, issues regarding nature of
sound change.
KEYWORDS: tonal development, consonaht types and tone, nature
of sound change, tone features, Tibeto-Human, Burmese,
Jingpho, Southeast Asia

10 I
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9333
Marano La Plw (1971) Burmese and Jingpho: a Study.of Tona;
Linguistic Processes. Occasional Papers of the Wolfenden Society
on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics.
Volume, 4.
ABSTRAT: Maran explores the historical development of tones and
thoir phonological status And formal representation within
generative phonology. He does,
4,00Wc'VPr, redefine (voiced] and (distributed) and adds (spread],
[constricted], (raised], [ lowered ],
ani [rest] . Fricatives are nondistributed stridonts; affricates
;Ir distributed stridents. His major claim is *hat, for Burme se
and Jinqpho, tones are absent in the underlying lexical
roprosentations; they can be predictod from the postvocalic
syllable -final consonant. He includes a brief survey of previous
studies of Burmese tones; syllable- final consonants and tones in
other Tiboto-Burman lanivages - Maru !caching Jinghpaw Kachin,
Atsi Kachin, Rawanq, Lahu, Akha, and Lisu. Maran notes a
significant correlation between tone and syllable. -final
consonants: tone and syllable -final consonants perform the same
function. Tones arise through Cie reduction, or., eventual loss, of
permitted syllable-finAl consonants. He claims that contour tones
will only appear in languages that severely restrict

consona its. All undorl7ing tones are stationary.
Accorling to Marano tones are nroduced by adding appropriate
manner of production features to the specification of segments
whore spontaneous voicing is possible.
KEYWORDS: Southeast. Asia, Tibeto-Burman, Burmese, Jingpho,
tonal development, tone features, contour tones, tonogenesis,
Kachin, consonant types and tone

9334
(1973) "On Becoming a Tone Language: a TibPto-Burman Model of
Tonoqenesis" consonant Types and Tone. Hyman, Larry (ed.)
Linguistics Program, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. pp. 97-114
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Southeast Asia, tonogenesis,
consonant types and tone, Kachin, Lolo-Burmese

9335
MAs, Pile() (1971) oSyllable and Accent in JApatoseli Annual Report
of the Institute of Phonetics, Sniversity of Copenhagen. 5, pp.
123-192
KEYWORDS: Japanese, syllables, domain of tone, pitch accent
Par at

102
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9336
Matisoff, James (1972) The Loloish Tonal Split Revisited. Center
for South and Southeast Asia Studies, University of California, B
erKeley. 44 pp.
NOTES: Research Monograph 7 - Research Monograph Series of the
Center for South
and Southeast Asia Studies. Revised and expanded version of "The
Tonal Split in Loloish Checked Syllables" . Occasional Papers of
the Wolfendln Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics, 2, University
of Illinois, 1971.
ABSTRACT: One of the most striking points of divergence between
the Burmish and loloish branches of. Lolo,Burmese is the fact that
Burmese checked syllables are all under the same tone while
almost all the Loloish languages show a two- or three-way tone con
trast in checked syllables. Matisoff hypothesizes that
Proto-Lolo-Burmese had no tone-contrast in checked syllables and
that the phonetic nature of consonants in syllable-initial
position triggered these tone splits after the Loloish branch had
separated from the parent language. With two exceptions, higher
tonal reflexes are shown to develop from Proto-Loloish checked
syllables With voiceless initials and lower
tonal reflexes from Proto-Loloish checked syllables with voiced
initials. Interaction between prefixal consonants and root-initial
consonants is also shown to have had an influence on tonal
development in the Loloish languages. Also included is a list of
about 200 etymons and their reflexes in Loloish languages.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tibeto- Burman, tonal development,
tone splitting, tonogenesis, consonant types and tone,
Lolo-Burmese

9337
Matisoff, James (1973) nTonogenesis in Southeast Asian Consonant
Types and Tone. Hyman, Larry (ed.) University of Southern
California Linguistics Program, Los hngeles. pp. 71-95
NOTES: Paper presented at a symposium on consonant types and
tone; March 9-10, 1973; at University of Southern California, Los
Angeles.
ABSTRACT: Matisoff discusses the role of laryngeal final
consonants and syllable-initial voicing versus voicelessness in
tonal development, the interrelationship between monosyllabicity,
intersegmental feature-sharing, and compensatory tone. A brief
overview of the present state of knowledge about the tonal
situation for Proto-Sino-Tibetan and Proto-Tibeto-Burman,
followed by some thougLts on the areal diffusion of tones in
Southeast Asia and the utility of tone-systems for the
establishment of genetic relationship among languages are given.
KEYWORDS: China, Southeast Asia, Tait tone splitting,

1 0 :3
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touogenosie, vietnamese, Jinqpho, Sinitic, tonal deVelopment
cone onant types and tone, Tibeto-Burman

9338
Mccawley, James (1968) The Phonological Component of a Grammar of
Japanese. Mouton, the Hague. 206 pp.
Reviewed By: Okuda, Kunio. Language, 46.3: 736-753. 1970. and
Shibatani, Masayoshi. Project on Linguistic Analysis,, 2nd Series.
17: 127-143. 1973.
NOTES: Revised version of McCauley's MIT dissertation - The
Accentull System of.
Standard Japanese 1965, Monographs on Linguistic Analysis, No.
2.
ABSTRACT: This is the first book-length description of
contemporary Japanes.4 within the framework of generative
phonology. It is intended tor linguists who are interested in
generative phonological theory in general, and for serious
students of Japanese. The first chapter contains a general survey
and discussion on the notion of a grammar, the function and
-tructure of a phonological component, the form of phonological

ls, the evaluation measure, boundaries, and the syllable and
moea. The second chapter contains a detailed treatment of
segmental phonology. The third chapter treats the accentuation sy
stem of Tokyo Japanese, covering the question of the accentual
information recorded in lexical entries, as well as the accent_
Placement rules for converting underlying representations of
utterances into their phonetic form. McCauley argues that
standard Japanese is a mora-eounting syllable language in which
the syllable and the mora function as the prosodic unit and the
unit of phonological distance, roonectively. Appendix i lists
morphemes which yield unaccented compoundS when used as final
element; .appendix ii presents a short survey of the accentual
systems in various dialects.
KEYWORDS: Far East, JapaneSe, evaluation measures,
boundaries, syllables, mora, form of phonological rules,
application of phonological rules, domain of tone

9339
McCauley, James (1970) "Some Tonal. Systems that Come Close to
Being Pitch Accent Systems but.Don't Quite Make It" Papers from
the 6th Regional Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society. 6, pp.
526-532
ABSTRACT: In a paper in 1964 McCauley proeosed 2 criteria for
distinguishing between pitch in a true 0toae language' and pitch
in a 'pitch accent language' that had to do with how pitch was
specified in underlying lexical representations
and what kinds of phonological rules affect pitch. This paper
explores the inadequacies of that proposed typology.

101
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KEYWORDS: tone typology, Japanese, Ijo, West Africa, tone
rules, tone sandhi, pitch accent, Ganda, Narrow Bantu,
downstep, Benue-Congo, Kwa, Far East

9340
McCawley, James (1970) "A Note on Tone in Tiv Conjugation0
ABSTRACT: McCawley recasts Arnott's 1964 analysis of Tiv
conjugation to permit a single basic formula to cover the tonal
pattern of each tense-aspect form
regardless of the syllabic structure of the verb root. Although
for some tenses two basic patterns have to be posited, the
resulting simplification of verb paradigms is substantial.
KEYWORDS: Tiv, floating tones, downstep, morphotonology,
Bantoid, West Africa, Benue-Congo, tone rules, suprasegmental
tone

9341
McCawley, James (1973) Some Tonga Tone Rules" A Festschrift for
Norris Ralle. Anderson, Stephen and Paul Kiparsky (eds.) Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, New York. pp. 140-152
ABSTRACT: Acceptito Meeussenor view that morphemes in Tonga can
be regarded as neucLal or determinant and surface high tones
appear mainly on those neutral syllables between determinants,
McCawley argues that determinants are underlying high tones and
attempts to formulate tone rules that will account for verb
tenses. An alternative possible analysis in terms of placement of
a tonal accent is buiefly sketched.
KEYWORDS: pitch accent, tone rules, Tonga, Southern Africa,
Narrow Bantu, Renue-Congo

9342
McCawley, James (1973) Global Rules and Rangubangu Tone" Studies
in Generative Phonology. Kenstowicz, Michael and Charles
Kisseberth (eds.) Mouton, the Hague. pp. 160-168
KEYWORDS: tone rules, application of phonological rules,
Bangubangu, Central Africa, Benue-Congo, Narrow Bantu

9343
Mckaughan, Howard (ed.) (113) The Languages of the Eastern Family
of the East New Guinea Highland Stock. University of Washington
Press, Seattle. 817 pp.
NOTES: Anthropological Studies in the Eastern Highlands of New
Guinea,(Watson, James, ed) Volume 1.
ABSTRACT: Reprints papers on these languages by members of the
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Summer Institute of
Linguistics.
KEYWORDS: New Guinea, Awa, Auyuna, UsarUfa, Gadsup,
Agarahi, Waffa, Binumarien, Tairora, Afagina, east New Guinea
Highland Stock

9344
Mclendon, Sally (1973) Proto-Pomo. University of California
Press, Berkeley. 113 pp.
NOTES: Hniveristy of California publications in Linguistics 71
ABSTRACT: Includes a
summary of the prosodic systems of the seven Pomo languages
(spoken in California) some of which are tonal (or have pitch
accent) and contains a

. summary of changes that,may have occurred from
Prot- -Pomo to the daughter languages on pp 33-5. The extensive
reconstructed vocabulary includes
the pitch-accent.
KEYWORDS: tonal development, pitch accent, Pomo, Hokan,
North America, Kashaya

9345
Meeussen, A. E. (1954) "The Tone of Prefixes in Common Bavus,
Africa. 24, pp. 4B-54
ABSTRACT: Nominal prefixes in Common Bantu, as shown by
Greenberg, have low tone. Pronominal prefixes have high one
except in classes 1 and 9. Verbal prefixes carry low tone for the
1st and 2nd nerson, high for the third in all classes. Examples
and eAteaJive bibliography are given.
KEYWORDS: Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Central Africa, tonal
development

9346
Meeussen, A. E. (1958) storfotonologie Van Be Vervoeging in Het
Suthu" Zaire. 12.4, pp. 383-92
ABSTRACT: Meeussen presents morphotono.logical rules and an
analysis into morphological elements of the verbal system of
southern Sotho.
KEYWORDS: Sotho, southern Africa, morphotenology, Narrow
Bantu, Benue-Congo, tone rules,

.00

9347
Meeussen, A. E. (1060) "Le Ton De Llinfixe tn Bantou" Aegnatoria.
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op. 110-115
Ari3TRACr: Compares the tones on the obloct concord inrix,,s of
mihy rantu languages. Apart from languages with no infixes or
intix,-?s whose tone is determined by tones olsowhore, the
Languajos divido .into those in which all infixes have the samo
tore-1 (low, except in tonally inverted languaee) ani those in
which theuo is a difference between the personal singulars (class
one) and the rest. Meeussen argues that it is more ptobable that
tSe infixes would become uniform than that uniform tone would
become split into high and low, and therfore concludes that class
1 infixes had low tone originally while the rest had high tone.
KEYWORDS: tonal devopment, Narrow Bantu, East Africa,

att.al Africa, Seuthe-n Africa

9301
qsson, A. 4'. (1961) "Lo Ton Des Extensions Verbales En Rantou"

!1i.A. 10.2, pp. 424-427
1%ti,*rRACT: th many Bantu languages all verbal extensions shave the

tone as the
fihal 'towel. A few Cases however causativeL-i-]and passive

[-u-] h ds. high tone when the final is low, and some relative
f;'!:ms with a high final vowel have low tone extensions As in the
nonrelatives. Meeussen argues that these facts permit
re-on,Aruction of the maiority of verbal extensions as or
low toned, and subject to raising when followed by a high tone
final or 4 morpheme whose first tone was high.
Kt YW9BDS: Narrow Bantu, East Africa, Southern Africa,
12,-ltr,11 Africa, tonal development, tone rules

9144
4,-.0,1on, N. E. (1962) "Jo Tonen Van Subjunktief. En Imperat.ief in
L-t dantokt" Africana Linguistica. (Tlrrunen). 1, pp. 57-14
KFYWo4DS: Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, tonal development, east
Atrica, Central Africa, Southern Africa,

9350
Meeussen, A. E. (1963) Morphotonology of the Tonga Verb', Journal
of African Languages. 2.1, pp. 72-92
ABSTRACT: Meeussen presents a morphophonological analysis of the
toner in Tonga verb conjugation based on an underlying contrast
of 'neutral' and 'determinative' tones and rules for their
ro4lisatiol, in surface high or low tones.
XEYWORnS: Tonga, Central Africa, Narrow Hantu, Benue-Conon,
morphotonology, tone rules, neutral tone

ov
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9351
Meeuss.4n, A. E. (1965) "A Preliminary Tonal Analysis of Ganda
Verb POLINI" Journal of African Languages. 4.2, pp. 108-113
BSTFACT: Moeur,on presents a preliminary attempt to assign
tuniam,ntal ( underlying) high or low tones to stems and affixes
in the LuGanda verb system together with manifestation rules that
inrive surface forms.
KrYWORDS: Narrow Bantu, 2a 3t Africa, Benue-Congo, tone rules
mornhotnnology, Ganda

. 9352(1q,A) "lyntactic Tones of Nouns in Ganda: Linguistic Research in
Lel)rum,.v. C..) Universa, Wetteren. pp. 77-86

v"VinPD3: morphotonology, syntactic structure and tone,
Gandi, VIM. Africa, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo

9353",oussen, A. E. (1970) "Tone Typologies for West African
Linguagos" African Lanqutgo Studies. 11, pp. 266-271
413TIACT: Moeussen oroposns a typologoy of tone systems for WestAriilal lanquages
which involve:; the number of tones and the application of rulesof downlrift, downstop, upstep, total downstep (higher tone
llwerel to be equal with 4 preceeding lower one).
KEYWOrDi: tone typology, West Africa, Kwa, Chadic, downstep
tore rides, iitmlue-Cengo

--------- - - - - --

9354
m:7!cussenif A. E. (1971) "lur Morphotonologie Des Yaka"
Afrikdnsiche Sprachen nd Kulturen 1- Fin Querschnitt. Six,
Veronika, et al. (eds.) neutsches Institut Fur Afrika-foTschuag,Hambqrl. pp. 125-131
KEYWORnS: Yaka, Narrew Bantu, Benue-Congo, Central Africa,
morphotonology

9355
meollsen, A. E. (1974) "Not,?s on Tone in Ganda" Bulletin of theis o1 of oriental and African Studies, London. 17.1, pp. 148-156
AbSnRAr7T: 4eussen uses Stevickis 1969 analysis of Ganda tone to
propose an analysis in terms of underlying formatives and orderedrules. 17 rules are discussed (some are 'natural' phonological
rules, others morphophonemic) , formalized ani exemplified with
1,1rivations.
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KFYWOED1: Ganda, tone rules, morphotonology, Benue-Congo,
Narrow Bantu, East Africa, floating tones

9356

Moeussen, A. F. (1974) "A Note on Global Rules in Banqubangu
Tone" Studies in African Linguistics. 5.1, pp. 95-100
ABSTRACT: Meeussen shows that at least some of the global rules
proposed by McCawley 1973 for Bangubangu tone can be local and
casts doubt on the others. Meeusen concludes with further
suggestions for the analysis of Rangubangu tone.
Mr/WORDS: application of phonological rules, tone rules,
;4anjubanqu, Central Africa, 3enue-Congo, Narrow Bantu

9357

Meeusen, A. E. and n. 01dembe (1964) "Principes De Tonolbgie Yombe
(Kongo Oceilental)" journal of African Languages. 3.2, pp.

135-161
AilSOACT: This artic1,-? discusses the limitations on tone
:sequence:3 on nouns, adjectives ate. And +ha morphotonology of
verbal forms which are summmarized in formulae for each tense.
T3YWORR3: Yombe, Narrow Bantu, Control Africa, Benue-Congo,
morphotonol,lqy

9358
meerifioll, William (1963) "Palantla Chinantec Syllable Types"
AL..hropological Linguistics. 5.5, pp. 1-16
APST1ACT: All syllables in Palantla Chinantec occur with one of 3
tone phomomas - high, mid, or low, or with 2 of the tone
nh)nemes in squence - low-mid, low-high, or high-low. Allophones
of thP
phonemes occur in relation to the syllable type, the presence of
A glottal catch in the syllable peak, and the position of the
Ayllaole within the utterance.
KRYWOPo: Central America, Mixtecan, Palantla Chinantec,
ton,? distribution

9359

. rsy,r-,,)P1rtr, 4. (1957) "Reali7ation of Prosolic F.,ataros in
t4hi ipeteo qpeoch" Journal of the Acoustical rlocioty of America.
24.1, pp. 104-106

'eprinted in Roalings in Acoustic Phonmicsf bY
tl-- lehiste, 180 -182. mIr Press, Cambridge. 1967.

AL;14RACT: Fstneriments utilizing a visii.lo-speech analyzer showed

thit changos of pitch in normal (voiced) speech are replaced in
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whispered speech by shifts of some formant regions accompanied by
adlei noise between the
higher formants.
KEYWORDS: whispered speech

93n0
Meyeri, Laura (1974) "Tone Patterns in Hausa: a Re-analysis of
RAILId Downdrift" Working Papers in Phonetics, University of
California, Los Angeles. 27, pp. 47-62
ARSrRACT: Meyers shows, with experimental evidence to confirm
this, that downdrift,
in Hausa is the product of assimilatory and intonational
processes. A string of like tones is lowered progressively by an
intonational like-tone-lowering rule. High tone following low is
often lowered to he equal to the preceding low tone by an
assimilatory rule called high destruction. It is also shown that
a rule of high-tone raising operates to raising the last high tone
proceed in a low tone this is believed to occur in order to
maximi7e *he distinction between the tones.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, downdrift, Hausa, Chadic, West Africa

9361
Miao Language Team (1972) "A Brief Description of the Miao
Language" Miao and .Yao Linguistic Studies. Herbert C. Purnell,
Jr. (ed.) Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York. pp. 1-25
NOTES: Contains selected articles in Chinese translated into
English by Chang Yu-Hang and Chu Kwo-Ray. Data Paper No. BB,
Linguistic Series ;fir.
KEYWORDS: tone sandhi, consonant types and tone, Miao,
Miao-Yao, China

9 362
Miller, John (1961) "Word Tone Recognition in Vietnamese Whispered
Speech" Word. 17.1, pp. 11-15
ABSTRACT: Results show that very little word tone is transmitted
in Vietnamese whispered speech. Any meaning conveyed in whispered
speech is due almost entirely to context.
KEYWOPDS: Southeast Asia, tone perception, Vietnamese,
whispered speech, Viet

9363
Miller, Wick (1959) "Spanish toanwords in Acoma" IJAL. 25.3, pp.
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147-153
ABSTRACT: Provides i list of New Mexico Spanish phonemes and a
Mole detailed description of the phonemic system of Acoma,
including phonemes and their distributions, tonal accents,
cyllahle shapes, and morphophonemic alternations. Enumerates and
exemplifies rules of substitution for the Acoma borrowing of
Spanish words dealing with single consonants, consonant clusters,
stress, vowels (stressed and unstressed) , and morpheme structure.
Exceptions to these ire noted. Included is a list of loanwords
with Spanish models,
Acoma forms, ana English translations.
KEYWORDS: North America, Acoma, Keres, qitsime, loanwords,
stress and tone, phonemic analysis

9364
Miller, Wick (1965) Acoma Grammar and Texts. University of
California Press, Berkeley. 259 pp.
NOTES: University of California Publications in Linguistics,
Volume 40.
ABSTRACT: The Keres dialect of Acoma Pueblo, New Mexico, is
described with 3 'tonalaccents' (high, falling and glottal) . For
these accents, pitch is regarded as the main feature and
unaccented voiced syllables have low pitch. The falling and
glottal accents are 'phonetically similar' and only occur with
vowel clusters except for one rare environment. In the sections on
morphophonemics, rules of accent loss, accent ablaut and many
adjustments involving glottalized consonants, a morphophonemo of
glottalization, vowel length and changes of accent are discussed.

KFYWORDS: stress and tone, morphotonology, consonant types
and tone, vowel length and tone, Acoma, !Ceres, North America,
S itsime

9365
Mirt, Heide (1971) 'Mum Morphologie Des Verbalkomplexes in
Mandara" Afrika Und Ubnrsee. 54,1-2, pp. 1-16
ABSTRACT: Mirt presents an analysis of the verbal morphology of
Mandara based on data collected by Lukas in Cameroons and
Nigeria. Two tones are assumed and tonal variations play a role
in the morphology.
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, Mandara, Chadic, West Africa

9366
Mohr, Burckhard (1971) "Intrinsic Variations in the Speech

Phonetica. 23.1, 'pp. 65-93
ABSTRACT: Paper offers evidence for relationship between pitch
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anl luration and other nronerties of certain sounds and classos
AFzsumptionq about laryngeal control - specifically,

-ontrol over the width of tiw glottis - about the timing of
latyngoal activity witL respect to the activity of
sunraqlotfal articulators, and ahm:t thr' rplationsip b'twoon
Aubilofe-al and sunraglottal orPssuro,' prove to be sufficient to

th,.? observed vdriations of some of the acoustical
paramot,r.; of human speech. Thk! relevance of those intrinsic cups
it liscusspa both in trms of sok,.och porcepfion ana in terms of
nosille explanations for cert;tin sound changes.
KEY41PD1: instrumental stu4v of tone, acousticse.consonant
tyo:; and tone, pitch control, larynx, Foochow, China,
sir stir, vowel heigEt ind tone, intrinsic pitch of vowels

9167
".nhr, qurckhard (1973) "Tone Pules and Phonological lepresentation
of rov.,;;" California State University, Dominguez Hills.
Nc,",:F9; nan,,r present .70 at 6th international ronference on
sino-Tihtan Languages and Linguistics, San Diego.
AD:ITT:AU': Suggests linguistic processes involving tones are of
twr. fynos; tangs interict independent of segments over which
tone.; occur; tones inf,ract de pendent on segments in strings.
concluThs with Tehon 1971 that tones must bo suprasegmental on
lonelov- ls of analysis, but segmental on others. Arguments for
rirst tyne of linguistic process primarily based on fact that tone
Alloula not have +o sno,7ify sequences of segments (e.g. C or V) in
rules.
Phi.; no* real argument .;inc e a convention in theory can state
that when a rule only refers to tones other segmental information
may or may not he pres,)nt, i.e. like convention on
04.1. ?krgument is ther.;Ifo.ock a pseudo-argument, including mapping
convontions proposed. Data:: interesting, however.
KrYvn.QS: louthoast Asia, segmental tore, suprasegmental tone
mapping ccnvPntions, tone rules

916:.3
Morley nol.ert (1963) "Phonology of Hatiang" Anthropological.
Linluistics. 5.5, on. 17-41
A3STIAL:-:: Morse claims four tonemic distinctions occur in Fawning,
involvina 3 pitch
regintorl and a nentrat n,ncontrastive tone. loclndos a nice
iummary of some ePnorat characteristics of Sino-Tihetan tonal
...;v:-Aems on op. 15-6.
KPYWnPUs; Pawing, '!ih.?to-Surman, Southeast Asii, Kachiny
noutral ten('
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9369
Mortir, Rodolf (1948) "Met hole Voor Het Aanleren Der Tonen in on
Toontaal Toepassinq Op Het Ngbandi" Aequatoria. 1948.4, pp.
137-143
NOTES: In two parts. Part 2 is in Aequatoria 1949.4 pp. 138-144
ABSTRACT: In discussing method-s by which a 'European' could learn
the tones of a language such as Ngbandi, mortier presents a large
number' of insights into the distribution of tones in the
language. Some of those are 'semantic rules' such as 'raising of
tone seems to indicate a highlighting of a person or thing'
(monosyllabic nouns ), but others are statistical distributions,
or combinations of statistical and phonological factors - e.g.
disyllabic nouns with medial liquids and like vowels are mainly
mid-mid; with unlike vowels, on the other hand, where the only
poseible medial liquid is /1/ the majority are high -mid. Mortier
includes examples of ideoptiones, dividing them into two types with
low-low and high-low tone patterns. the first include words
reterring to 'regular movements' and referring to women, children,
etc. ; the second refers to heavy broken movements. The article
concludes with a list of the most common words arranged according
to tlne and syllable numbers.
Kr/WORDS: Central Africa, ngBandi, tone distribution,
tonal iconism, pedagogy, adamawa-eastern

9370
Newman, Roxana Ma (1971) "Downstep in Ga'andaff Journal of African
Languages. 10.1, pp. 15-27
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to account for the
extensive downstep phenomena in Ga'anda. Galenite is said to have
three discrete level tones in conjunction with downstep aim
downdrift. The analysis is based on the theoretical assumption
that downstep end downdrift are both surface structure phenomena
and that they can be derived by an ordered set of rules which
require only the three discrete level tones as primitives in the
deep structure.
KEYWORDS: lowndrift, downstep, level tones, syllables,
syntactic structure and tone, tone features, tone rules,
c;a'anda, Chadic, West Africa

9371
NKongcla, Muyumba and Ian Maddieson (1973) ',Luba Tonology and the
Development of Downstepft University of Indiana, Bloomington.
NOTES: Paper presented at 4th African Linguistics Conference, New
York, 1973.
ABSTRACT: This paper shows the mid tone of Burssen's analysis of
Ciluba to be a downstepped high tone. Rulee for pitch assignment
and vowel deletion are formulated to account for this tone in the
environments in which it occurs. Fieally it is suggested that

I 1 3
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lrYi-al down qtr,ps, in laaqualos such as Akan, might be historically
lriv,1 nouns fr.lm vowel-initial toms with low -high tone

pA*terll nr,-c,,1 .1 Iv 1 high tone prefix.
tnurriql Lut downdrift, 'lownstep, tonal development,

toPy NaLrow Bantu, 110nue-Congo, Central Africa

9372
Nonnenxichcr-pribic, Elisabeth ( 196 1) Die RaltoSlavischen Akzent-
'411 Tntonitfonflyerhaltnisse Und Ihr Ouantita Tivcr Reflex Tm

Harrass)witz, Wiesbaden. 196 pp.owrmq: Oaltio, Slivic, Slovak, tonal development, streas
io ton b, intonation dill ton,,, pitch accent, Furope

9 171
De!-; and Jennifer Oatridge (196() ',Phonemes of

Hinu.marion" Linguistic Circle of Canberra Publications, Series A.
7, pp. 11-21
NOTF,r1: Papers in NPW luinea Linguistics No. 5. Peprinted in
mcaughin 1971 pp. 517-522.
NFSTBCT: This panpr lescribos the phonology of Afalina (known as
rlintimari..?n officially) . Two level tones are recognised and
variation,; aro assiqnod to intonation of a downdrift type. A
final low, however, applars as a slight rise on a lengthened
vowel. P.,strictions 111 tons sequences are also described.
KEYVVTDq: downdrift, intonation and tone, Binumarien, now
k;linea, afagina, East Vow Guinea Highland Stock

9375
Ohala, Jol,n (1473) m"he Physiology of Tone', Consonant Types and
-0t ;o. Hynan, Tarry (,_d.) Lininistics Program, Dniversity of
qouthorn California, Lls Angoles. pp. 1-14
No*TES:. ,7outhorn California Occasional Papers in Linguistics No.
1.

FT,YwOPD9: c:nsonant types and tone, speed of pitch change'
larynx, instrumental study of tone, acoustics, physi-.4o9y,
pitch control

9376
Ohman, Sven (1967) "'fiord And Sentence Intonation: a Ouantitative
model" Speech Transmission Laboratory Quarterly Progress and
:taut: Tlryor*, Royal TrIstitute of trochnology, Stockholm. 2-3,
pp. 20-54
AHSTPAr": Describes a quantitative model of larynx control during
tree' producticn. input clmmands art' configurations o! simple
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functies fel fn #ho
ovi,r two charwAs, the sontetwo intonation filter and the

w,1 filt-r. model was tested against the Scandinavian
acrent o;vogition.by a comparison of pitch curves

lovorato.! with the.moirl to mnirically measured fundamental
fr,,quenely contlurs. Tt was found that tho salient features of
those int,Ination pattorns in simple utterances of a number of

can ic simulat-,1 by moans of a 3ingle positive stop as
ilrt to t1u !.ontonco intc,natin filtor and an appropriately

pulse as input to the wor intonation filter.
Hypottio.30,1 were proposed 1-.; In how tho mod '1 elements are to be
intt,rnrot,.,1 in physiological t!;,,,rms. Tn this (:onnection, possible
onorlv-Con.lerving principls r-aarliu9 the Ehonoloqical phrase as
a whol., considerei. A1:11 :lynthosis strategy for sentenc
intonaien war

consileration If :1caroinavidt accentual oppositions
!,1.,:mqn facts of lcanlilavian lingaitic history suggest a

hypat}; N;i:-.. tout the oriain
cf the wrrcf trne distinction.
KtlYW0PPS: :;v1lahles, Swedish, larynx, ofermanic, lipeech
synthosi3, rlf tone, acoustics, pitch control,
intuntion tone, physioloay, tonoaencsis, tonal devolonm,nt
consonant ty,1,4 and tone, TUropo

9377
nswaltv RoLtrt (1.164) "A Comparative Study of Two Pomo
Languaaoq" studio.:; in Californian Linguistic-1. Hrighto William

nt California Press, Perkley. pn. 14Q-162
Allt1TRACT: Tnclulr2s discussion of the rise of a 'phon.nmic
folic?' In centril and
:-Iouthwestorn nomo apparently from an earli,r predir.tahl,;, pitch
accent.
KrYWeRnS: "itch accent, tonal development, Pomo, xis4,iyi,
contral Pcmo, Pokan, North America

..... 4110 ...........
9378

Pilakornkal, ct. (1911) "Some Linguistic ;-;amos in Thai" Penn -texas
Workinl pipets it SocioLinquistics. 2, Pp. 25-31
ANST,MCT: Thai word gimes which involve shifting of selmonts anl
or arelscrito d. qOttP ohservations about th' Itructure of Thai
are male hasp''' on the word games.
YEYWOD1: Siamese, lanjuage games, segmental tone,
supraseqmontal tone, syllables, Tat, Southeast Asia

8379
Palmer, Airian (19h9) "Thai Tone Variants AM the
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Teacher" Language Learning. 19.3-4, pp. 287-2C9
ABSTRACT; This paper attempts to show how the phonetic shape of
the Thai tones is influenced by the tone of the preceding and
following syllable. Narrow-band spectrograms were made of a set
of 25 sentences read by a native Thai speaker. Each sentence
consisted of four
monosyllabic words; the middle two words were varied to give all
possible two-tone combinations. The results of the experiment
show that a single tone., except for the high tone, is relatively
unaffected by`hanges in the tone of the preceding or
follownq'syllable. When high tone is preceded by either mid, low,
or falling tones, it has a rising contour; when preceded by high
or rising tone, it has a falling cont our. Tone contrasts are
neutralized only by changes in the tone of the preceding syllable.
When preceded by a low tone, the contrast between mid and low tone
is 'completely' neutralized. Other cases of 'near' neutralization
are also discussed.
KEYWOEDS; tone sandhi., pedagogy, instrumental study of tone,
Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese

9380
nalmir, John and Dominic Larusso (1965) Anatomy for Speech and
Hearing. Harper and Row, New York. 216 pp.
ABSTRACT; Chapter 5, pp.) 5-122, gives anatomical desct.iption of
the laryngeal Legion with illustrations.
KEYWORDS; larynx, pitch control, physiology

9381
Parmenter, C. S. Trevino, and C. Bevans (1933) "The Influence of
a change in Pitch on the Articulation of a Vowel" Language. ,90.1
pp. 72-81
ABSTRACT; It has frequently been suggested that a rise in pitch
is accompanied by changes in the position of the supraglottal
organs of speech. This, paper presents the result of an x-ray
investigation of the differences in the articulation of vowels
pronounced on low pitch and high pitch. Three subjects, speaking
English, French and Spanish respectively, were used. Results
showed considerable modifications in higher pitched vowels,
including lip and tongue adjustments not easily explained as due
to an observed raised position for the larynx.
KEYWORDS: pitch control, intrinsic pitch of vowels, larynx,
vowel height and tone, radiography, English, French, Spanish,
Romance, Germanic, Europe

9382
Peterson, Gordon and Harold Barney (1952) "Control Methods Used in

JIG
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a study of the Vowels" Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America. 24.2, pp. 175-184
NOTES: Reprinted in Readings in Acoustic Phonetics, edited by
Use Lehiste, 118 -127. MIT press, Cambridge, Massachusetts. V67.
ABSTRACT: Contains averages of fundamental frequencies of 10
vowels as spoken by 76 speakers of American English. See Table
II, page 183.
KEYWORDS: vowel height and tone, intrinsic pitch of vowels,
English, Germanic, Europe

9383
Pike, Eunice (19483- "Problems in Zapotec Tone Analysis" IJAL.
14.31 pp. 161-170
ABSTRACT: In the Villa Alta dialect of Zapotec three tone
registers are found but an asymmetrical set of combinations occurs
due to the operation of rules
of various kinds or the existence of genoral constraints on
sequences. Methodologial suggestions are offered to help elicit
and understand systems of the same type.
KEYWORDS: tonal analysis, elicitation of tone, tone rules,
Central America, Zapotec, Otomangue an

9384
P[ke, Eunice (1951), "Tonemic - Intonemic Correlation in Mazahua
(ltomi)" IJAL. 17.1, pp. 37-41
ABSTRACT: Pike discusses two separate pitch systems in the
mazahua dialect of Otomi. Three tonemes, high, low and falling,
are recognized as well as three 'intonemes', high (higher than
high'tone), mid and low, and a number of intonation morphenes.
Roots carry tonenemes while intonemes only occur word-finally on
suffixes, enclitics etc. Finally it is suggested that some
apparently asymetricaltone systems reported for these languages
may be the result of similar dual pitch systems.
KEYWORDS: intonation and tone, Otomi, Otomanguean, central
America, techniques for tonal analysis

9385
Pike, Eunice (1956) "Tonally Differentiated Allomorphs in
Soyaltepec Mazatec" IJAL. 22.1, pp. 57-71
ABSTRACT: This article describes the progressive and regressive
tone perturbations
founi in the Soyaltepec dialect of Mazatoc. This dialect has four
tone levels and various tone sequences on single syllables. Since
tones aro subject to perturbations there are problems in deciding
the basic tones. Phonetic influence of consonant types is also
discussed.
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KEYWORDS: tone rules, tone sandhi, consonant types and tone,
tonal analysis, Mazatec, Mazatecan, Otomanguean, central
America

9386
Pike, -Eunice and John Cowan (1967) nHuajuapan Mixtec Phonology and
Morphophonemics" Anthropological Linguistics. 9.5
ABSTRACT: Huajuapan ,Mixtec is analyzed as having 3 level
tones-high, mid, and low.
Numerous examples of tonal alternations are given.
KEYWORDS: Central America, Mixtec, tone sandhi,
morphotonology, tone rules, Otomangue an

9387
Pike, Eunice, (1974) "A Multiple Stress System Versus a Tone
System" IJAL. 40.3, pp. 169-175
ABSTRACT: Surveys phonetic characteristics of a multiple stress
system as compared
to a tone system, and the problems of deciding on correct
analysis.
KEY WORDS: vowel height and tone, stress and tone, consonant
types and tone, techniques for tonal analysis

9388
Pike, Kenneth (1945) "Tone Puns in Mixteco" IJAL. 11.3, pp.
129-139
ABSTRACT: This paper describes a language game played by Mixtec
speakers. The game
involves the substitution of one homonym or near-homonym
(differing only by tone) for a nother for humorous effects.
KEYWORDS: Mixtec, Central America, language games, Mixtecan
Otomanguean,

9389
Pike, Kenneth (1946) "Another Mixteco Tone Pun" IJAL. 12.1, pp.
22-24
ABSTRACT: Another example is provided of a language game played
by the Mixtec, previously_ described in Pike 1945.
KEYWORDS: Mixtec, Central America, language games, Mixtecan
Otomangue an

9 390
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Pike, Kenneth (1946) "Phonemic Pitch in maya" IJAL. 12.2, pp.
82-88
KEYWORDS: mayan, Central America, Yucatec

9391
Pike, Kenneth (1948) Tone Languages: a Technique for Determining
the Number and Type of Pitch
Contrasts in a Language with Studies :n Tonemic Substitution and
Fusion. University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor.
Reviewed By: Herzog, g. IJAL 15, pp. 236-244. 1949. Trager,
George, Journal of English and Germanic Philology 48, pp. 285-286.
1949 Black, John, Quarterly Journal of Speech 34, pp. 519-520.
1948. Li, Fang-Kuei, Language 26.3, pp. 401-403. 1950.
ABSTRACT: Pike discusses basic characteristics and typology of
tone languages, steps for determining the number and kind of
tonemes in a language and toneeic perturbations in two languages
spoken in southern Mexico - Mixtec and Mazatec.
KEYWORDS: tone typology, tone rules, elicitation of tone,
Mi xtec, mazatec, Central America, Mixtecan, Popolocan,
techniques for tonal analysis, Otomangue an

9392
Pike, Kenneth (1953) "A Note on Allomorph Classes and Tonal
Technique" TJAL. 19.2, pp. 101-105
ABSTRACT: Pike comments on probleks.raised for the investigator
by the differences
between mutually intelligible dialects unexpectedly found to
liffer substantially in their tonal systems. Data on Mixtec from
Cornelia Mak provided different allotones and different tonal
perturbat ions.
KEYWORDS: elicitation of tone, Mixtec, Mixtecan, Otomanque an
Central America, morphotonology

9393
(1967) "Suprasegmentals in Reference to Phonemes of Item, of
Process, and of Relation" To Honor Roman Jakobson: Essays on the
Occasion of His Seventieth Rirthday: Volume 2. Mouton, the
Hague. pp. 1545-1554,
ABSTRACT: Downstep and downdrift phenomena in West African
languages are used to demonstrateaneed for "process" phonemes
as well as "relational" and "particle" phonemes.
KEYWORDS: downstep, downdrift, domain of tone, West Africa

9394
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Pike, Kenneth (1970) "The Role of Nuclei of Feet in the Analysis
of Tone in Tibeto-Burman Languages of Nepal" Occasional Papers of
the Wolfenden Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics. 3.1, pp. 37-48
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, aodic, Indian Subcontinent, domain
of tone, consonant types and tone, tone distribution,
techniques for tonal analysis

9395
Pike, Kenneth, Ralph Barrett, and Burt, Bascom, (1959)
"Tnstrumental ColLaboration on a Tepehuan (Uto-aztecan) Pitch
Problem" Phin'jtica. 3.1, pp. 1-22
ABSTRACT: This article discusses how instrumental studies were
able to help focus
attention on the necessity of investigating pitch furthur in a
ease which it had not been clear whether pitch or stress was
signitican+, or both*.
KEYWORDS: instrumental study of tone, stress and tone,
Tepehua, ri.tch accent, Uto7Aztecan, Piman, North America,
technilues for tonal analysis

WO AID MI.

9396
Pike, Kenneth and g. K. Scott (1963) "Pitch Accent and
Non-accented Phrases in Fore (New Guinea)" Zeitschrift Fur
Phonetik. 16, pp. 179-189
KEYWORDS: Fore, New Guinea, East New Guinea Highland Stock,
pitch accent, stress and tone

9397
Pilsyczikcwa-chodak, N. (1972) "Tone-vowel Height Correlation and
Tone Assignment in the Pattern of Verbs and Noun Plurals in
qausau Stulies in African Linguistics. 3.3, pp. 399-421
ABSTRACT: This paper presents a set of rules for assigning tones
in Hausa verbs and noun plurals, and discusses the relationship
between the tone and degree of vowel height on the final vowel of
these forms. It is shown that the height of tone on the final
vowel corresponds with the phonetic quality of the vowel. Final
vowels [i u el co-occur with high tone.
KEYWORDS: Chadic, Hausa, West Africa, tone rules, vowel
he and tone, morphotonology

9398
Pittman, Richard (1970) "Gurung, Tamang Thakali, Sherpa, and
Chepang Prosodies" Occasional Papers of the Volfenden Society on
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Tibeto-Burman Linguistics. 3.2, pp. 1-8
KEYWORDS: Gurung, Indian Subcontinent, Tamang, tonal
ievelorment, Thakali, tone correspondences, Sherpa, Chepang,
Bodic, Tibeto-Burman

9 399

Pittman, Richard and Jessie Clover (1970)
"Proto- Tamang - Gurung - Thakali" Occasional Papers of the Wolfenden
Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics. 3.2, pp. 09-22
KEYWORDS: tonal development, Tamang, Gurung, Thakali, Bodic
Tibeto-Burman, Indian Subcontinent

9400
Pride, Leslie, (1963) " Chatino Tonal Structure" Anthropological
Linguistics. 5.2, pp. 19-28
ABSTRACT: Chatino is reported to have 4 tone registers that
contrast on word-final syllables only. Numerous examples of tonal
alternations are given.
KFYWORUS: chatino, Mixtecan, Central America, Otomanguean,
tone rules, morphotonology

9401
Purcell, Edward (1973) The Realization of Serbo-Croatian Accents
in Sentence Environments: an Acoustic Investigation. Helmut
Busker Hamburg.
NOTES: Hamburger Phonetische Beitrage 8.
KEYWORDS: Serbo-Croatian, pitch accent, Slavic, Europe,
instrumental study of tone, contour tones, intonation and tone,

9402
Purnell, Perbert (ed.) (1972) Miao and Tao Linguistic Studies.
Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 255

PP.
MOTES: Data Papers No. 88, Linguistic Series VII.
KEYWORDS: Miao-Yao, consonant types and tone, Miao, Tao,
language games, China, tonal development, tone splitting

9403
runya Slc'ka (1967) "Dafla Phonology and Morphology!!

Anthropological Linguistics. 9.8, pp. 09-14
ABSTRACT: Dafla, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in India, is
renortel to show a phonological sequence unit intermediate
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between a stress group and a syllable,and constrastive pitch
shapes on elided or
whispered syllables.
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Dafla, Indian Subcontinent,
Lolo-Burmese

9404
Rensch, Calvin Ross (1968) yroto-Chinantec Phonology. Museo
nacional De Antropologia, Mexico City. 122 pp.
NOTES: No. 10 in the museum's Serie Cientifica; No. 4 in the
Series Papeles de la Chinantla. Available from Summer 'Institute of
Linguistics. This monograph is a revised version of an M. A.
Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1963.
ABSTRACT: Twenty-four Chinantec languages or dialects are given
in brief phonemic description. Six of them have tonal analyses
available, including Usila with five levels. These are used to
establish tone correspondences, from which a system of two level
tones and three single-syllable sequences (LH, HL, HLH) is
postulated for Prato-Chinantec. See pp. 102-108.
KEYWORDS: tonal development, level tones, stress and tone,
Chinantec, Otomanguean, Central America

9405
Richards, Paul (1972) "A Quantitative Analysis of the Relationship
Between Language Tone and Melody in a Hausa Song" African
Language Studies. 13, pp. 137-161
ABSTRACT: Comparing musical transitions from note to note with
tonal transitions from syllable to syllable in the tune and text
of a Hausa song, Richards concludes that parallelism between
text-tone and melody is decidedly greater than chance. Simulated
tone and melodic sequences were compared with the actual patterns
in the song tc arrive at this conclusion.
KEYWORDS: music and tone, Hausa, Chadic, West Africa

9406
Richards3n, Irvine (1959) The Role of Tone in the Structure of
Sukuma. School of Oriental and African Studies, University of
London. 124 pp.
Reviewed Sy: Meeussen, A.R. Africa 30:96 1960.
KEYWORDS: Sukuma, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Southern Africa
tone rules, morphotenology

9407
Robbins, Frank (1961) "Quiotepec Chinantec Syllable Pattering"



titsi tort mmast.E.

'JAL. 27.3, pp. 237-250
ABSTRACT: Robbins identifies four tone levels in euiotepec
Chinantec and describes
limitations on their ok.,rrence in syllables classed as long or
short, checked or unchecked, interrupted (medial glottalization)
or not. Two tones may occur together in long or short syllables
but three only occur with long syllables. Phonetic variants of
tones and sequences of tones are discussed and an alternative
solution discussed.
KEYWORDS: vowel length and tone, tone distribution, Chinantec
Otomanguean, Central America

9408
Robinson, David (1968) "Some Acoustic Correlates of Tone in
Standard Lithuanian" the Slavic and East Europe an Journal. 12.2
pp. 206-212
ABSTRACT: Pitch and duration data for stressed diphtongs and
monophthongs for 1 male subject of standard Lithuanian suggests
that pitch is not distinctive. For the diphthongs, the data
reveals that relative duration of segments and the vowel quality
of the firs* segment is more significant. For monophthongs, the
data reveals no distinctive patterns in fundamental frequency,
duration, or formant structure for tone. Suggests that intensity
may be the primary physical property.
KEYWORDS: Lithuanian, acoustics, Baltic, vowel length and
tone, Europe, pitch accent, instrumental study of tone

9409
Rombauts, H (1949) "Tonetique Du Lonkonda" Kongo-Overzee. 15.1,
pp. 10-23
ABSTRACT: Rombauts focusses on the unusual low tones of noun
class prefixes in classes 1,7 and 9 and the high tones for other
classes which alternate with rising tone in certain
environments. The rising tone is believed to have
originated from the low-high pattern of the demonstrative
-npsince it never occurs after -ne while neighboring languages
(Patwa and Lyembe) show corresponding forms with a demonstrative.
KEYWORDS: nkonda, Central Africa, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo
tonal development

9410
Root, Alfred (1930) "Pitch Patterns and Tonal Movement in Speech"
Psychological Monographs. 40.1, pp. 109-159
ABSTRACT: Experimental investigation of the relationship between
physical and perceptual patterns of tone. Includes discussion of
consonantal effects on tone and modes of transition from tone to
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tone.
KPYWOM: consonant typos and tone, tone perception, level.
tonasr clntour tones, pitch control, physiology

9411
louglt, Gilbert (1963) "Le Probleme Du 'Ton Mayen' En Gu" Journal
of African Languages. 2.1, pp. 218-221
ABSTRACT: The Fwe dialect of Gu (Fgun) has basically two tone
levels but a third mid level Occasionally occurs in pronominal
forms.
KEYWORDS: Ewe, Guy;, West Afr'ca, Kwa, downstep

9412
Rouget, Gilbert (1964) "Tons De La Langue En Gun (Dahomey) et Tons
Du Tambour" Revue De Musicologie. 50, pp. 3-29,
ABSTRACT: Three ways of striking the drum correspond to the three
levels of tone in Gun. Distinctions between deadened and
undeadened notes reproduce the tones without reference to pitch
and also reproduce the assymetry of a system in which the mid tone
has very low functional yield.
KEYWORDS: drum language, Gun, Ewe, West Africa, Kwa

9413
Rouget, Gilbert (1965) "Analyse Des Tones Du Gun (Dahomey) Par Le
'Detect-our Dc Melodies' De L' institut De Phonetique De Grenoble
(Rapport D'experiences)" Revue 'Langue et Comportement' (Paris).
1, pp. 31-47
KEYWORDS: Gun, Ewe, West Africa, Kwa

9414
Rowlands, F C, (1960) "Tone and Intonation Systems in Brass-Nembe
Ijaw" African Language Studies. 1, pp. 137-154
ABSTRACT: Rowlands describes the lexical function of tone, the
rules for combining
words into tone groups, and the pitch patterns in sentences.
surface tones are largely determined by context in a tone-group.
KEYWORDS: Ijo, Member Kwa, West Africa, tone rules,
intonation and tone, domain of tone

9415
Russell, Robert (1958) "AlGunos Morfemas De Amahlaca (Pa no) Que
Equivalen a La Entonacion Del C astella no" Peru Idigena. 7.16-17

124
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NOTES: Abstracted by Bright, William I.IAL 27.2 p.159, 1961.
ABSTRACT: The Amahuaca language of eastern Peru has two tones on
the syllableleve 1, but so far as is known has no intonational
system. Emphasis, interogation, affection are all expressed by
suffixal morphemes.
KEYWORDS: South America, Amahuaca, pa noan

9416
Russell, Robert and Delores Russell (1959) "Syntactotonemics in
Amahuaca (Da no) , and Amahuaca Vocabulary" Serie Linguistica
Especial, Publicacoes Do Museo Nacional, Rio De Janeiro. 1, pp.
128-170
KEYWORDS: Amahuaca, pa noan, South America, tone rules,
syntactic structure and tone, morphotonology

9417
Rycroft, David (1960) "Melodic Features in Zulu Eulogistic
Recitation" African Language Studies. 1, pp. 60-78
ABSTRACT: The melody of Izibongo praise poems is studied in
relation primarly to the pitch of normal Zulu speech. Lexical and
grammatical contrasts of pitch are still expressed in recitation
and depressing consonants are followed by a low notebut downdrift
does not occur except phrase-finally. Certen sequences receive a
special intonational formula.
KEYWORDS: music and tone, literary style and tone, downdrift
consonant types and tone, Zulu, Nguni, Narrow Bantu,
BenueCongo, Southern Africa

9418
Rycroft, David (1963) "Tone in Zulu Nouns" African Language
studies. 4, pp. 43-68
ABSTRACT: Tones are affected by 'low' consonants, by presence of
the initial vowel
in profixqs and by some inflections, but a sipiplified analysis
can be reached by looking at noun tone patterns with the short
prefix. This makes it evident that the high tone of the 'initial
vowel sometimes causes downstep:
KEYWORDS: Narrow Bantu, downstep, Benue-Congo, Southern
Africa, Zulu, Nguni, consonant types and tone

9419
Salzmann, Zdenek (1956) "Arapaho Phonology" IJAL. 22.1, pp.
49-56
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ABSTRACm: Two pitch phonemes - high and low - are posited for
Northern Arapaho (spoken on Wind River Indian reservation,
Wyoming). Every vowel phoneme is said to carry a pitch phoneme.
Lowered variants of each pitch phoneme are noted for phrase-final
position.
KEYWORDS: North America, Arapaho, domain of tone, tone rules
Algonquian

9420
Sampat, K S (1964) "Tonal Structure of Majhi" Indian Linguistics.
25, pp. 108-110
ABSTRACT: In the majhi dialect of Punjabi three tones are
distinguished. This paper reports on an experiment to determine
::exact pitch contours for these. The level tone is a fall-rise,
rising tone a sharp rise (sometimes falling again) and falling ton
a sharp fall (sometimes rising again). Falling tone has the

longest duration.
KEYWOrDS: Punjabi, Indian subcontinent, vowel height and tone
vowel length and tone, Indo-Iranian

9421
Sampson, Geoffrey (1969) "A Note on Wang's Phonological Features
of Tone" ILIAt. 45.1, pp. 62-66
ABSTRACT: In this note Sampson proposes the 3 tone features
[high], [central] and
[low] to avoid difficulties encountered with Wang's [mid]
feature. Based on some evidence in Peking Chinese he further
suggests that features of amplitude or loudness contour must be
taken into account to deal adequately with tone.
KEYWORDS: China, Mandarin, Sinitic, tone features,
nekinese

9422
Sampson, Geoffrey (1974) "Is There a Universal Phonetic Alphabet?"
Language. 50.2, pp. 236-259
ABSTRACT: Sampson attempts to disprove the hypothesis that there
is a finite universal set of phonetic features. Using tonal
evidence from tia not Vietnamese it is claimed that the set of
possible distinct tones cannot he finite.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Viet, Vietnamese, tone features

9423
gankaran, C P, et al. (1955) "A Study of Accent in Relation to
the Alpha-phonoid Theory" Indian Linguistics. 16, pp. 196-203,
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ARSTRACT: An investigation of some relationships between pitch,
stress and duration of vowels, and adjoining consonants.
KEIOORDS: pitch accent

9424
Sapir, Edward (1925) "Pitch Accent in Sarcee: an Athapaskan
Language" Journal De La Societe Des Africanistes De Paris. NS 17
pp. 185-205
KEYWORDS: Sarsi, Athapaskan, pitch accent, North America

9425
sarawit, Mary (1971) "The Prato -Tai Vowel. System" Ph.d.
Dissertation, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
ABSTRACT: This dissertation also includes a neat summary of
consonant-initial and, tone correspondences for numerous Tai
dialects, including the Puyi dialects of southwestern China. A
handy reference source for anyone interested in tonal development
in the Tai language family.
KEYWORDS: tonal development, consonant types and tone,
Southeast Asia, Tai, tone correspondences, China

9426
Sawashima, M. Y. Kakita, and S. ifiki (197.3) "Activity of the
Extrinsic Laryngeal Muscles in Relation to Japanese Word Accent"
Annual Bulletin of the ReAearch Institute of Logopedics and
Phoniatrics,
Tokyo. 7, pp. 19-25
ABSTRACT: EMG of one subject. Cricothyroid is clearly correlated
with pitch rise. Vocalis and thyrohyoid less so. Vocalis
fluctlations seem to represent syllabification. Sternohyoid
correlates with pitch lowering.
KEYWORDS: larynx, physiology, pitch accent, pitch control,
Japanese, Far East, muscles

942/
Sawashima, M. et al. "Observing Laryngeal Adjustments During
Running Speech by Use of Fibreoptic System" phonetics. 22, pp.
143-201
ABSTRACT: A fiberoptic investigation of the glottis during
running speech in American English. From data on a single
speaker, it appears that certain classes of sounds may be
distinguished by whether or not the arytenoid cartilages move
apart. Some consonant classes, particularly, voiceless unaspi.rated
stops, show some variability in this
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respect.
KEYWORDS: fiberoptics, Europe, larynx, consonant types and
tone, English, Germanic

9428
Schachter, Paul (1961) "Phone": is Similarity in Tonemic Analysis"
Language. 37.2, pp. 231-238
'VOTES: see John Stewart. 1965 "The Typology of the Twi Tone
system"
ABSTRACT: In discussing the problems of identifying the tones in
Akan, whi.7.h has a
poL;sible contrast of two tones after low but of three after high,
Schachter points to what he regards as an inadequacy in Pike's
typology for tone languages. Positing a 'high -change' toneme
restricted to distinctiveness after highand a fixed ch ange
relation between high and high-change solves the problem of
defining phonetic similarity between tones and rectifies the gap
in the typology.
KEYWORDS: Akan, West Africa, techniques for tonal analysis,
Kwa, tone typolcgy, downstep

9429
Schachter, Paul (1969) Natural Assimilation Rules in Akan" IJAL.
35.4, pp. 342-355
ABSTRACT: Schachter proPoses that postal's concept of naturalness
in phonology be extended to include categorization of phonological
rules as natural or not. In the case of assimilatory rules, it is
suggested that the generalization that "unmarked feature
valuesassimilate to adjacent marked feature values, rather than
conversely" is a natural constraint on linguistic metatheory.
Schachter's examples include a tone-assimilation rule that
replaces low tone with high tone when a high one is adjacent.
When this rule follows application of pitch-assignment rules that
produce downdrift, the result is downstep. It is suggested that
marking conventions should be extended to include ptusodic
features such as tone and length.
KEYWORDS: downdrift, Akan, downstep, Kwa, tone rules,
Volta-Comoa, naturalness, West Africa, markedness conventions

9430
Schachter, Paul and Victoria ?romkin (1968) A Pronology of Akan:
AkuapPm Asante and Pante. University of California, Los Angeles.
268 pp.
NOTES: nen Working Papers in Phonetics No. 9.
ABSTPAcT: Principal tone rules include downdrift, tone
incorporation and tone simplification - see pp. 105-116. Elsewhere
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nenphonological rules are discussed. High tone is regarded as[
+ tone ), downstep as resulting from the simplification of high-low.

KEYWORDS: Akan, morphotonology, Kva, floating tones, West
Africa, Volta-Comoe, downstep, dovndrift, tone rules

9431
Schneeberq, Nan (1971) "Sayanci Verb Tonology" Journal of African
Languages. 10.1, pp. A7 -100
KEYWORDS: downstep, Sayanci, tone pules, Chadic,
morphotonology, West Africa

9432
Schuh, Russell (1971) "Toward a Typology of Chadic Vowel and Tone
Systems" University of California, Los Angeles.
ABSTRACT: Schuh examines the vowel systems of seven
representative Chadic languages in the Biu-mandara and
Plateau-Sahel groups. Suggests that Proto- Chadic had a three
vowel system, /iota/ together with a syllable-preserving schwa
insertion rule. A long versus short distinction is also suggested
for Proto-Chadic. Discusses the loss of i/u distinction medially
in most Chadic languages. In the second half of the paper he
hypothesizes that Proto-Chadic had a two tone system with
downdrift, plus a system of tonal alternations. This claim is
based on anaylsis of the tone systems of eight Chadic languages.
He also discusses lexical restrictions on tone patterns, tone
assignment or replacement, tone addition and displacement, and
simplification and suppression. Although he does not reconstruct
ereto-Uadic tone rules, his discussion of the above processes
brings to light "certain features which typify Chadic tonology".
KEYWORDS: Chadic, Bolanci, West Africa, Dera, tone rules,
Kanaknru, Ngizin, Angas, Ga'anda, contour tones, Margie
Karekare

9433
Scott, N C (1947) "The Monosyllable in Szechuanese" Bulletin of.
the School of Oriental and African Studies, London. 12.1, pp.
197-213
KEYWORDS: Sinitic, Szechuanese, China, syllables

9414
scripture, Edward (1971) The Elements of. Experimental Phonetics.
A.M.S. Press, Inc. New York. 627 pp.
NOTES: Originally published in 1902 Charles Scribner's Sons, Neil
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York.
ABSTRACT: The structure and actions of the larynx are discussedon pagps219-280.
KEYWORDS: physiology, larynx

9435
Sedlacek, Famil (1959) "The Tonal System of Tibetan (Lhasa
Dialect) " Tooting Pao, Series 2. 47.3-5, pp. 181-250
KEYWORDS: tonal development, Bodic, tone sandhi, consonant
types and tone, morphotonolugy, Tibetan, Indian Subcontinent,
Tibeto-Burman

9436
Shafer, Robert (1961) "Tones in Wintun" Anthropological
Linguistics. 3.6, pp. 17-30
ABSTRACT: A comparative word list is presented for two dialects
of Wintun, Southe ast Wintun and Southwest Wintun. Certain tone
pattern correspondences in Southeast Wintun and Southwest Wintun
are briefly discussed.
KEYWORDS: North America, Wintun, tone correspondences,
penutian

9437
Sharman, J. C and A. E. Meeussen (1955) "The Representation of
Structural Tones, with Special Reference to the Behavior of the
Verb in Bemba (Northern Rhodesia)" Africa. 25, pp. 393-404
KEYWORDS: Pemba, Southern Africa, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo
morphotonology, tone rules

9438
Sharp, A. E. (1954) "A Tonal Analysis of the Disyllabic Noun in
the Machame Dialect of Chaga " Bulletin of the School of Oriental
and African Studies, London. 16.1, pp. 157-169
KEYWORDS: East Africa, chaGa, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo

9440
Shell, Olive (1950) , "Cashibo I: Phonemes" IJAL. 16.4, pp.
198-202
ABSTRACT: Cashibo is said to have a phonemic high tone which only
occurs in final position on e close front nasalized vowel.
KEYWORDS: vowel height and tone, Cashibo, South America,
nano
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9441
Shimizu, Kiyoshi (1970) "Morphotonology of the Kente Dialect of
Kpan, the Same Language as the 1 Extinct' Eregba" University of
Ibadan, Nigeria.
NOTES: Paper presented at the 9th West African Languages,
Freetown, Sierra Leone 19th - 24th March 1970.
ABSTRACT: The first part of this paper deals with the proper
recognition of Kpan and its classification. The second part
discusses the tones of noun prefixes and stems and what happens
in noun 4 noun genitival structures. The only common prefixes have
mid tone
before high stems and low tone before mid or low tone stems. In
genitival structures, mid tones changes to low and low changes to
mid in an assimilatory process, but nouns with a mid tone
prefix 'undergo a number of less natural rules.
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, uJkunnid, tone rules,
Benue-Congo, West Africa

9442
Shimizu, Kiyoshi (1970) "Contraction of Tones and Inherent Gliding
Tones" Research Notns, University of Ibadan. 32.3, pp. 41-44
ABSTRACT: A set of :Ales to handle to tone contractions between a
verb and followiig noun in the Wukari V.alect of Jukun are
pi .posed. Three level tones are posited for the underlying forms

high, mid, and low. The fact that the mid tone as the second
member of sequence does not participate in tone contraction is
given as an argument in favor of regarding the mid tone as
'unmarked'.
KEYWORDS: tone rples, markedness conventions, Jukun,
Jukunoid, Benue-Congo

9443
Shorto, H. L. (1966) "Mon Vowel Systems: a Problem in
Phonological Statement" In Memory of J. P. Firth. C. F. Bazel, J.
C. Catford, M. A. K. Holliday, and R. H. Robins (eds.) Longmans,
London. pp. 398-409
KEYWORDS: southeast Asia, Mon-Khmer, register, consonant
types and tone, vowel height and tone

9444
Siortsema, Berthe (1959) "Problems of Phonemic Interpretation It.
Long Vowels in a Tone Language" lingua. 8.1, pp. 42-64
ABSTRACT: In this paper, Biertsema shows that all long vowels in
Yoruba are to be interpreted as sequences of 2 short vowels
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belonging to two different syllables. Three level phonemic tones
are posited - high, mid, and low. The basic syllable structure is
cv. Contour tones are said to result from sandhi processes that
anly leross syllable boundaries.
KPIWORDI: vowel length and tone, tone distribution, contour
tones, Kwa, domain of ton, syllables, West Africa, Yoruba
reduplication

9445
siortsoma, Rorthe (1962) "Timbre, Pitch, and Intonation" Lingua.
pn. 3V8-398
ABSTnCr: Investigates various functions of intonation in Dutch.
Linguistic uses of pitch in various languages are discus.,ed.
KEYWORDS : music and tone, intonation, emotion and pitch,
Dutch, Germanic, Europe

94146
silverltein, Raymond (1973) Igala Historical Phonology.
University of California, Los Angeles.
IOTES: ph. D. Dissertation. Available from University
"qcrofilms, Ann Arbor, michigan.
ABSTPACT: Includes discussion of correspondence between tones of
Yoruba and Igala and explains some of the discrepancies as due to
the influence of rdoma on Igala
KEYWOPDS: igala, tone correspondences, Yoruba, Idoma, Kva,
West. Africa

91447
Simmonq, Donald (1960) "Tonal Rhyme in Efik Poetry"
Anthropological Linguistics. 2.6, pp. 1-10
KEYWoRDS: EfikIbibil, West Africa, literary style and tone,
Cross givor

9448
Simmons, Donald, (1965) "(Iron Noun Mornhology" Journal of West
African Languages. 2.2, pp. 33-37
MOTES: This article supplements the author's previous delineation
of orin verb morphology Africa 26 pp. 250-63, 1956.
ADSTRACqs: This article deals with the morphotonemic alternations
in noun morphology. The, tone patterns of nouns change when the
nouns occur with certain iijectives, with other nouns in a
geni+ive constructions, as an object, and as an adverbial noun in
interrogative sentences. There is much data to illustrate these
points. The language has three level tones.
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KEYWORDS: morphotonology, syntactic structure and tone, Oron
Cross River, Benue-Congo, West Africa

9449
Simmonds, E.H.S. (1965) "Notes on Some Tai Bialects of Laos and
Neighboring Regions" Lingua. 14, pp. 133-147
ABSTRACT: This paper offers some remarks on the distribution of
tones and initial, consonants for 14 southwestern Tai dialects.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, southwestern Tai, consonant
types and tone, Siamese

9450
Sinclair, Donald and Kenneth Pike (1948) "The Tonemes of Mesquit.al
ntomi" TJAL.. 14.2, pp. 1-98
NOTES: See Leon and Swatlesh 1949.
ABSTRACT: A discussion of the distribution of tonemes in relation
to vowels, adjacent consonants and consonant clusters, other
tonemes, and different word
types. Brief description of tone changes occurring in compounds,
within certain words. And with a particular suffix; the effect of
intonation on tone; and the borrowing of pitch-stress in Spanish
loans. Article reviews the evidence for considering Otomi to be a
tone language
and concludes that vowel length and stress can he predicted from
pitch but pitch cannot be predicted from them, therefore Otomi is
a tone language.
KEYWORDS; Otomi, Central America, Otomanguean, tone
distribution, stress and tone, techniques for tonal analysis,
intonation and tone

9451
Sivertson, Eva (1956) "Pitch Problems in Kiowa" UAL. 22.2, pp.
117-110
ABSTRACT: Kiowa (spoken in oklahoma, USA) is described ds having
two level tones, high and low, and a falling tone which is
regarded as a sequence of high
and low. Sivertson shows that a sucession of like toner; (high or
low) steadily lowers in pitch and a sequence of unlike tones
shows a downdrift pattern. High tones lower more than low tones
lo. Laryngealization and stress can be predicted from tone and/or
vowel length or quality. Some of the morphological functions and
morphophonemic perturbations of tone are also (A.:mussed.
KEYWORDS; stress and tone, Kiowa, instrumental study of tone
morphotonology, downdrift, North America, tone rules,
Kiowa-Ta noan, grammatical tone
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9452
Smith, Nielson (1967) "The Phonology of Nupw; Journal of African
Lanquag.,,s. 6, pp. 153-169
KEYWOPOS: Nupe, West Africa, tone rules, Kwa

9453
Smith, Niolson (1968) "Tone in Ewe" Quarterly Progress Report,
riesParch Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of
TN:hnology. 88, pp. 290-304
N1;YWORDS: .syntactic structure and tone, Ewe, Kwa, West
Africa, tone rules

9454
3pear3, Richard (1966) "A Note on the Tone of Maninka
Subs+anrives" Journal of African Languages. 5.2, pp. 113-120
ABSTRACT: Spears suggests that tone in Faranah dialect of Maninka
is limited to the same sequences in nominal phrases of various
kinds as appear on monosyllables. Alternations of basic tones are
condtioned by placement in such nominal constructs.
KEYWORDS: Mandekan, Mande, tone rules, domain of tone, West
Africa

9455
SpParl, Richard (1967) "Tone in Mende" Journal of African
Languages. 6, pp. 231-244
ABSTRACT: Criticizes and extends previous decriptions of P:nde
tone. shows that a set of rules including tonal extension, low
tone assignment, and normal, tone interpretation correctly
predict tone throughout the morphology and syntax of Mende. In
teresting data on polarizing personal pronouns. Shows that the
same phonetic sequence of tones - 132 - can be derived from as
many as six underlying patterns. Claims that all cases of tone
change in Mende but one consist of low tone assignment.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, doundrift, polar tone, menoe, Mande,
West Africa

9456
(1954) "Verbal Phrases in Lhasa Tibetan - I" Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies, London. 16.1, pp. 134-156
KEYWORDS: Tibeto- Burman, Tibetan, consonant types and tone,
Rodic, Indian Subcontinent
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9457Sprigg, P, K. (1955), "The Tonal System of Tibetan (Lhasa
Dialect) and the Nominal rhrase Bulletin of the School of
Oriental and African Studies, London. 17r pp. 134-153
NOTES: Reprinted in Prosodic Analysis, edited by P. R. Palmer,
pp. 112-132. Oxford University press, 1970.
ABSTRACT: Attempts to show that ton 41 phenomena are best
described in reference to
the word, not the syllable.
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Indian Subcontinent, Bodic,
syllables, domain of tone, consonant types and tone, intonation
and tone, syntactic structure and tone

9458
Sprilg, R. K. (1962) "Junction in Spoken Burmese" Studies in
Linguistic Analysis. Basil Blackwell, Oxford. pp. 104-138
NOTES: Special volume of the Philological Society.
ABSTRACT: A prosodic analysis of Burmese.
KEYWORDS: Tibeto-Burman, Southeast Asia, Burmese, consonant
types and tone, syllables, vowel height and tone, tone
distribution, domain of tone, segmental tone, suprasegmental
tone, vowel length and tone, phonation type and tone,
Lolo-Burmese

Aa

9459
Sprigge, R. g. S. (1972) "An Enquiry into the Tonemic Approach to
Tone" University of Ghana, Legon.
NOmEs: Paper presented at the 10th west African Languages
Congress, Logone Ghana, March 1972.
ABST0ACT: his pap.3r reviews Ansre's and Smith's analyses of tone
in 'standard' Ewe and compares the tone system of Adangbe Ewe in
terms of underlying tones ('tonemos') and their realizations.
Sprigge concludes that Adangbe Ewe (and probably standard we too)
requires the recognition of only two tonemes, high and normal
(non-high) in order to capture generalisations about the tone of
Items. Depending on the consonant type and position in the
phonological phrase etc, syllables have two realizations of each
toneme, low and mid for normal high and rising for high. Further,
in non -final positions the rising allotone of high has mid and
low realizations before mid and high pitch respectively. Problems
in setting up the intermediate level of r,alization and having
overlapping membership among tonemes are discussed.
KEYWO;ADS: tone rules, techniques for tonal analysis, tone
sandhi, consonant types and tone, Ewe,. Kwit West Africa
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9460
Sprigge, R. q. S. and Kevin Ford (1972) "General Tone Rules for
Nouns and Verbs in Ewe" University of Ghana, Legon.
NOTES: Paper presented at the 10th West African Languages
Congress, Legon, Ghana, 21-27 March 1972
ABSTRACT: Three consonant classes, a) voiced obstruents b)
voiceless obstruents and c) sonorants, are shown to be important
in the tonolcgy of the Adanqbe
dialect of Ewe (spoken in Togo). The vocalic prefix of nouns is
ahsent when a marker of possession precedes; in this case
underlying low tone monosyllabic noun stems are realised with mid
p itch. When the prefix is present low tone stems are realised
with low pitch after class A consonants and high tone stems are
realised
with mid-high pitch rise after class A or class C consonants.
'Using [tight] and [slack] as tone featuresr rules are written to
predict
the pitch levels of the noun prefixes, noun stems, and verb stems
in some positions. Non-syllabic vowels are used in the
representation of gliding pitches.
KEYWORDS: consonant types and tone, tone rules, tone
features, morphotonoloqy, Erip....11.wa, West Africa

9461
Stahlke, Herbert (1971) "The Noun Prefix in. Ewe" Studies in
African Linguistics. Supplement 2, pp. 141-159
NOTES: This paper is a revised and expanded version of the paper
originally re ad at the 2nd Annual Conference on African
Linguistics, March 26-27, 1971.
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper was to show that the
generally accepted analysss of Ewe tone as being predictable from
the classof the preceding cons onant is not correct. But, there
is, instead, both syntactic and phonological evidence showing
that certain pervasive tonal alternations in Ewe are predictable
from the tone of the noun.prefix.
KEYWORDS: application of phonological rules, consonant types
and tone, evaluation measures, floating tones, markedness
conventions, morphotonology, redundancy rules, reduplication,
segmental tone, syntactic structure and tone, tone rules, Ewe
Kira, Vest Africa

9462
Stahlke, Herbert (1971) "Topics in Ewe Phonology" University of
California-i. Los Angeles.
NOTES: Prof. dissertation
ABSTRACT: Chapter 4 discusses previous studies of tone in Ewe,
outlining the basic
contributions of Westermann, the analysis of Ansre, and Smith's
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analysis of the mid/low alternation. Smith and Ansre claim that t
he mid/low alternation is closely tied to the consonant system.
In chapter 5, the author shows that the mid/low alternation is
neither so -closely tied to the consonat system as Ansre claims
nor so complex and
syntactically conditioned as Smith claims. He proposes a new
hypothesis claiming that all nouns, including those that are
consonant-initial, have prefixes, thus it is the existence of an
underlying noun prefix that accounts for a gre at number of the
mid/low alternations. In chapter 6, the author discusses the
complex behavior of high tones and rising tones. He discusses
Ansro's 'high tone suffix', and he shows that in many instances
in nouns and in all instances in verbs the rising tone is derived
from an underlying short high tone by a rule of low tone
insertion.
KEYWORDS: application of phonological rules, consonant types
and tone, evaluation measures, floating tones, morphotonology,
reduplication, segmental tone, tone rules, Ewe, Kwa, West
Africa

9463
Stappers, Leo (1952) "Het Toonsystem Van Het Duina MilPmbwe
(Zuid-kiSongye) Kongo-Overzee. 18, pp. 199-244
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, songye, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo
Central Africa

9464
Stappers, Leo (1962) 11Toonstruktur Van Het WerkWlord in Het
lusolou Africana Linguistica. (Terrunen). 1, pp. 99-121
KEYWORDS: Ilande, Central Africa, Benue-Congo, Narrow
Rantu, morphotonology, Solo

9465
Steinkraus, Walter (1969) "Tifal Phonology Shoving Vowel and Tone
Neutralisation" Kivunq (Journal of the Linguistic Society of the
University of Papua and
New Guinea). 2.1, pp. 57-68
ABSTRACT: In an ouU.ine phonology of Tifal attention is
concentrated on alternations of vowels and tones. Two level tones
contrast on long and short vowels but in words of two or more
syllables with a short first vowel the underlying tone is replac
ed by the tone of the following syllable.
KEYWORDS: Tifal, New Guinea, tone rules
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9466etevick, Earl (1965) "Ditch and Duration in Two Yoruba Idiolects"
Journal of African Lanquages. 4.2, pp. 85-101
ABSTRACT: Thie analysis aims to account for the complexities ofnit.ch and duration
in two vorube idiolects. The author begins by discussing the
problems of the pitch phenomena. In doing so, he discusses the
inconsistoncies among the statements of other
Authors. tie claims that the difficulties arise from the fact thatin yoruha the analysis of pitch is inextricably bound up with the
inalysie of syllable duration, yet, duration has not received the
careful scrutiny to which pitch phenomena have been subjected.

material from recordines of two subjects, he illustrates thepitch contrasts on sengle vowels, and the pitch contrasts on the
second mora of a ioublo vowel. He discusses a 5-3 mora analysis
(on long vowels, five pitch possibilities for the first mora,three pitch possibilities for the second mora) to
aecount for the data, but prefers a 4-3-3 mora analysis which
accounts for all the phenomena of pitch and duration which
ippe arPd in his materials.
KEYWOD13: domain of tone, mora, level tones, morphotonology
Yoruba

9467
stevick, Eerl (1969) "Tone in Bantu" IJAL. 35.4, pp. 330-341
ABSTPArT: stevick makes the claim that modern Bantu tones arederived from a preseuce-absence contrast rather than from a
contrast, of two coordinate entities. In other words, Proto-Bantuwas a one-tone language. The author regards high tone as the
presence and low tone as the absence of some positive entity.
mhis claim is supported by distributional and/or phonetic
evidence from Ganda, Shambala, Tonga, Pundit Xhosa and other
languages. He discusses pitch and duration rules of tone
eprealing, tone dissimilation, etc. the phonetic realization ofhigh and low tones, the effect of 'depressor' consonants on tone,
inl 'tone reversal' in some languages.
esYWO1DS: consonant types and tone, tonal development, tone
listribution, tone rules, Ganda, Shambala, Narrow Bantu,
Southern Africa, Central Africa, Tonga, [Midi, Xhosa, Bemba,
Zelu, Nyanja, Swazi, Benue-Congo, East Africa

9468
Stewart, John (1965) "The Typology of the Twi Tone System"
Institete of African Studies, University of Ghana, Legon.
NOTES: Preprint from the Bulletin of the Institute of African
Stu lies. This journal never appe aced but this article was
circulat4d together with cowmen is by William Welmers and Paul
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Schachter.
ABSTRACT: This article takes issue witii points in Welmer's 1959
Ind Schachter's 1961 articles dealing with the issues of downstep
and downdrift in various
West African languages, particularly Akan. With these articles
and replies by the respective authors, it forms a major part of
the debate on the nature of these phenomena and their typological
significance. Stewart suggests an essential identity between
downdrift and downstep suggesting the second is the consquence of
the first. He proposes, them, that Hausa and Aka' have
typologically similar tone systems.
KEYWORDS: Akan, Kwa, Volta-Comoe, West Africa, tone
typology, downdrift, downstep

9469
Stewart, John (1971) "Niger- Congo: Kwa" Current Trends in
Linguistics Vol. 7: Linguistics in Sub-saharan Africa. Sebeok,
Thomas (ed.) Mouton, the Hague. pp. 179-212
ABSTRACT: This review article points to are as in which recent
important progress has been made in the study of 'Kwa' languages.
One of the sections is on tone. Attention principally centers on
the question of terracing (downdrift and downstep). Stewart
distinguishes 'key-lowering' from terracing and suggests that the
3-level tone, system in Yoruba developed, through elaboration of
the tone lowering rules, into the Ewe, then Akan type of system.
KEYWORDS: Kwa, Akan, Ewe, Yoruba, West Africa, downdrift,
downstep, tone rules, tonal development, tone typology

9470
Itimson, Hugh (1969) "Peiping Tonal Pho notactics" Bulletin of the
Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica. 39, pp.
197-201
ABSTRACT: A stratificational analysis of tone sandhi in Peiping
Chinese.
KEYWORDS: Sinitic, Pekinese, China, tone sandhi,
statificational

9471,
Stoll, A. (1955) La Tonetique Des tangues Bantu et Semi-Bantu Du
camProun. Yaounde. 171 pp.
NOTES: Memorandum 4, Centre I.P.A.N. Cameroun
ABSTRACT: A very combative an( opinionated book which proposes
general constraints
on tonal systems (Part 1 general tonoloqy) and an interpretation
of the tone systems of Pe? Fe? (Bamileke) , Yaunde and Duala.
KEYWORDS: tonal iconism, tone typology, tone rules, Pe? Pe?
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flost Africa, Bamileko, Narrow Bantu, Bantoid, Benue-Congo,Yaunde, Duala

9472
';unlberg, J. (1973) "Data on Maximum Speed of Pitch changes"
Speech Transmission Laboratory Quarterly Progress and Status
Roport, Royal Tnstitute of Technology, Stockholm. 4.1973, pp.i9-47
ABSTRACT: uaximum speed of pitch change was measured in male andfemale singers and untrained subjects. On the average, singerschange the pitch more quickly than untrained subjects, and female
subjects than male subjects. Unlike singers, untrained subjects perform pitch drops considerably faster than pitch rises.
fmplications of
the results are discussed, including the lack of any support for
th.) view that larynx he alterations increase the speed ofpitch changes.
KEYWORD3: pitch control, speed of pitch change

9473
Surintramont, Aporn (1973) "Some Aspects of Underlying Syllabletructure in Thai: Evidence from Khamphuan - a Thai Word Game"
Studies in the Linguistic Sciences. 3.1, pp. 121-142
aRSTRACT: Tn this paper, SurintrAmont uses evidence from
khampuan, a Thai word game which involves the reversal of the
'final sounds' of two syllables, to support his analysis of
underlying syllable structure in Thai and tone neutralization in
syllables containing a short vowel. It is argued that the glottal
stop occurs in syllable-final as well as syllable-initial po
sition in underlying phonological representations and that it is
the deletion of the glottal stop in certain environments that
causes the neutralization of underlying low or high tone on short
syllables to mid tone. In connection
with this rule of tone neutralization, a global derivational
constraint is proposed to black its application to
certain forms that otherwise meet its structural description.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, tone rules,
language games, application of phonological rules

9474Sutton, D. C. R. Larson, and D. M. Farrell (1972) "Cricothyroid
Motor Units" Acta Otolaryngologica. 74. 1-2, pp. 145-151
ABSTRACT: Reports on an electromyographic study of the
cricothyroid muscle. Subjects were provided with visual feedback
on motor unit activity. Single motor units thus were isolated forstudy as subjects learned to control them. This study concluded
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that phonation in intermediate pitch ranges places only a minimal
demand on the muscle but modulations of pitch above and below
this intermediate point result in markeilly greater activity.
Posture was
also shown to affect cricothyroid muscle activity.
KEYWORDS: pitch control, larynx, muscles, electromyography,
,1ysiology

9475
Tadadieu, Maurice (1974) "Floating Tones, Shifting Rules and
flownstep in DsChang- Bamileke" Studies in African Linguistics.
Supplement 5
NOTES: Paper presented at the 5th Annual African Linguistics
Conference, Stanford, 1974.
KEYWORDS: Dschang, Bamileke, West Africa, Bantoid,
Benue-Congo, floating tones, downstep, level tones, tone rules

9476
Taylor, H. C. (1933) "The Fundamental Pitch of English Vowels"
Journal of Experimental Psychology. 16.4, pp. 565-582
ABSTRACT: Finds vowel-pitch triangle exactly parallels
traditional 'vowe 1-triangles based on anatomical considerations.
Hypothesizes that vowel-pitch triangle results from dynamogenetic
irradiation of the tongue tension to
the vocal cord musculature. Support for dynamogenetic explanation
also, provided by findings that tension in the hand musculature
is concomitant with a rise in the pitch of the voice.
KEYWORDS: vowel height and tone, intrinsic pitch of vowels,
dynamogenesis, acoustics

9477
Taylor, L. F. (1920) "On the Tones of Certain Languages of Burman
Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, London. 1.4, pp. 1-106
ABSTRACT: Phonetic descriptions of the tones for a number of
languages and dialects spoken in Burma - Shan, Burmese, Sgaw
Karen, Pwo Karen, delta Pwo kare n, tennaserim Pwo Karen - are
presented. Included also is a brief description of the tones of
Siamese.
KEYWORDS: domain of tone, consonant types and tone, vowel
length and tone, Tibeto-Burman, Tai, Siamese, Shan, sgaw
Karen, Pwo Karen, Burmese, Southeast Asia, Karen
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9478
Thomas, Elaine (1967) "A Problem in Tonal Analysis" Institute of
Linguistics, Nigeria.
ABSTRACT: Thomas considers the tone system of Egene (Engenni) and
concludes that an lunstepl has to be posited to account for the
different tcne levels and their distribution.
KEYWORDS: Edo, Egene, downstep, upstep, techniques for
tonal analysis, West Africa, Kwa

9479
Thomas, Northcote (1919) "Tone in Mon Man. 15, pp. 36-38
KEYWORDS: Igbo, Lower Niger, West Africa, Kwa

9480
(1972) "A Comment on 'A Miao Secret Language° " Miao and Tao
Linguistic Studies. Herbert C. Purnell, Jr. (ed.) Southeast Asia
Program, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. pp. 237-238
NOTES: Contains selected articles in Chinese translated into
English by Chang Yu-Hung and Chu Kro-Ray. Data Paper No. 88.
Linguistic Series VII.
KEYWORDS: language games, Miao, Miao-Yao, China

9481
Traq3r, Felicia (1971) "The Phonology of Picuris" 'JAL. 37.1, pp.
29-33
ABSTRACT: Description and exPmplification of the phonemic
system of Picuris, including an inventory of segments, with their
allophones and positions of occurrence and some justification for
aspects of the analysis; and an inventory of suprasegsental
phonemes, including stresses, tones, and transition phonemes.
Brief iiscussicn of the effects of stress on tone, the effects of
both on vowel length, the distriburtion of tones, and the effects
of transition *memos on assimilation and tone.
KEYWORDS: North America, Picuris, Ta noan, vowel length and
tone, stress and tone

902
Trutenau, Helmut (1972) "A Sketch of Tone Rules Required for a
lonarativo Transformational Grammar of Ga (a Terraced Level Tone
LAfiquagq)" Linguistics. 79, pp. 83-96
KEYWOPHS: tone rules, segmental tone, suprasegmental tone,
Wost Africa, tone features, Oa, Kwa
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, 9483
Tsu-lin, Mei (1970) Tones and Prosody in Middle Chinese and the
origin of the Rising Tone,' Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies. 30
pp. 86-110
ABSTRACT: Attempts to show that the rising tone of Middle Chinese
developeo through the loss of a final glottal stop. Discusses
phonetic features of the four tones in Middle Chinese and the
criterion for the level-oblique distinction.
KEYWORDS: tonal development, consonant types and tone, China
Sinitic

9484
Tsung -wu, Mao and Chou Tsu - Yao (1972) "A Brief Description of
the Yao Language" Miao and Yao Linguistic Studies. Herbert C.
Purnell, Jr. (ed.) Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York. pp. 239-255
NOTES: contains selected articles in Chinese translated into
English by Chang Yu-Hung and Chu Kwo-Ray. Data Paper No. 88,
Linguistic Series VII.
KEYWORDS: Yao, Miao-Yao, China, tonal development, tone
sandhi

9485
Tucker, A. N. (1949) "Sotho -Nquni Orthography and Tone- marking"
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, Landon.
53.1, pp. 200-224
ABSTRACT: Tucker suggests proposals for a more uniform
orthography of Nguni (Zulu and Xhosa) and Sotho. Analyses of tone
are incluied. Sotho is described with three tonemes, high,
falling, and mid (non-high) anl so is Nquni but Nguni Las a
heightening effect of
non-breathy consonants. Nguni is said to have downdrift while
sotho exhibits 'steps up' of a similar kind.
KEYWORDS: Nguni, Sotho, Southern Africa, Narrow Bantu,
alnue-Congo, orthography, downdrift, upstep, consonant types
and tone

9486
Tucker, A. N. and Margaret Bryan (1970) "Tonal Classification of
Nouns in Ngazijaft African Language Studies. 11, pp. 351-382
NOTES: In volume in honour of Malcolm Guthie.
ABSTRACT: in this article Tucker and Bryan describe and
illustrate the tone patterns of nouns and noun phrases in
Ngazija, a language closely related to Swahili. This is of
interest since Swahili has lost all tone and data from this
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language would be usful in reconstructing tone for Swahili. The
noun tone classes of Ngazija
are listed with numerous examples. Included are examples of the
tonal behavior of samples of each
tonal noun class in noun phrases.
EEvw0PDS: East Africa, Ngazija, Swahili, morphotonology,
Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo

9487
Tung, Chao-hui (1968) ',The Phonological System of Gaoxiong, a Min
Dialect ,E Chinese" Project on Linguistic Analysis; Phonology
Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley. 5, pp. 1-77
ABSTRACT: Gaoxing (a South Min Chinese dialect spoken in
southw,mst Taiwan) has 5 contrastive tones on unchecked syllables
(those not ending in a noncontinuant segment) , 2 contrastive
tones on checked syllables. In unchecked syllables, 3 distin ctive
tone features are posited: high, falling, and rising; in checked s
yllables, only 1 distinctive tone feature is posited: high. A
principle tone sandhi rule common to all the
South Min Chinese dialects is discussed in detail. Roughly
spcakinq, every morpheme of naoxiong shows two alternant tones;
one that occurs in phrase-final position, the other elsewhere,
regardless of the tone or other phonological characteristics of
neighboring syllables. The formal description of the rule includes
paired variables;
the rule itself applies cyclically. Spectrograms of utterances
that show the tonal alternants are included in an appendix. See
especially t5-t12, t30-t31, t37-t37b, t40, and t57-t65.
KEYWORDS: China, raoxiong, tone features, tone rules,
paired variables, cyclic rules, tone sandhi, instrumental study
of tone, Sinitic

9488
Uldall, Elizabeth (1973) "Commentary on Vocal Cords Film "Vocal
Cord Action in Speech's', Work in Progress - Department of
Linguistics, Edinbur4h University. 6, pp. 56-57,
NOTES: Commentary on high-speed film made in 1957 at the Federal
Institute of Technology, Zurich and presented at the Rth
International Congress of Linguistics, Oslo, 1957.
KEYWORDS: larynx, pitch control

9489
Ultani Russell (19Xx) Case of Sound Symbolism in Konkows,
Studies in American tndian Languages. Sawyer, Jesse (ed.)
University of California Press, Berkeley. pp. 295-301
ABSTRACT: Distinctions along a diminutive-augmentative dimension
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are symbolised in
sound by vowel ablaut and tone changes.
KEYWORDS: tonal iconise, konkow, Maidan, Penutian, Worth
America
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9490
Upson, Jessamine (1968) "Chatino Length and Tone"
Anthropological Linguistics. 10.2, pp. 1-7
ABSTRACT: Chatino is reported to have 4 level tones. Many
examples are given to illustrate the close relationship between
vowel length and tone.
KEYWORDS: Central America, Chatino, vowel length and tone,
tone sandhie intonation and tone, tone distribution, Mixtecan,
Otomanguean, level tones

9491
Van Avermaet, E. (1945) "Les Tons En KiLuba Samba et Le
Tambour-Telephone" Aequatoria. 8.1, pp. 1-12
ABSTRACT: Maintains there are three level tones and five compound
tones (HL, LH, HM, ML, LA) in the samba dialect of Luba and that
the tone rules ere more
complex than Burssens recognises. Nevertheless surrogate
languages (whistle, drum, horn) employ only two tones high and
low in sending messages. The standard drum-language messages do
not have the same tones as spoken language usually has, although
certain stylised rhetorical or chanted forms are more similAr to
the simplified tone and rhythm of the drum-language. Van Avermaet
speculates that the drum- language may be more conservative.
KEYWORDS: drum language, music and tone, whistle speech,
Luba, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo, Central Africa

9492
Van Caeneghem, R. (1950) "Aanvullingen Bij Ben Tonologische
Studio" Aequatoria. 13.3, pp. 81-92
ABSTRACT: Discusses the tone rules and meanings of various
suffixes in Ciluba. In many cases suffixes take tone polar to the
preceding tone. There is variation between various Luba dialects
in the rules. Some of this variation is discussed.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, polar tone, Marrow Bantu, central
Africa, Benue-Congo, Luba

9443
Van Lancker, Diana and Victoria Fromkin (1973) "Hemispheric
Specialization for Pitch and "Tone": Evidence from Thai" Journal
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of Phonetics. 1, pp. 101-109
ABSTRACT: In past dichotic listening studies, linguistic stimuli
have shown a right ear advantage, implying left hemisphere
daminance for language processing, while other stimuli
incorporating pitch distinctions have shown no ear preference or a
left Air (right hemisphere) advantage. An experiment was devised
to compare ear preferences in tone language speakers for three
sets of stimuli: pitch differ' ..es within language stimuli (tone w
orris in the tone language, Thai) ; language stimuli without pitch
differences (consonant-vowel words on mid tone); and pitch
differences alone (hums) . Results from 22 native Thai speakers
demonstrate that tone-words and consonant-words are better heard
at tho right ear, while the hums show no ear preference.
Preliminary results or English-speaking subjects suggests that the
consonant-words give the usual right ear effect, while the tone
words and the
hums do not. This study leads to the conclusion that pitch di
qcrimination is lateralized to the left hemisphere when the pitch
differences are linguistically processed.
KEYWORDS: tone perception, Siamese, dichotic listening,
southeast Asia, Tai

94940
Van /iper, Charles and John Irwin (1958) Voice and Articulation -.

Prentice -Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 566 pp.
ABSTRACT: Structure of the larynx and mechanics of phonation
covered in chapter 11, pp. 418-456.
KEYWORDS: larynx, physiology, pitch control

9499
Van Spaandonck, Marcel (1967) Morphotonologische Analyse in
Bantntalen. Brill, Leiden. 104 pp.
AriSTRACT: A study of morphotonology in a number of. Bantu
langu4ges with emphasis on processes such as tone repetition,
tone displacement. A summary in English appears on pp. 191-204.
KEYWO'iDS: Tetela, Shimbala, ronga, Shona, Holoholo,
Pangubangu, Songye, Narrow Bantu, Southern Africa, central
Africa, Benue-Congo, morphotonology, tonn rules

9496
Van Spaandonck, Marcel (1971) "On the So-called Reversing Tonal
System of CiLuba: a Case for Restructuring', Studies in African
Linguistics. 2.2, pp. 131-144
ABSTRACT: This paper CHallenges the idea that the tones of Ciluha
are reversed from Proto-Bantu tones. Comparison with Mongo shows
that not all tones are reversed in Ciluha. Van Spaandonck suggestA
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instead that progressive assimilation and displacement rules,
particularly shifting the high tone of the copula ni to the
right, account for the apparent reversals.
KEYWORDS: Narrow Bantu, Kongo, Luba, rule ordering, polar
tone, tone rules, tonal development, Benue-Congo, Central
Africa

9497
Van Thiel, H. (1947) "Tonetiek Van Het Lingombe" Aequatoria. 10

pp. 70-77
KEYWORDS: morphotonology, tone rules, Ngombe, Narrow Bantu,
West Africa, Benue-Congo

9498
Vanvik, Arne (1963) "Some Problems in Scandanavian Tonemics"
Phonetica. 10.3-4, pp. 165-173
KEYWORDS: Norwegian, Germanic, Europe, pitch accent

9499
Vihman, Eero (197X) "Accent in Northern Pomo" Hckan Studies.
Langdon, Margaret and Shirley Silver (eds.) Mouton, the Hague.
NOTES: Forthcoming
KEYWORDS: pitch accent, Hokan, Pomo, Northern Pomo, North
America

9500
Von Essen, Otto (1962) "Sprachliche Ermittlungen I Mama -
Hottentotischen Nach Eimer Tonbandau Frahm?". Zeitschrift Fur
Phonetik. 15.1-2, pp. 65-92
ABSTRACT: A transcription of a recording of Mama followed by
translation and remarks on the pronunciation of sounds and the
accentual and tonal systems.
KEYWORDS: Name, Southern Africa, Khoisan

9501
Von Essen, Otto (1971) Beieutungsbestiatiende Silbentonhohen in
Der Sprache Der Rerere Afrikansiche Sprachen Und Kulturen Bin
Querachnitt. Six, Veronika, et at. (eds.) Deutsches Institut Fur
Afrika-Porschung, Hamburg. pp. 88-94
KEYWORDS: Hever°, Southern Africa, Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo
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9502
Voorhis, Saul (1971) "Notes on Kickapoo Whistle Speech" !JAL.
37.4, pp. 238-243
ABS'^RACT: Brief description of Kickapoo whistle speech, how it is
produced and when it is used. Only pitch and length of vowels and
vowel clusters are represented. Based on a limited corpus,
Voorhis presents a set of rules for deriving whistle sentences
from their spoken
equivalents, including rules for the realizations of consonants
(transi tions), vowel length and pitch, and emphasis. Exceptions
are noted. Brief description of the origin and role of pitches in
spoken Kickapoo (insofar as they have yielded contrasts in
whistle speech) , including a description of the (intonation al)
accent system of the language, its inheritance of long and short
vow els from Proto-Algonquian, the emergence of vowel clusters,
ind how these factors resulted in placing pitch differences in a
contrastive role. Kickapoo is not a tone language, but it is
suggested that these historical developments have been
reconstructed for many tone languages.
KEYWORDS: North America, whistle speech, Kickapoo, tonal
development, pitch accent, Algonquian

9503
Voorhoeve, Jan (1959) "An Orthography for Saramaccan" Word. 15.3
pp. 435-445
ABSTRACT: Gives evidence for analysis of tone contours as
sequences of high and low level tones and recommends an
orthography in which long vowels are written double with only
high tone marked. A text in this orthography is printed.
KEYWORDS: South America, Atlantic Creole, Saramaccan,
vowel length and tone, orthography, contour tones

9S 04
Voorhoeve, Jan (1961) "Le Ton et La Grammaire Dans Le Saramaccan"
Word. 17.2, pp. 146-163
ABSTRACT: Voorhoeve discusses basic and perturbed tone patterns
for words in Saramaccan (spoken in Surinam). Forms in isolation
are perturbed and
there are tone sandhi effects as well as syntactically
conditioned tone. These are exemplified and rules for pert
urbation drawn up. Since basic forms cannot be predicted from
perturbed forms Voorhoeve recommends a Saramaccan orthography
should write basic tones.
KEYWORDS: South America, Atlantic Creole, Saramaccan,
syntactic structure and tone, orthography, tone rules, tone
sandhi

14R
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9505
Voorhoeve, Jan, (1964) "Some Problems in Writing Tone"
Orthography Studies. Smalley, William United Bible Societies,
London. pp. 127-131
NOTES: Reprinted from Bible Translator 13.1 pp. 34-38. 1962.
KEYWORDS: orthography, Saramaccan, South America, Atlantic
Creole

9506
Voorhoeve, Jan (1965) The Structure of the Morpheme in Bamileke
(Bangangte Dialect)" Lingua. 13, pp. 319-334
KEYWORDS: Bamileke, Bantoid, Benue-Congo, West Africa

9507,
Voorhoeve, Jan (1968) "Towards a Typology of Tone Systems"
Linguistics. 46, pp. 99-114
NOTES: The author warns readers that the rules in this paper
contain serious errors. Translation of "Toontypen: het Thema
achter de Variaties" Mouton, the Hague, 1967. pp. 25. Inaugural
lecture, Leiden University.
KEYWORDS: tone typology, West Africa, tone rules, central
Africa, East Africa, downirift, downstep, stress and tone,
Bamileke, Hausa, Igbo, Chadic, Bantoid, Kwa, Benue-Longo

9508
Voorhoeve, Jan (1471) "Tonology of the Ramileke Noun" Journal of
African Languages. 10.2, pp. 44-53
ABSTRACT: Voorhoeve claims that Bamileke nominals it is the
change of levels not the levels themselves that are basic to the
system. change is defined in relation to the preceding tone. Tone
rules are discussed, including a process of total downstep by
which
high tones are lowered to be equal with low tone after a sequence
high-low.
KEYWORDS: downstep, morphotonology, floating tones, Bamileke
Bantoid

9509
Voorhoeve, Jan, A. E. Meeussen, and Kees De Blois (1969) "New
Proposals for the Description of Tone Sequences in the Igho
Completive Phrase" Journal of West African Languages. 6.2, pp.
79-84

4
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ABSTRACT: This analysis was done within the framework of a
generative grammar. The
authors used floating tones and the application of a number of
tone rules to account for the complex morphotonemic alternations
within the Igbo completive phrase
(associative construction). The concept of floating tones was
also employed to account for the phenomenon of downstep and
downdrift. The floatin4 tones were represented by the features
[-segment], [ +high] or [high] .

KEYWORDS: downdrift, downstep, floating tones,
morphotonology, segmental tone, syntactic structure and tone,
Igho, tone features, tone rules, Kwa, Lower Niger, Vest
Africa

9510
Voorhoeve, Jan (1973) "Safwa as a Restricted Tone System" Studies
in African Linguistics. 4.1, pp. 1-22
NOTES: Presented at the Conference on Prosodic Systems, Leiden
University, September 9-11, 1972.
ABSTRACT: According to Voorhoeve, tone and stress are not
independent prosodic features; rather they reflect underlying
distinctons in prominence. Tone is
lexically-defined prominence; stress is rule-defined pomiuence.
The term 'tone language' refers to a language with
lexically-defined prominence, One the term 'stress language'
refers to a language with rule-defined prominence. Safwa, a Bantu
language spoken in Tanzania, is a borderline case. Prominence is
lexically-defined in nonverbal constructions, but rule-defined in
verbal constructions. It is found that the word is an essential
unit in the Safwa prosodic system. Only 1 vocalic segment can be
prominent between 2 successive word boundaries. Also included in
the paper is an outline of the historical development of the
Safwa prosodic system (Proto-Bantu to Safwa) and examples of promi
nence from other languages-, Nyakyusa (penultimate stress),
Sranan (prenultimate stress, with final stress for a few lexical
items), English, and Gambian Mandinka (level or moving accent
throughout the word). The theoretical problem of fully-specified
underlying segments versus partially-specified underlying
segments is discussed in connection with the neutralization of
high tones in morphemes in non-word-final position. Voor%oeve
argues for partially-specified underlying segments.
KEYWORDS: stress, tone typology, Narrow Bantu, Safma, tonal
development, East Africa, nature of pL,nological representations

9511
Wang, William (1967) "Bibliography of Chinese Linguistics" Current
Trends in Linguistics Volume 2: Linguistics in Fast Asia and So
uth East Asia. Thomas A. Sebeok NoWton, the Hague. pp. 188-499

150
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, ABSTRACT: First large-scale bibliography on Chinese Linguistics.
Contains numerous
articles on tone..
KEYWORDS: China, Tai, Miao-Yao, .Sinitic,

9512
Wang, William (1967) "Phonological Features of Tone" IJAL. 33, pp.
3-105
ABSTRACT: In this paper Wang proposes a set of 7 phonological
features plus redundancy and marking conventions for tone. nis
set of phonological features includes both level and contour tone
features. With his system 5 level tones can be contrasted. He
argues for binary over n-ary tone features, and suprasegmental
over segmental representation of tone. Examples of tone phenomena
in Chinese dialects: 1. Gaoxiong - a pitch lowering phenomenon
in which the high tone becomes mid tone, the mid tone becomes low
tone, and the low tone becomes falling tone in a given syntactic
environment. p. 101; 2. Chuozhou - a sandhi phenomenon where the
hi gh tone bec omes low tone and the low tone becomes high tone
before a high falling tone, the mid tone remains unchanged. p.
102; 3. Amoy Hokkien - a sandhi phenomenon in a large class of
syntactic environments where the five long tones undergo a 'chain
shift' p.
KEYWORDS: :hina, Amoy, Gaoxiong, Chaozhou, tone features,
tone rules, redundancy rules, markedness conventions,
suprasegmental tone, Sinitic, polar tone

9513
Wang, William (1972) "The Many Uses of Fo" Papers in Linguistics
and Phonetics to the Memory of Pierre Delattre. Albert Waldman
(ed.) mouton, the Hague. pp. 487-503
NOTES: An earlier version of this paper appears in Project. on
Linguistic Analysis 2nd Series 8:wl-w35. 1968. Phonology
Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley.
ABSTRACT: Linguistic formatives associated with Fo (fundamental
frequency of the glottal tone) are posited at 3 levels: syntactic
accent (intonaticn) , morphological accent, and lexical accent.
These accentual formatives, through the application of phono.logi
cal rules, determine the exact shape of Po in conjunction with the
intrinsic operating characteristics of the speech mechanism. The
distinguishing characteristics of each type of accentual
formative are illustrated from a wide assortment of languages. A
sound system with lexical accentual formatives may be classified
by the flllowing three questions: Does it have noncontour
features? Does it have 'external' accents (the effect of the
accent is realized elsewhere than on the syllable marked by the a
ccent) ? Is the external accent recursive? The distinction between

151
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E itch accent and stress accent is rejected as having no phonetic
basis. Narrow-band spectrograms
illustrate the level and contour tones of. Cantonese, the external
accent of Japanese, and the recursive external accent of Acatlan
Mixtec. Regardless of the accentual system of
a language, Fo is consistently influenced by intrinsic acoustic
or physiological conditions. Sometimes these conditions lead in
time to significant differences that participate in the
morphophonemic alternations in the language. In Foochow Chinese
the intrinsic relation, between Fo and vowel height has developed
into morphophonemic vowel alternations. Recent investigations on
the interaction between laryngeal and
supralaryneal activities of the speech mechanism are discussed.
A selected bibliography of studies on tone languages is appended.
VEYWOFDI: tcne typology, vowel height and tone, tonal
develonment, English, Japanese, Cantonese, Yabem, central
Africa, New Guinea, pitch accent, Otomanguean, Sinitic,
Foochew, Ngbaka, Mixtec, instrumental study of tone,
physiology, acoustics, China, Central America, stress, far
east, Mixtecan

9514
Wang, William and Chin-chuan Cheng (1970) "Implementation of
Phonological change: the Shuang-feng Chinese Case', Papers from the
6th Regional Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society. 6, pp. 552-557
ABSTRACT: Evidence on consonantal-tonal development from the
Chinese dialect of. Shuang-feng is cited in support of lexical
diffusion as primary mechanism by means of which phonological
change is implemented.
KEYWOPDS: China, Sinitic, tonal development, lexical
diffusion, phonological change, consonant types and tone,
Sh'iang -feng, nature of sound change

4

9515
Wang, William and Kung-pu Li (1967) "Tone 3 in Pekinese" Journal
of Speech and Hearing Research. 10.3, pp. 629-636
ABSTRACT: This article reports on a perception experiment
designed to find out whether tone 3 in the Peking dialect of
Chinese becomes tone 2 when it occurs before another tone 3.
There were 130 pairs of test items, the two members of each pair
sharing the same phonological features except that one member
carries the tone sequence 2-3 while the other member carries the
tone sequence 3-3. each test item was given twice, thus yielding a
total of 520 items arranged in random oiler on a reading list from
which the tape recordings were made. Upon hearing an item on the
tape, a subject was required to identify from each pair of 2-3 an
d 3-3 test items the member he though the heard. The percentage of
corre ct responses for 14 subjects falls between 49.2 and 54.2.
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Thus, tone 3 and tone 2 are neutralized before another tone 3.
KEYWORDS: China, Pekinese, tone perception, tone rules,
tone sandhi, Mandarin, Sinitic

9516
Wangler, Hans-heinrich (196.3) Zur Tonologie Des Hausa,
Akademie-verlag, lerlin. 187 pp.
Reviewed By: Kraft, Charles, Language 40.1 504-507. 1964
NOTES: Schriften zur Phonetik, Sprachwissenschaft and
Kommunikationsforschnng No. 6.
ABSTRACT: Based on recordings of Lukas (supplemented by the
author's recordings of
speakers of Sokoto Hausa), a phonetic notation and analysis is
offered of tone patterns on words up t of our syllables and on
sentences. An important observation is that high-low-high words
are frequently realised as high-low-low
KEYWORDS: downdrift, Hausa, intonation and tone, Chadic,
West Africa

95 17

Wangler, Mans- heinrich (1963) "Ober Bezeihungen Zwischen
Gesprochenen Und Gesungenen Tonhohen in Athen
Tonsprachen" Jahrbuch Fur Musikalischo Volks- Und Volkerkunde,
Berlin. 1, pp. 136-145
KEYWORDS: music and tone, Hausa, Chadic, West Africa

9518
Ward, Ida (1933) The Phonetic and Tonal Structure of Efik.
Cambridge University Press. 106 pp.
KEYWORDS: Ffik-Tbibio, West Africa, Cross River, Benue-Congo

9519
Ward, Ida (1938) "The Phonetic Structure of Barnum" Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies, London. 9.2, pp. 423-438
KEYWORDS: West Africa, Barnum, Bantoid, Benue-Congo

95 20

Ward, Ida (1948) "Verbal Tone Patterns in West African Languages"
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, London.
12.3-4, pp. 811-837
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KEYWORDS: West. Africa, morphotonology, Yoruba, Efik-Tbibio,
Igho, Ewe, Kwa, Cross River, Akan

9521
Warotamasikkhadit, Udom (1967) "Some Phonological Rules in Thai"
Journal of the American Oriental Society. 87.4, pp. 541-574
ABSTRACT: This paper contains a brief description of the
phonological component of
Thai set within the theoretical framework of generative
phonology. It utilizes Jakobson's set of binary distinctive
features, Chomsky and Halle's principle of cyclic rule appli
cation, and blanks in the underlying lexical represemtations. A
wide assortment of rules are illustrated: syllable- boundary
insertion rules, sequence structure rules, blank-filling (redun
fancy) rules, stress assignment rules, tone neutralization rules,
and rules to handle 'modified' tones. Warotamasikkhadit's
analysis posits [high], [low], and [fall] as distinctive features
for tone, an underlying glottal stop in both syllable-initial and
syllible-final position, 6 underlying diphthongs (3 short and 3
long), and interprets phonetically long vowels not as geminate
sequences, but as
single segments specified [ +long] . It further assumes a
distinctive feature [prominence] which may assume one of three
values - 0, 1, and 2 depending on syllable structure and position
and mprphosyntactic information.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, Tai, Siamese, stress, tone rules
tone features, redundancy rules, vowel length and tone,
cyclic rules

9522
Webb, Nancy (1971) A Statement of Some Phonological
Correspondences Among the Pomo Languages. IJAL, Department of
Anthropology, University of Indiana, Bloomington. 55 pp.
ABSTRACT: Gives phonological sketches of southeastern, northern
and central Pomo languages which include tonal accent ( "a

combination of higher tone and stronger stress ") and extensive
correspondences among seven Pomo languages. The development of
tonal accent, however, is not discussed.
KEYWORDS: pitch accent, stress and tone, Pomo, North America
Hok an

9523
WPingartner, F. (1970) Tones in Taiwanese, an Instrumental
Investigation. National Taiwan University, College of Arts,
Taipei. 908 pp.
Reviewed By: Cheng, Teresa Lingua 30. 2-3: 285-294. 1972.

154
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NOTES: Monograph No. 2
ABSTRACT: An instrumental investigation of Taiwanese tones in
isolation and in context. Deals principally with the issue of
phonetic accuracy in tonal description.
KEYWORDS: China, Taiwanese, transcription, instrumental
stuly of tone, level tones, contour tones, acoustics, Sinitic

9924
Welmers, William (1959) "Tonemics, Morphotonemics, and Tonal
morphemes" General Linguistics. 4.1, pp. 1-9
NOTES: See Stewart 1965 "The Typology of the Twi Tone System".
ABSTRACT: Welmers nutliaes some of the types of tonal contrast,
and stressses the importance and variety of their functions in
select-3d languages of the world. rn particular, the tone system
typology proposed by Pike in 'tone languages
is amplified by a distinction between terraced-level and
discrete-level among languages which Pike discussed as 'register'
systems. Terraced-level languages are those with downstep while
liscrete-level languages may or may not have downirifting.
Welmers solution to the problem of analyzing downstep is a 'drop'
ton eme

which is lower than a preceding high and results in the terracing
effect.
KEYWORDS: Southeast Asia, West Africa, downdrift, tone
typology, domain of tone, contour tones, morphotonology
floating tones, downstep

9525
Welmers, William (1962) "The Phonology of Kpelle" Journal of
African Languages. 1.1, pp. 69-93
ABSTRACT: This is the first systematic description if gpnlle
phonology. The description is based primarily on south-wi-.0.
dialects. The.author reduces and simplifies the phonemie
inventory by claiming that h, d, g, gh, v, z, are allophones ot
p, t, k, kp, f, s. These are voiced when they occur after a low
tone in initial position.of a morphome or after a high tong of a

preceding nasal. The claim is that tones cause voicing on
consonants. The author also illustrates the kind of morphotonomie
alternations found
in Kpelle.
KEYWORDS: consonant types and tone, level tones,
morphotonology, elicitation of tone, transcription, Kpelle,
Mande, West Africa

9r06
Welmers, William (1963) "Associative a and Ka in Niger-Congo"
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Language. 39.3, pp. 432-447
ABSTRACT: The purpose of this article is to point out some
reflexes of the Bantu associative a and ka in some widely
divergent non-Bantu languages of West Africa. In some Bantu
languages the associative morpheme has also disappeared, but thetone of an associative morpheme is retained. The segments were
lost,
leaving behind the tone of the morpheme. The evidence given by
the author suggests that the associative morphemes
with the most widely attested uses were part of the parent
Niger-Congo
language.
KEYWORDS: floating tones, morphotonology, Kwa, Mande,
Jukunail, Narrow Bantu, Kpelle, Loma, Mende, Mandekan, Akan
feriaba, Igbo, Jukun, Bemie-Congo

9527
welmors, William (1970) "Igbo Tonology" Studies in African
Linguistics. 1.3, pp. 255-278
hBSTRACT: Welmers describes Igbo as a terl aced -level tone
languages. Its tonal system may be described in terms of two
tonemes, high and low, plus a phonemic "downstep". He further
claims that there is no direct evidence for all cases of downstep
coming from deleted low tones. The article illustrates the
complex morphotonemic alternations found in Igbo.
KEYWORDS: downstep, level tones, morphotonology, syntactic
structure and tone, toneless morphemes, Igbo, Kwa, Lower Niger
West Africa

9528
Welmers, William (1972) "A Further Note on the Typology of Tonal
Structures"
ABSTRACT: In his article "The Typology of the Twi Tone System",
J. M. Stewart claims to have reduced the tonal structure of Twi,
and by implication all of
Welmer's "terraced level" systems, to a mere subtype of Pike's
"register" languages. Welmers points out that Stewart's analysisis simply another way of describing "terraced level" languages.
The fact remains that the tonal structures of "terraced level"
languages are significantly different from those of "discrete
level" languages (Pike's "register" languages) .

KEYWORDS: tone typology, Akan, West Africa, Kwa,
Vchta-Comoe

9529
Wescott, Roger (1973) "Tonal Icons in Bini" Studies in African

1. 5
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Linguistics. 4.2, pp. 197-205
NOTES: Paper presented at the 4th Annual African Linguistics
Conference New York, 1973.
ABSTRACT: Wescott claims that there is nonarbitrary (iconic)
relationship between the tone patterns of words and their meanings
in Bini, especially in adverbs(ideophones) and nouns. Such
semantic oppositions as 'tall-short' 'thin-thick' 'tight-loose' 'br
ight -dull' 'open-closed' are paired with high-low tonal oppositions
and adverbs with non-uniform tones denoting irregular shape or
motion.
KEYWORDS: Bini, Edo, Kwa, West Africa, tonal iconism

9530
Westphal, E. O. J. (1948) "Linguistics and African Music
Research"
ABSTRACT: Notes on the relationship of linguistic tone, stress
and music in Pantu languages of Rhodesia (Zimbahive) and Zambia.
KEYWORDS: music and tone, Southern Africa, Benue-Congo,
Narrow Bantu, stress and tone, whistle speech

9531
Westphal, E, O. J. (1962) "Venda: Tonal Structure and Intonation"
African Studies. 21, pp. 49-69
NOTES: Continued in African Studies 21: 123-173.
KEYWORDS: intonation and tone, Venda, Narrow Bantu,
Benue-Congo, Southern Africa, neutral tone, downstep,
morphotonology, polar tone, tone rules

9532
Williamson, Kay (1959) "The Units of an African Tone Language"
Phonetica. 3.2-3, pp. 145-166
ABSTRACT: It is suggested that the usual way of discussing
modifications of tone caused by combinations of morphemes is
inadequate. In Ijo a tonal analysis in terms of syllable,
morpheme, and sentence is abandoned in favor of one in terms of
units named 'utterance', 'section', and 'level'. The section is
of particular interest, since it is the unit, definable in
grammatical terms, within which tones influence one another. Tone
classes are then based not on the tones of isolated morphemes,
but on the patterns taken by the sections
in which the various morphemes occur.
KEYWORDS: Ijo, West Africa, domain of tone, Kwa, tone
rules, morphotonology
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9533
Williameln, Kay (1965) A nrammar of the Kolokuma Dialect of Tjo.
Cambrilje University Press. 127 pp.
Poviowei Mr: Schachter, Paul. Language, 42: R.31 -838. 1966
ARST1ACT: Tn the chapter on phonology, Williamson discusses tone
in terms of two tonemes (high and low). Tone units (morphemes)
must be assigned to onn of
five morphophonemic tone classes on the basin of the effect they
have en follcwing units in a tone group.
Units with the same tones in isolation may belong to different
Glasser :,

corversgy units in the same class may not all have the same
tono!-4 in isolation. Of the syntactic transformations, several
involy ! tone changes. The 4raemar concludes with a chapter on the
morphophonemics of tone and elision and gives rules for
tho combination of units into tone groups and their combination
in longer tone phrases. Rules for intonational modification of
*one, and vowel and on elision are also formulated.
vFY4ORDS: ten° rules, syntactic structure and tone,
morphotonology, Tin, West Africa, Kwa

9534
Williamsln, Kay (1968) "Deep and Surface Structure in Tone
:.irgelgis" Journal of West. African Languages. 5.2, pp. 77-82
KeYwoPDI: West. Africa, riot Kwa

9535
dilliaeeet, Kay (1970) "Some Alternative Proposals for the Igbo
Completive Phrase" Research Notes, University of Ibadan. 3.2-3nn. 83-90
NOTES: Paper presented at i Pound Table Meeting on Elision and
As:4imilition in West African languages, University of Ibadan, May
1(171.

ABSTRACT': Williamson suggests that the completive (associative)
Phrase in Tgbn contains a floating low tone morpheme rather than
the high proposed by Voorhoeve, Meeussen and de Blois 1969.
Surface tunes are then the result of a metathesis rule and a rule
that raises a low tone in a series of lows as well as straight
forward downdrift, ar.similation, and simplification rules.
KEYwoens: Tahoe Kwa, Lower Niger, West Africa, tone rules,
floating tones, downstop, downdrift, metathesis

9536
William eon, Kay (1972) "Assimilation in Ogbia" Research Notes,
University of Tbadan. 5.2 -3, pp. 1-5
AP.1TnCT: 't brief presentation of vowel and tone contractions

158
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which occur in nouns
and verb and noun constructions in Ogbia. Final falling tones in
nouns derive from high-low, which may arise from final high tone
on the noun followed by the low tone definite suffix, a floating
high tone following a final consonant with definite suffix, or
floating low tone after a high final closed syllable. High-low in
verb and noun however yields a high tone, not falling.
KEYWORDS: , Ogbia, Cross River, Benue-Congo, West Africa,
tone rules, floating tones, syntactic structure and tone

9537
Williamson, Kay (1972) "Summary of Tonal Behavior" Research Notes,
University of Ibadan. 5-2-3, pp. 3-101
NOTES: Presented at a Round Table Meeting on Assimilation and
Elision in West African Languages at the University of Ibadan,
May 14-17,1971.
ABSTRACT: Tabulates the results of adjacent vowels in verb + noun
and/or noun + noun constructions in Eggon, Jukun, Ghotuo, Urhobo,
Tioma, Vala, (of Ogoja) Owon Afa and Yoruba, as far as tones are
concerned. In eoneral the result may be: a combination, or a
simplification in which one tone dominates the other. Since high
frequently dominates both mid and low. A
heirarchical ordering of features is suggested. Rules are
discussed which cmcbine, assimilate and
then simplify the tones on adjacent vowels.
KEYWORDS: tone rules, assimilation, simplification, West
kfrica, Kwa, Benue-Congo

9538
Wilsln, W. A. A. (1968) "kn Interpretation of the Temne Tone
System" Journal of West. African Languages. 5.1, pp. 5-12
ABSTRACT: This paper gives much data illustrating (what could he
called) morphotonemic alternations in nouns, pronouns, verbs,
tense paradigms, relative clauses, non-verbal predicators, and
interrogative and disionctive,clauses.
KEYWORDS: morphotanology, syntactic structure and tone,
downstep, Temne, West. Atlantic, West Africa

9539
Shearer, William (1963) Illustrated Speech Anatomy. Charles C.
Thomas, Springfield,Illinois. 85 pp.
ABSTRACT: Structure of the larynx and mechanics of phonation
covered in chapter 3,
pp. 38-53.
KEYWORDS: larynx, pitch control, physiology
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Wilson, W. A. A. (1970) "External Tonal Sandhi in Dagbani"
African Language Studies. 11, pp. 405-416
ABSTRACT: Dagbani has a two-level tone system with key lowering
(downdrift and downstep). Rules are given to derive surface tone
sequences from basic tone
patterns of words found in utterance initial position. The
solution proposed involves positing latent low tones on zero
segments, scree of which can he justified by occurrence in
vocative forms. Words with these vocative forms raise only the
first low tone in a following low tone word. Other high tone
words raise two following low tones. Adding an extra ;ow tone to
underlying forms allows these processes to be treated together.
The formalization of the rules uses [high] and, for surface falls,
[falls.
KEYWORDS: tone sandhi, tone rules, floating tones,
morphotonology, tone features, Voltaic, Dagbani, West Africa

9540
Winston, F. D. D. (1960) "The 'Mid Tone' in Efik" Afr::.can
Language Studies. 1, pp. 185-192
ABSTRACT: Winston notes that 'mid' tones in Efik occur only after
a high tone and are phonetically similar to high tones which have
a conditioned lowering
following a low tone. In order to avoid the problem of either
assigning one underlying form to different tones or the same tone
description to phonetically dissimilar sequences, Winston
formulates a solution which drops the concept of mid tone . High
and low tones contrast in one system and in the context HH a
system of presence or absence of 'downstep' rperates. This
proposal is compatible with the conditioned lowering of high
tones following low tones, named 'automatic downdrift', which has
a similar cverall phonetic lowering effect. The paper concludes
with discussion of the contrastive function and distribution of
'downstep'.
KFYWORDS: Efik-Ibibio, Cross River, Benue-Congo, West Africa
downstep, downdrift

9541
Wong, Helen, (1953) "Outline of the Mandarin Phonemic System"
Word. 90.3, pp. 269-276
ABSTRACT: An attempt to analyze the phonemes and tones of spoken
Mandarin Chinese in terms of a Jakobsonian set of distinctive
features. Four tones (plus a neutral tore) are posited. They are
said to display the following oppositions in terms of distinctive
features: level vs glide rising vs falling, high vs non-high,
long vs shirt, and unidirectional vs bidirectional. The four
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tones are illustrated with narrowband spectrograms. In footnote
17 on pp. 274-275 Wong discusses the question of the phonological
representation of tone.
KEYWORDS: China, Sinitic, Mandarin, stress, neutral tone,
tone features, domain of tone, instrumental study of tone

9542
Woo, Nancy (1969) 9Prosody and Phonology,' Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge.
NOTES: Unpublished Prof. dissertation.
ABSTRACT: Wools dissertation includes a number of interesting
proposals for the phonological description of tone languages - 1.

Distinctive features of tone are features of pitch height 2.
Contour tones are represented as sequences of pitch height
features 1. Each pitch height feature is uniquely, associated with
some sonorant segment 4. All long vowels are reprePgnifti as
geminate vowel clusters 5. Stress is independent of pitch. Woo
proposes four prosodic distinctive features [high tone], [low
tone),[modify], and[stress]; [long] is excluded:
discussion pp. 118-119, acoustic evidence from Mandarin Chinese
pp. 26-35. A critical evaluation of Wang's proposal for
phonological features of tone
is also given pp. 30, 35-38, 63-64. Also included is a set of
marking conventions and conditions for tone features pp. 131-93.
The features [high tone][low tone] are 'primary features',
the feature[modify] a 'secondary feature', a consequence being
that languages with more than 3
contrastive pitch heights are highly Larked. The features[high
tone]
and[low tone] represent particular positions of the glottis -
heightened glottis and lowered glottis, respectively. The neutral
position, or mid position, is designated by the feature
specification[ - high tone, - low tone]. The feature[ modify]
cannot be used to specify a tone that is articulated with the
glottis in
neutral position. A consequence of 3 above is that short vowels
may only carry level tones, long vowels and other sonorant
clusters may carry either level or contour tones. In support of 5
Woo cites evidence from Mandarin
Chinese pp. 7-15, Bambara pp. 16-18, and Serbo-Croatian pp.
18-21. In support of 1 - 5 evidence is cited from Northern
Topehaun pp. 46-64, Mandarin Chinese pp. 72-81, Amoy Chinese pp.
94-103, chaochow Chinese pp. 103-109 lnd Lungtu Chinese pp.
109-111. For the Chinese dialects Woo finds that the tone sandhi
phenomena are conditioned by the following factors: stress,
position of syllable in a phonological phrase, and presence of a
partieular tonal contour on the syllable imiediately following
the one under consideration: sandhi is never conditioned by some
feature of the initial consonant of the following syllable. As
for pitch contours sometime- perceived on short vowels, Woo
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suggests that they result from the stress and intonation
mechanisms interacting with the pitch production mechanism, the
transition from a particular type of consonant to the vowel, or
the transition from the vowel to a particular type of consonant.
Another source of pitch contours on short vowels may result from
eliciting tones on single syllables in isolation. Woo claims that
no language contrasts contour tones on syllables with short
vowels. Finally, Woo evaluates previous definitions
of a 'tone language" and proposes a new language typology for
tone.
KEYWORDS : , tone typology, tone features, contour tones,
physiology, stress and tone, tone sandhi, tone rules, Sinitic
Amoy, Chaozhou, markedness conventions, Mandarin,
Sorho-Cro:Itian, Japanese

9543
woo, Nancy (1970) "Tong in Northern Tepehuan" IJAL. 36.1, pp.
18-30
klISTPACT: Wools hypothesis that tone is segmental and that
conto'ir tones are derived from underlying sequences of level
tones is supported by data from Northern Tepehuan, a Piman
language spoken in Mexico. Only level tones are found on short
vowels; the rising or falling tones that are found in vowel clu
stars depend on the syllabicity of the members of the cluster and
the position of the cluster in the form. Woo considers 1
solutions to the problem of t)nal behavior in N. Tepehuan.
Solution 1 posits 6 phonemic tones (2 short and 4 long) high,
low, high long, low long, rising, falling. Solutions 2 and 3 posit
no phonemic tones but predict tones by rule. Solution 2 utilizes
absolute neutralization, solution 3 the feature[syllabicl. Woo
argues for solution 3. According to Wools theory, the fact that no
rising or falling contours are found on syllables containing a
single sonorant segment follows from the fact that there is no
second sonorant segment to carry the second pitch speci
fixation.
KEYWORDS: North America, Piman, Uto-Aztecan, segmental tone
contour tones, tone features, absolute neutralization, pitch
accent, Tepehua

9544
Wurm, qtefan (1954) "Tonal Languages in New Guinea and Adjacent
Islands" Anthropos. 49, pp. 697-702
ABSTRACT: Wurm establishes three categories (real tonal,
semi-tonal, non-tonal) and allocates languages to these
catelories on the basis of knowledge at the time of writing.
KPAWOrni: tone typology, New Guinea, Austronesian
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9545
Wurm, Victor (1947) "Words Distinguished by Tone in Duala"
Journal of the American Oriental Society. 67.2, pp. 136-138
ABSTRACT: Contains An extensive list of series of words in Duala
that art, differentiated by tone.
KwYW1RDS: level tones, contour tones, Duala, West Africa,
Narrow Bantu, Benue-Congo

9546
Yerjerlehner, John (1959) "Arizona Tewa I: Phonemes" TJAL. 25.1
op. 1-7
A3sTRACT: Vowel and nasals are described as tone- hearing units in
t$te tewa dialect
sloken in the Hopi mesas in Arizona (U.S.A.). Descriptions of
th,4 way in which pitch contours are assigned to high and low tones
and the influence of two unexplained subregisters which raise and
low or subsequent tcnos are given.
V:YWWIT1:, downstep, tewa, Tanoan, North America

9547
Yon, Sian (1970) "A Note on the Theoretical Framework for Tonal
Analysis" IJAL. 36.4, pp. 290-296
Mo7FS: A reply to William S-Y Wang's "Phonological Features of
Tnge" IJAL 1967 33. pp. 93-105
APsTP1CT: This paper scrutinizes two specific points in Wang's
framowork: a tone can have plus specification for both [rising]
arl rfallinql and d contour (i.e. non - level) tone always has Minus
qpecificAtion fcr the features [ccantral] and [mid]
KLYW9RDs: tone features, level tones, contour tones, China,

Chlozhou, tone sandhi, tone rules

9548,
Yuno-Sui, Li, Chien K'o-chung, and Ch' en Ch'i-kuang (1972) "Some
r,r(bl,m,5 concerning Tnitials and Tones in the Miao Lanquage" Miao
tnd Yao Linguistic Studies. Herbert C. Purnell, Jr. (ed.)
!;outheast Asia Program, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. pp.
'33-110
Nt):1FS: Contains selected articles in Chinese translated into

by Chang Yu-Hung and Chu Kwo-Ray. Data Paper No. BR,
Li.n.juisti: Series VIT.
AwvWoRDS: consonant types and tone, tone correspondences,
total development, Miao, Miao-Yao, China
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zemlih, Willard (1969) Speech and Hearing Science - Anatomy and
Ph ysioloay. Prentice-"all, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 589 pp.APqrPACT: Structure of the larynx and mechanics of phonation
covered in chapters
and 4, pr. 110-223.
YFYWeRnq: , larynx, pitch control, physiology

9550
Zenker, Wolfgang and Adolf Zenker (1960) "Uher Die Reqelung Der
Stimmlippenspannung Durch Von Aussen Einqreifende
lechani:;men" Folia Phoniatrica. 12.1, pn. 1-36
133TRItCT: Using etectrwyegraphic, radiographic and anatomical
Tetho4z, a rinse stuOy was made of factors controlling the
length, anl consequently trio tension of the vocal cords,
nrimarily iccording to differences in pitch but also in various
n'n-snel)ch actions. Muscle activity was Minimal when
th- lerinx was in static rest. Any disturbance leads to increasel
toheien et nartieular gulups of muscles in the system, whetherceasel icy rnspiration, change of posture or position of the law
in tenaue. The position closest to the static rest postion isthat for the mean pitch of the voice in speech. Any lowering of
pitch means shortening of the vocal cords, which involves
increased activity of all the muscles in
the tensor system, esnecially the shortening elements.
Conversely, when
the pitch is raised, lengthening forces predominate but an
increaee in acitivity of the shortening elements also occurs. In
1 -ngthenin3 the vocal cords the cricothyrnid muscle and the
elastic ligamentum cenicem are important, as also is the
theyo-pharyngeal muscle, which approximates the plates of the
thyroid cartilage, thus displacing the anterior origin
of the vocal cords forwards. The importance of the
cricopharyngeal muscle in shortening the vocal cords was
iemonstrated and its function closely investigated. Also, under
soave conditions, the tracheal pull can
exercise a ferce tending to shorten the vocal cords. Finally it
was shown that the length of the vocal cords is also regulated in
part by connected chains relating larynx, hyoid, tongue and
mandible position:;. The theory that tilting back the thyroid bymeans of the sternothyroil muscle raises pitch is considered
improbable, as also is any theory claiming that the cricoidetrtilap is Anchored fo the spine by the cricopharyngeal musclewhile the thyroid can be moved forward or tilted back by the

of various extrinsic laryngeal muscles.
*MWO1D9: larynx, physiology, pitch eontrol,
electremyegraphy, radiography, intonation
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9551
Zima, Petr (1966) "On the Function of Tones in African Languages"
Travaux Linguistiques De Prague. 2, pp. 151-156
NOTES: A collection of papers titled "Les Froblcmes du Centre et
'le la Peripherie du Systeme de la Langue".
ABSTRACT: Suggests that in languages where tonally Minimal pairs
are rarely found,
the distinctive function of tone is largely the result of
accidental homophony of morphemes which belong to different
classes marked by different tone levels. Zima discusses the
implications of experiments with prosodic features separated
from segmental features (as in drum languages) and with segments
separated from tone (as in many orthographies) as diagnostic tee
sts of the function of tone. He discusses a typology of tone
function in which tone may be seen as central to the system of'a
given language a tone level (morphological, syntactic, etc) but
peripheral at other levels.
KlYWORDS: tone typology, function of tone, West Africa
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KAFA

9293
KAGOR0

9150
M-SUI

9183 9185 9299 9300 9304
KA NA KU RU

9432
KA NO RI

9016 9090
KA REKARE

9432
KAREN

9477
KASHA Y A

9144 9377
KELE

1 71



9055
K ER ES

9216 9363 9 364
KHMER

9 190
KHOISAN

9328 .9500
!KHUNG

9 328
K ICK APO°

9502
tunwA

9451
KT° WA-APACHE

9036
KIOWA-TANOAN

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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9451
KONE

9184
KONGO

9059 9061
KONKOMBA

900 1
KONKOW

9489
KONO

9234
KP AN

94141
KPELLE

9525 9 231 9526 9108
KR Io

9034
KR U

9209 9201 9116
KWA

9012 90 54 9087 9099 9117 9130 9149 9281 9429 9444 9446 9459 9460
9461 91462 91482 9509 9527 9528 9533 9537 9 323 9325 9339 9353 9411
91412 9413 9414 9428 91430 9209 9229 9230 9231 9232 9452 9453 94689469 9478 91479 9507 9520 9526 9-529 9532 9 534 9535 9133 9134 91559159 9201 9254 9266 9267 9276 9009 9011 9015 9017 9020 9029 9033
9047 9086 9118

LAHTI

9049
LA NGO

9326
LANGUAGE ACQUIS :TION

9254
LANGUAGE GAMES

9170 9208 9378 9388 9389 9473 9402 9209 9 210 9480
LA 0

9301
LARYNX

9005 9120 9122 9139 9141 9199 9200 9207 9 249 9310 9366 9376 9380

1711



BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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9381 9426 9427 94.314 9539 9474 9488 9494 9549 9550 9375 9177 9113
9121

LATVIAN
9162 9163 9114

LEVEL TONES
9022 9064 9119 9138 '93 9195 9197 9264 9294 9370 9404 9410 9523
9525 9527 9545 9547 9322 9328 9228 9466 9475 9490 9164 9172 9201
9312 9314 9007 9011 9023 9024 9025 9033 9065 9103

LEXICAL DIFFUSION
9221 9514

LISU
9049

LITERARY STYLE AND TONE
9070 9300 9417 9447

LITHUANIAN
9408 9162 9163 9187 9270 9091 9114

LOANWORDS
9034 9071 9111 9142 9189 9363 9262 9309 9108

LOKO
9234 9108

LOLOBI-AKPAFU
9130

LULU- BURMESE
9084 9170 9336 9334 9403 9458 9295 9296 9049 9095 9126

LO M A

9526 9155 9108
LONG VOWELS

9155
LOWER NICER

9054 9509 9527 9479 9535 9159 9029
LUBA

9492 9371 949 1 9496 9050 9051 9052
LUE

9303
LUNG MING

9147
LUNG-CHOW

9301 9305
LUSHAI

9188 9045 9046 9048
LYEKHE

9115
MAMAS

9028
MAIDAN

9489
MANDARA

9165
MANDARIN

9043 9067 9070 9071 9072 9101 9181 9202 9216 9219 9240 9421 9515
9541 9209 9542 9253 9069 907.1 9103

MANDE

i7:



BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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9087 9176 9281 9525 9214 9230 9231 9454 9455 9526 9134 9155 92.114
92131 9284 9023 9024 9025 9107 9108

MANDEKAN
9087 9454 9526 9283 9284

MAPPING CONVENTIONS
9367

MA QC; I

9412
MARKEDNESS CONVENTIONS

9197 9429 9461 9512 9442 9542 9075
IA RU

9049
MAYAN

9.390 9038 9128
MAZATEC

9088 9.185 9391 9165
MA2ATECAN

9098 9395 91b5
MBUI

9231
MEmn&

9176 9281 9214 9526 9134 9234 9283 9284 9107 9108
MENOE

9455
METATHESIS

9535
MIA()

9064 9361 9402 9222 9480 9548 9309
MIAO-YAO

9064 9102 9183 9185 9297 9511 9361 9402 9222 9480 9464 9548 9309
MIXTEC

92269313 9329 9330 9331 9388 9389 9391 9392 938,i 9513
MIXTECAN

9093 9206 226 93,.11 9329 9330 9331 9388 9389 9391 9392 9358 9400
9490 9513 9312 9444

lOcHA
9 29 3

MONGO
9223 9224'9496

loN-KHMER
9443 9190

9313

MOP AN

9128
401I

9338 9466
MOVPHoToN0LOGY

9022 9060 9074 9081 9093 9094 9097 9130 9151 9192 9194 4204 9257
9259 9260 9279 9129 9330 9331 9364 9365 9392 9397 9441 9448 9451
4460 9461 9462 9509 9525 9527 9533 9538 9539 9326 9340 9346 9350
9351 9352 9354 9355 9357 9386 9400 9406 9416 9430 9431 9435 9223
9228 9437 9463 9464 9466 9486 9495 9497 9508 4520 9524 9526 95.31
9532 9187 9236 9244 9245 9246 9256 9258 9262 9266 9267 9277 9282

7E;



BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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9296 9314 9316 9317 9001 9009 90 10 90 13 9014 9015 9021 9029 9035
9038 9046 9050 9952 9055 9056 9057 9058 9059 9061 9077 9078 9082
9083 9089 9091 9104

MUSCLES
9122 9141 9199 9200 9426 9474 9 121

MUSIC AND TONE
907 0 9311 9445 9405 9417 9491 9517 9530 9 243 9296 9039 9045 9051

NA KHONSITH ARARAT
9168 9191 9305

NA MA

9500 --P

NARROW BANTU
9022 9060 9081 9160 9208 9248 9271 9272 93141 9347 9467 9492 9510
9545 9339 9 342 9345 9346 9348 9349 9350 9351 9352 9354 9355 9356
9357 91406 9409 9417 9418 9209 9223 9224 9371 9437 9438 9463 9464
9471 9485 9486 9491 9495 9496 91497 9501 9526 9530 9531 9166 9235
9236 9243 9244 9245 9246 9247 9258 9262 9268 9.316 9318 9010 9035
9040 9050 9051 9052 9055 9056 9057 9058 9059 9061 9077 9078 9080
9082 9083 9085 90903

NATURALNESS
9429

NATURE OF PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS
9510

NATURE OF SOUND CHANGE
9221 9332 9514

NAVAHO
9204 9225 9273

NDAU
9258

NDORO
9134

NMBE
91414

NEUTRAL TONE
9219 9541 9350

NEW GUINEA
9343 9396 9373

NEWA RI
9175

NG A LA

9166
NGA ZIJ A

9486
NGBA KA

9513
MBA ND I

9369
NGIZ/ M

9432 9231 9232
NG0MBE

9497 91b6
NOUN!

9162

9368

9465

9531

9513

9069

9544

90/3

9317

9075

90 26 9027 9041 9053 9089 9131



V

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

PAGE 169

9271 9272 9417 9418 9485 9316 9082 9083 9098
NGWE

9 104 9 105
NILOTIC

9031 9257 9260 9326 9256
NLLO-SAHARAN

9016 9031 9257 9260 9326 9256 9090
NING MINI

9148
NKONDA

91409

NKUNDO
9235

NORTH AFRICA
9028

NORTH AMERICA
9036 9044 9132 9152 9156 9158 9161 9204 9205 9216 9216 9218 9233
9251 9308 9344 9363 9364 9377 9419 9424 9436 9451 9481 9489 949
9522 9546 9395 9225 9502 9543 9273 9021 9080 9092

NORTHERN POMO
9499

MO:(THERN TAT
9146 9298 9302

NORWEGIAN
9186 9240 9241 9498 9140 9261 9125

NUBIAN
9028

NUNG
9 147

NUPE
9149 9231 9232 9452 9134

NYANJA
9467

)cAINA
9004

OCEANIA
9184

7GBIA
9536

OKPAMHERI
9118

()RON

9448
oRTHOGRAPHY

9224 9485 9503 9504 9505 9154 9165 9235
nToMANGUEAN

9008 9088 9093 9094 9124 9152 9206 9226 9279 9291 9313 9329 9330
9331 9183 9385 9388 9389 9391 9392 9404 9407 9450 9384 9386 9400
9490 9513 9165 9312 9314

()TONI

9008 9152 9291 9450 9384

178



OWON AFA
9017

PAACI
9184

PACIFIC ISLANDS
9285 9106

PAIRED VARIABLES

9358 C°1 Wq°811

9487
P AL ANTLA CHINANTEC

PAME

PANO
9152

9440

PANOAN
9415 94 16 9252 9315

PEDAGOGY
9369 9379 9006

PEKINESE
9043 9101 9181 9202

PENUTIAN.
9233 9436 9489

PHONATION TYPE AND TONE ,

9458. 9175 9 196 9295
PHONEMIC ANALYSIS

936 3

PHONOLOGICAL CHANGE
9514

PHONOLOGICAL CONSPIRACIES
9290 9318 9058

PHYSIOLOGY
9120 9122 9141 9176
9426'9434 9539 9474

4N4PICURTS
9481

PIMA N
9395 9543 9021

PINDJE
9184

PITCH ACCENT
9044 9132 9141 9156
9499 9522 9339 9395
9543 9140 9162 9163
9319 9018 9091 9114

PITCH CONTROL
9120 9122 9141 "i99
9410 9426 9519 9472

PLATEAU
9097 9150 9151

eona TONE
9094 9227 9492 9512

PAGE 170

9221 9421 9515 9470 9253 9263 9069

9199 9200 9207 9212 9249 9310 9376 9380 9410
9494 9549 9550 9375 9230 9513 9542 9140 9121

9158 9204 9310 9335 9.141 9344 9377 9424 9426
9396 9401 9408 9423 9217 9372 9498 9502 9513
9171 9187 9237 9238 9261 9270 9273 9286 9315,
9125

9207 9212 9249 9288 9310 9366 9.376 9380 9381
9474 9488 9494 9549 9550 9375 9278 9113

9232 9455 9496 9531 9079 9105 9101 9108 911

I 79



POLYNESIAN
9 106

POMO

9344 9377 9499 9522
POPOLOCAN

9124 9391
PO-AI

9298 9301 9302 9305
PSCYCHOLINGUIST/C EXPERIMENTS ON TONE

9220
PSYCHOLOGICAL REALITY

9043 9135
PUNJA3I

9420 9153
PWO KAREN

9477
RADIOGRAPHY

9381 9550

9208

9154

9113

9220

9018

9165

9019

RANGOON BURMESE
9049

RAWANG
9368

pEn TAT
9143

REDUNDANCY RULES
9461 9512 9521

REDUPLICATION
9167 9444 9461 9462 9296

REGISTER -ey

91443
RHYME

9300
C,

9168
ROMANCE

9381
RULE OR

9170 9206 9496 9057
RUNDI

9467 9085
RWANDA

9085
SAEK

9146 9147
SAVWA

9510
SARAMACCAN

9227 9503 9504 9505
SAPS/

9205 9424 9080
SAYANC/

9431

18(1
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SEGMENTAL TONE

PAGE 172

9138 9197 9208 9259 9280 9367 9378 9461 9462 9482 9509 9322 9326
9209 9210 9.58 9543 9283 9284 9321 9107 9108 9116

SEKoU
9089

SEP 80-CROATIAN
9401 9542 9237 9238 9239 9286 9289 9319

SGAW KAREN
91177

SHAKKA
9293

SH AM BA LA
9467 9495 921414

SH AN
9477

SHERPA
9398 9175

SHITSWA
9081

SHONA
9495

SHOSHONEAN
9308

SHH AN G- FENG
9514

SIAMESE
9002 9003 9005 9042 9043 9111 9119 9136 9137 9138 9142 9146 9147
9167 9168 9170 9189 9191 9193 9280 9298 9301 9302 9305 9306 9378
9379 9449 9473 9477 9493 9521 9209 9210 9145 9169 9198 9242 9283
9284

SIMPLICITY MEASURES
9079

SIMPLIFICATION
9537

ST MULT ANEOUS APPLICATION
9216

SINITIC
9063 9067 9068 9070 9071 9072 9074 9101 9127 9181 9183 9185 9202
9213 9221 9240 9264 9297 9337 9366 9421 91483 9487 9511 9512 9515
9523 95111 9547 9433 9209 91470 9513 9514 9542 9164 9250 9253 9263
9073 9075 9076 9103

SINO-TIE' ?TAN
9230

SIOUAN
9158 9251

SITSIME
9363 9364

StUSLAW
9233

SLAVE
9218

1 81



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

SLAVIC:

9240 9401
sLoVAK

9372
SLOVENIAN

9172 9237 9238 9239 9286 9289 9319 9114

PAGE 173

9240
SOLO

9464
soNGKHLA

9191
soNGYE

9463 9495
SOSO

9214
sOTH0

9346 9485 9262 9268
SOUTH AMERICA

9004 9227 9440 9415 9416 9503 9504 9505 9252 9315 9007 9109
SOOTHE AST ASI A

9002 9003 9005 9030 9042 9043 9064 9102 9111 9112 9119 9136 9137
9138 9139 9142 9143 9144 9146 9147 9157 9167 9168 9170 9180 9183
9185 9189 9191 9192 9193 9194 9280 9298 9299 9300 9301 9302 9.303
9 304 9305 9306 9311 9332 9333 9336 9337 9362 9367 9378 9379 9425
9449 9473 9477 9493 9521 9327 9334 5422 9209 9368 9443 9458 9524
9145 9169 9182 9190 9198 9242 9283 9284 9290 SA5 9296 9307 9049
9095 9100 9126

s00THE01 PFRICA
-,40.2 9060 9160 9248 9271 9272 9341 9347 9467 9328 9346 9348 9349
9406 9417 9418 9437 9485 9495 9500 9501 9530 9531 9243 9247 9262
9268 9316 9035 9056 9057 9058 9077 9078 9080 9082 9083 9098

SOUTHWESTERN TAT
9449

SPANISH
9381

SPEECH SYNTHESIS
9255 9376 9289

SPEECH TEMPO
9197

SDEdD OP PITCH CHANGE
9472 9375

st3ANAN
9227

qTATIPicATIoNAL
9470

1TRESS
9152 9158 9180 9181 9189 9197 9202 9265 9274 9288 951.0 9521 9541
9513 9198 9278 9283 9069

3fliESS AND TONE
9034 9101 9161 9186 9212 9226 9251 9264 9291 9308 9363 9364 9387
9404 9450 9451 9481 9522 9395 9396 9225 9372 9507 9530 9542 9140
9161 9173 9261 9263 9273 9312 9315 9027 9062 9075 9109



SUI
.9299 9300

SUKUMA
9406

SUNWAR
9175

SUPRASEGMENTAL MATRIX

BESI COP1 11110011.1

PAGE 174

9176 9280 9281 9209 9210 9134 9283 9284 9115 9116
SUPRASEGMENTAL TON'"

9138 9197 9208 9259 9260 9274 9367 9378 9482 9512 9340 9209 9458
9282 9318 9110 9115 9116

SWAHILI
9486

SWATOW
9111

SWAZI
9467

SWEDISH
9141 9240 9310 9376 9140 9171 9261

SYLLABLES
9099 9136 9138 9208 9226 9335 9338 9370 9376 9378 9444 9457 9433
9458 9173 9178 9179 9188 9263 9307 9062 9100 9115

SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE AND TONE
9031 9072 9074 9101 9130 9192 9194 9197 9257 9329 9330 9331 9370
9448 9457 9461 9509 9527 9533 9538 9352 9416 9214 9217 9453 9504
9536 9173 9179 9234 9256 9263 9015 9058 9059 9061 9080 9115

SYNTHETIC SPEECH
9239

SZECHtJ ANESE
9433

T' EN
9304

TIIEM-PhO
9'798 9305

TAHITIAN
9106

TAI
9002 9003 9005 9042 9043 9111 9112 9119 9136 9137 9138 9119 9142
9143 9144 9146 9147 9148 9167 9168 9170 9180 9183 9185 9189 9191
9193 9280 9297 9298 9301 9302 9303 9305 9306 9311 9331 9378 9379
9425 9449 9473 9477 9493 9511 9521 9145 9198 9283 9284 9065 9100

TAIROPA
9343

TAIVANESE
9074 9220 )523 9209 9075

TAMANG
9398 9399 9175 9179

TANOAN
948 1 9546

TECHNIQUES FOR TONAL ANALYSIS

183



BEST COPY MUMBLE

9030 9271
900 1 9131

TEmNE
9518

TEPEHUk
9395 9543

TEssITURA

9387

9021

9341 9450 9459 9384 9394 9395 9428 9478

PAGE 175

9155 9312

9123

TETELA
9495 9235 9236

TEWA
9546

mNAKALT
5398 9399 9175 917U

TirETAN
9435 9456

TIPETO-90RMAN
9084 9170 9332 9333 9336 9337 9457 9477 9334 9394 9398 9399 94039435 9368 9456 9453 9173 9174 9175 9178 9179 9188 9196 9290 92959296 9045 9046 9048 9049 9062 9095 9126

ircriNA

9006 9007
TIFN-cHow

9 30 1

'M AL
9465

ITTrAING,
9134

TIV
9340 9013 9014

Tor,9 P2mNnNT
9130

Teri )MIA

9044
riNAL ANALYSIS

9241 9383 9385
ToPkL DEVELOPMENT

9064 9068 9102 9112 9139 9143 9144 9146 9147 9148 9160 9168 91769190 9183 9144 9115 9191 9193 9213 9221 9265 9298 9299 9300 93019102 9105 9306 9313 9332 9333 9316 9337 9344 9347 9376 9377 94049425 9467 9483 9510 9124 9325 9345 9348 9349 9398 9399 9402 94099435 4222 (!228 9229 9371 9372 9469 9484 9496 9502 9513 9514 95489145 9154 9162 9161 9175 9177 9182 9235 9247 9250 9309 9319 90499053 9108 9118 9123
moNAL Tr!nNT!3M

9 369 9489 9471 9529 9086
ToNR CnRRt8P0N0ENCEs

9060 9148 9160 9227 9248 9306 9330 9331 9425 94.. 9446 9398 92229548 9133 9145 9247 9.109
l'0M8 0BTPI8 ITI0N

9008 9030 9044 9124 9136 9205 9251 9369 9407 9444 4450 9467 9358



BEST tor( woo. PAGE 176

9394. 9458 9490 9173 9174 9178 9179 9247 9295 9307 9317 9027
9062 9095 9100 9106 9116 9131

TONE FEATURES
9054 9117 9138 9176 9197 9200 9274 9288 9332 9333 9370 9421 9460
9482 9487 9509 9512 9521 9539 9541 9547 9322 9323 9422 9542 95143
9134 9164 9177 9269 9315 9321 9075 9079 9116

TONE PERCEPTION
9002 9003 9071 9129 9135 9212 9219 9240 9241 9255 9288 9294 9362
9410 9493 9515 9211 9140 9238 9239 9242 9253 9289

TONE RULES
9012 9054 9071 9072 9074 9081 9087 9099 9111 9117 9130 9138 9149
9152 9158 9167 9189 9197 9212 9216 9220 9227 9257 9271 9272 9274
9279 9280 9303 9304 9313 9329 9330 9331 9341 9367 9370 9383 9385
9391 9397 9419 91429 9441 9451 9459 9460 9461 9462 9467 9473 9482
9487 9492 9509 9512 9515 9521 9533 9537 9539 9547 9323 9324 9339
9340 9342 9346 9348 9350 9351 9353 9355 9356 9360 9386 9400 9406
9414 9416 9430 9431 9432 9214 9223 9224 9228 9229 9230 9231 9232
9371 9437 9442 9452 9453 9454 9455 9465 9469 9471 9475 9495 9496
9497 9504 9507 9531 9532 9535 9536 95142 9134 9198 9201 92144 9245
9246 9258 9262 9282 9284 9315 9317 9318 9320 9321 9001 9009 9010
9011 9017 9020 9021 9024 9027 1028 9029 9033 9046 9047 9052 9055
9056 9057 9058 9059 9061 9069 9073 9079 9080 9082 9086 9104 9105
9107 9108 9115 9116

TONE SANDHI
9008 9022 9072 9084 9093 9101 9102 9138 9197 9216 9226 9227 9264
9303 9304 9313 9379 9385 91459 9487 9515 9539 9547 9326 9339 9361
9386 9435 9222 9231 9232 9470 9484 9490 9504 95142 9153 9165 9314
9317 9069 9073 9075 9100

TONE SPLITTING
9064 9102 9139 9185 9298 9299 9336 9137 9325 9402 9230 9177 9182
9049

TONE SYNTHESIS
9002 9288

TONE TYPOLOGY
9060 9081 9194 9259 9391 9510 9528 9?23 9339 9353 9428 9211 9468
9469 9471 9507 9513 9524 9542 9544 9551 9159 9290

TON ELESS MORP9EMES
9081 9204 9527 9284 9069

ToNE-BRARING CONSONANTS
9235

TO

9341 9467 9350 9495 9056 9057 9058
ToNOEXoDUS

9213
T0NoGENESTS

9120 9132 9213 9333 9336 9337 9376 9334 9230 9140 9154 9163 9290
To0140

9194

T0 tiRA
9023 9024

.18ti



'"RANSCRIPTION
9022 9066 9523 9525 9085 9103 9126TUVE
9206 9312 9314

rsoNGA
9243 9035 9078

PSWANA
9077

/"WAN0AN
9006 9007

9118
1K0E

911P
112sTFA)

9478 9485 9029 9080

UR90B0
9118

ulx,RuFA
9343 9026 9027

uro-AZTECAN
9161 9308 9395 9543 9021

VENIA
9531

VIET
9157 9183 9145 9192 9362 9327 9422

VIETNAMESE
9157 9192 9337 9362 9327 9422 9182

VOLTAIC
9519 9172 9001 9096

VOLTA-COMOE
9099 9429 9528 9430 9468

VOWEL HEIGHT AND TONE
9037 9068 9099 9112 9181 9213 9215
9440 9476 9420 9443 9458 951

VOWEL LEN3TH AND TONE
9127 9112 9152 9197 9213 9226 9272
9408 9420 9458 9490 9503 9203 9237
9075 9080 9082 9085 9092 9096 9100

WIMPA
9343

WFIJI
9041

BEST AFRICA
9012 9016 5014 9054 9087 9097 9099
9208 9281.9365 9370 9397 9429 9441
9462 9482 9509 9516 9525 9527 9528
9125 9339 9140 9353 9360 9393 9405
.4431 9432 9209 9211 9224 9228 9229
9455 9468 9469 9471 9475 9478 9479
9520 924 9529 9532 9534 9535 9536

181;
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BEST COPY MAILABLE

9230

9307

9182 9307

9288 9366 9381 9382 9387 9397

9364 9407 9444 9477 9481 9521
9238 9239 9277 9286 9289 9293

9117 9130 9149 9150 9151 9176
9444 9446 9448 9459 9460 9461
9533 9537 9538 9539 9545 9323
9411 9412 9413 9414 9428 94,30
9231 9232 9447 9452 9453 9454
9497 9506 9507 9517 9518 9519
9540 9551 9133 9134 9155 9159



BEST Cori IIIIRILABLE

PAGE 178

9172 9201 9203 9234 9247 9254 9266 9267 9275 9276 9282 9283 92H4
9320 9001 9009 9011 9013 9014 9015 9017 9020 9023 9024 9025 9029
9033 9040 9047 9086 9090 9096 9104 9105 9107 9110 9118

WEST ATLANTIC
9538

WHISPERED SPEECH
r-9003 9359 9 362 9140

WHISTLE SPEECH
9088 9491 9502 9530 9296 9131

WHITE MIAO
9102

WHITE TAI
9143 9147 9100

WINTUN
9436,

WU-MING
9 301

X9OSA
9022 9271 9272 9467 9316 9080

YABEM
9513 9053

YAKA
9354

YALA
9012 9281 9323 9134 9011 9047

YAn
9064 9402 91484

YAUNDE
9471

YOMHE
9.3 57

YORUBA
9087 9014 9446 9323 9325 9466 9469 9520 9526 9133 9133 9134 9276
9015 9020 9086 9116

YUCAM
9390 9038 9128

ZAPOTEC
9094 9279 9383

ZHEMAITIAN
9163

ZOOMBO
9061

ZbLU
9467 9417 9418 9082 9083 9098

1 81/


